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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Silicon - the most known and the 2nd most widespread element in the Earth crust 

- is still bringing new challenges. Although it is one of the most studied and used 

elements, there exist many open questions and there even may be some interesting 

properties or new forms of silicon we do not know about yet. 

Thanks to the electronic industry and its rapid development in the second half 

of the 20th century, we can make our lives easier by enjoying a rich variety of elec

tronic devices based on silicon components. The progress of these devices - increasing 

performance together with the decrease of their price - is mainly associated with the 

miniaturization and mass production, respectively. Both issues are of high importance. 

Miniaturization slowly brings the dimensions of some devices close to the nanometer

scale. By entering the field of nanotechnology we are in fact entering the world of 

new physical phenomena, most of which ~re still under intensive research. The mass 

production, on the other band, causes a drastic decrease of the price, making most of 

the devices affordable. 

1.1 Photovoltaic solar energy conversion 

The increasing number of electronic devices produced by new technologies in 

highly industrialized countries lead to increasing energy demand. The ways of produc

ing energy are, on the contrary, still very traditional - mainly based on burning fossil 

fuels like gas, oil or coal, with all negative effects involved. The increasing volume of 

greenhouse gases emissions and decreasing reserves of the fossil fuels do not meet the 

conditions for a sustainable growth, so the fast introduction of renewable and envi

ronmentally friendly energy supplies is inevitable. Solar, wind, hydro, geothermal 

and biomass energy are the major renewable sources expected to prevail over the 

fossil fuels in 30-50 years according to various energy scenarios, e.g. [1, 2]. Solar en-
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ergy or photovoltaics (PV) has a big potential for a rapid growth, mainly because of 

its simplicity and worldwide applicability. The only drawback is the initial price of 

commercially available solar panels. However, the decrease to"' 20% of the price in 

1980 [3] already makes the solar energy a suitable solution for the remote areas with 

no electric network. This currently refers to almost 1.6 billion people, mainly in the 

developing countries. The total electric power-generation capacity (based on all avail

able sources, including fossil fuels) installed worldwide was about 3500 GW in 2003 

and it is expected to increase to almost 7000 GW in next thirty years [4]. Half of the 

new capacity will be installed in the developing countries, so the need for cheap and 

preferably renewable energy sources is obvious. Moreover, these countries typically 

have very good insolation conditions, which favours the solar energetics. According 

to the optimistic PV market scenario, almost 656 GW,.. of total solar power can be 

expected by 2030 if very large scale PV systems in the deserts are used [2]. 1 The 

annual statistics of International Energy Agency (5] indicate an impressive growth of 

the solar energetics with 0.1 GW,.. installed solar power in 1992 to almost 2.6 GW„ 

in 2004. 

Due to the intensive research effort of many laboratories and the companies in

volved in this field, there are many stimulating facts concerning the solar research, 

development and industry, some of them listed below: 

• Energy payback time 2 of crystalline or polycrystalline solar cells has decreased 

to about 2-4 years and just to 1-3 years for the thin film solar cells [6], while 

most of the producers guarantee their modules for 25 years. 

• lmpressive progress in the solar cell efficiency (see Tahle 1.1). 

• Designs of the solar panels for integration in to modem buildings ( e.g. Solartec, 

Roth & Rau). 

• Flexible solar cell modules for special applications (e.g. United Solar - space 

research, VHF Technologies - portable electronic charger). 

• Very large area depositions (-1 m2) for cheap thin film solar cells (Kaneka, 

Unaxis). 

1 It is customary to cite the generation power of PV systems in Watt-peak, i.e., peak power under 
standard conditions (5]. Due to the changes of illumination and weather conditions, the real output 
averaged over the installed solar panels is reduced almost by an order of magnitude. 

2The period of active use when the solar panel produces the sarne amount of energy as consumed 
for its preparation. 
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1.2 Silicon solar cells 

For a further successful progress of the solar energetics we still need a lot of inno

vations leading, above all, to the competitive price of the solar cells and solar panels. 

Comparison of energy payback times shows that the thin film solar cells have potential 

for achieving low costs. The significant reduction of the raw material needs and faster 

production time make them an attractive alternative to the crystalline Si solar cells, 

although the efficiencies are still much lower (see Tahle 1.1). The theoretical limit for 

the efficiency of the single junction crystalline silicon solar cell given by the energy 

of its band gap is around 27% (7). The disordered structure of the material in thin 

film solar cells leads to much lower efficiencies, however a significant improvements 

can be achieved by the application of a multi layered structure of stacked cells. So, 

the efficiency increase still remains to be an important task for the solar cell research. 

In the Tahle 1.1 the record efficiencies of the laboratory solar cells are summarized 

as of May 2003. Besides crystalline Si and thin film Si solar cells, there are also effi

ciencies of other types of solar cells based on materials like gallium-arsenide (GaAs), 

cadmium-telluride (CdTe) or copper-indium-gallium-diselenide (CuinGaSe2). These 

materials can have very good electrical and optical properties, but they are suitable 

only for special applications, because their limited resources on Earth could make 

their future mass production problematic. 

Laboratory size solar cells typically have an area in the order of cm2. The up

scaling for the industrial production of thin film solar cells usually leads to much 

larger substrates. The typical modules av:ailable commercially offer lower efficiencies: 

for example 12-15% in the case of crystalline silicon and 6-8% in the case of amor

phous silicon solar cells. Since the efficiencies of laboratory cells are approaching the 

theoretical values, the main improvement probably lies in reducing the gap between 

the efficiency of commercial modules and laboratory cells. Recently, Kaneka Corp. (13) 

has reported record efficiencies of large scale thin film modules on glass substrates 

91x45 cm2: 8.7% for amorphous Si and 11.3% for micromorph (hybrid) Si, which uses 

a tandem cell concept of stacked amorphous (top) a microcrystalline (bottom) solar 

cells introduced by IMT Neuchatel in 1994 (15). 

As for the special applications, thin film amorphous solar cells on flexible sub

strates (16) have shown their potentiaJ in the space research, since they provide very 

good specific power/weight ratio in the range of 350-1250 W /kg, while the crystalline 

cells do not exceed the 100 W /kg. 

7 
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Tahle 1.1: Maximum stable conversion efficiencies of laboratory cells at standard 
conditions {5}. I/ no source is indicate.d, then after {4}. 

Triple junction (GaAs) concentrator cell 35.2% (Spectrolab) 

Crystalline solar cells: 

Monocrystalline Si cell 24.7% (Univ. of New South Wales (8)) 

Multicrystalline Si cell 19.8% (Univ. of New South Wales (8)) 

Thin film solar cells: 

Culn(Ga)Se2 cell 18.2% (NREL) 

CdTe cell 16.0% (NREL) 

Single junction amorphous Si 9.5% (IMT Neuchatel (9)) 

Triple junction amorphous SiGe 13.0% (United Solar [10)) 

Thin films by new technologies: 

Single junction microcrystalline Si 10.1% (Kaneka [11)) 

Single junction microcrystalline Si 9.4% {AIST Tsukuba, 140°C [12)) 

Micromorph (hybrid) Si 12.0% (Kaneka [13)) 

Thin film monocrystalline Si 16.6% (IPE Stuttgart (14)) 

Organic solar cells 4% (Princeton, NREL) 

The flexibility of the solar panels significantly broadens the range of applications. 

This probably gave rise to the idea of 25 µm thin monocrystalline Si selfsupporting 

films produced by a special layer transfer technique [14), showing that the demand for 

highly efficient and cheap solar cells brings the crystalline and thin film technologies 

even closer than we could imagine few years ago. 

Unless some novel types of the solar cells appear (e.g. thin film silicon with large 

microcrystalline grains acting as concentrators of light and electrical current [17)), the 

most perspective way how to reach higher efficiencies is the multilayer structure (like 

a-Si:H and a-SiGe:H in triple junction amorphous solar cell or a-Si:H and µc-Si:H 

in micromorph or hybrid solar cell), exploiting the different band gaps of each layer 

for enhanced light absorption in a wider spectral range. Low temperature deposition 

on cheap substrates and high-rate deposition processes are explored in order to lower 

the costs per module/panel. 

The choice of favourite material for the low-cost solar panels could be quite dif

ferent even in few years if some emerging types of solar cells reach higher efficiencies. 

This might be the case of the organic solar cells, claiming up to 60% reduction of 

costs due to simpler production technology. lf we analyse the efficiency data in a time 

scale (4), it is clear that the organic solar cells copy the trend of the amorphous silicon 
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solar ceUs, but with a 20 years' delay. Similarly, the solar energy research, develop

ment and industry are again just 20 years delayed compared to the we11 established 

and prospering wind energy (18). 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

The main goal of this thesis is to study the intrinsic layer (i-layer) used in the thin 

film silicon solar cells. Quality of i-layer has a major impact on the performance of thin 

film solar cells. As explained in previous paragraphs, we are motivated by tbe usage 

of tbin silicon film in solar ceIJs on cheap (and even flexible) substrates. So, we mainly 

focused on the characterization of films prepared at rather low substrate temperatures 

(from 250°C down to 35°C) by the conventional Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor 

Deposition (PECVD). Most emphasis will be put on the characterization of samples 

prepared under different deposition conditions with the aim to understand the relation 

between the complicated microstructure and electrical properties of these intrinsic 

layers. 

After the short introduction above to the silicon thin films in the context of so

lar cells and renewable energy sources, we move on to the chapter two starting with 

the overview of the most common methods of preparation of silicon thin films (Sec

tions 2.1 and 2.2). Then we hriefly present the characterization methods of these films 

categorized by the size of the measured area. In Section 2.3 named "Macro-scale char

acterization" metbods for the determination of overaU conductivity, diffusion length, 

crystalline volume fraction, crysta11ographic orientation and other properties are pre

sented. 

The second group of techniques (Section 2.4) is devoted to Iocal probing, so the 

micro-Ra.man scattering is introduced and a special attention is paid to the atomic 

farce microscope (AFM) and its modification - conductive AFM. In this section we 

also suggest a novel method for the evaluation of the lateral size of grains from the 

AFM images. For a clear description of the function of the AFM, conductive AFM 

and image evaluation, this section already includes the results obtained by tbe author. 

Next, the whole chapter fhree contains author's original results, which were se

lected and arranged with the aim to present the microstructure and growth of mixed

phase Si films. We also propose a simple model of growtb of microcrystalline grains 

and we focus on local electronic properties and add some comments to the residual 

stress in thin Si films. The samples in this chapter were prepared by PECVD at IoP 

in Prague. This chamber is directly connected to the Omicron AFM/STM microscope 

9 
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enabling the measurements of in-situ films, so the samples are named "Stm #", where 

the # sign stands for the sequential number of the deposition. 

In order to understand and control the properties of the thin film solar cells, we 

attempted to study the properties of several series of intrinsic Si thin films prepared 

by conventional PECVD. We focused on the evolution of structure, influence of mi

crocrystalline grains on the transport properties and the change of properties with 

decreasing substrate temperature. The samples were prepared in three different lab

oratories mentioned in each section. A complex characterization of these series was 

performed in our group using the methods introduced in chapter two and the results 

make up the whole chapter Jour. The author's contribution was in the characteriza

tion of these samples by AFM in different modes and creating the final interpretation 

of results obtained by all available techniques. 

A more detailed discussion of these results, as well as some more experiments with 

higher deposi tion rate, can be found in the chapter jive. In the last chapter (Final 

conclusions) the most important findings and interesting results of the thesis are 

summarized and author's personal opinion about an outlook in this field is presented. 

Objectives of the thesis 

• Understand the growth of the thin silicon films with microcrystalline structure. 

• Understand the transport in the intrinsic silicon films and its relation to the 

microstructure. 

• Explore the behaviour of thin intrinsic films at very low substrate temperatures. 

• Discuss the influence of the deposition conditions leading to the growth of the 

most suitable structure of µ.c-Si:H based solar cells. 
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Chapter 2 

THIN FILM SILICON 

Both amorphous silicon and microcrystalline silicon represent a wider class of 

materials, with properties strongly dependent on the deposition conditions. Hydro

genated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) can be prepared by PECVD from pure gaseous 

silane (SiH4 ). It was reported [19, 20] that the utilization of silane diluted in hydrogen 

leads to the growth of a-Si:H containing less defects. Device quality a-Si:H can be 

characterized by electronic defect density below 1016 cm-3 and under optimized depo

sition conditions, it can be prepared by several technologies. Hydrogenated microcrys

talline silicon (µc-Si:H) is on the other band known for its complicated microstructure, 

which can significantly vary with all the deposition conditions like dilution, pressure, 

plasma and substrate temperature. Ali these parameters will be addressed within this 

chapter. 

Hydrogen contained both in a-Si:H and µ.c-Si:H terminates silicon dangling bonds 

and thus passivates the defects. Its importance can be illustrated by comparison with 

the polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) - a material with much larger grains (µm - mm) 

grown at higher temperatures (Ts=600-800° C) or cast from melt. Due to high Ts, 

poly-Si contains no hydrogen. Although the poly-Si has very large grains, there still 

exist many grain boundaries . The post-deposition hydrogen plasma treatment is nec

essary to deliver some amount of hydrogen to passivate defects at the grain boundaries 

and thus improve the electrical properties. This refers both to films prepared in the 

vacuum by Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition {LPCVD) [21, 22] and recently 

also by Atmospheric Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition (APCVD) [23]. 

Microcrystalline sjlicon became especially attractive after realizing the fact that 

it does not suffer from the light induced degradation. This effect observed for the first 

time by Staebler and Wronski [24), seems to be an inherent property of amorphous 

silicon and it leads to the decrease of the efficiency of a-Si:H based solar cells by 10-
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30% of the initial (as-deposited) value. Stability of µc-Si:H became a big motivation 

for the exploration of its the properties as a competing or complementary photoactive 

material. 

Thin silicon films (amorphous or microcrystalline) exhibit the photovoltaic effect 

only in the 'p-i-n' structure. The impurities in the doped 'p' and 'n' layers increase 

the recombination and the disorder reduces the mobility of the charge carriers. So, the 

'i' (intrinsic) undoped layer is essential both for the generation of carriers and their 

subsequent separation [25). High solar cell efficiency requires good light absorption 

and electrical transport in the i-layer. The utilization of a µ.c-Si:H as an active layer 

in the solar cell is not so straightforward for two basic reasons [26): 

• µ.c-Si:H is a material with indirect band gap-+ low absorption, quite thick films 

are necessary ("'2 µ.m) 

• complicated microstructure of µ.c-Si:H films (grains and grain boundaries) can 

deteriorate the transport properties of the material 

Although the physical processes occurring in the microcrystalline silicon thin films 

are not fully understood yet, the real solar cells exhibit a photovoltaic effect with rel

atively high efficiencies. Furthermore, the band gap of "'1.1 ev provides an enhanced 

absorption in the infrared region compared to the amorphous silicon with wider band 

gap "'1.7 eV. So, the combination of a-Si:H based top cell and µ.c-Si:H based bot

tom cell, denoted as micromorph or hybrid structure is the way to cheap and highly 

efficient solar cells. 

Due to the lower absorption coefficient of the µ.c-Si:H thicker layers "'2 µ.m of 

µ.c-Si:H are needed to match the current generated by the a-Si:H layers in the micro

morph solar cells. Amorphous silicon provides a sufficient absorption already at the 

thickness of 0.5 µ.m. Comparison of real solar cells produced by Kaneka [13) shows 

that light induced degradation resulted in efficiency drops of 18% for a-Si:H or 8% 

for micromorph solar cells proving the beneficial effect of incorporation of µ.c-Si:H. 

2.1 Preparation by PECVD 

The Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) is a glow discharge 

technique, based on a decomposition of a source gas containing silicon by means of 

plasma. This method, first reported by Sterling and Swann in 1965 [27), has several 

key deposition parameters which strongly influence the structure and quality of the 

deposited films. Only a narrow space of parameters leads to the microcrystalline or 
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polycrystalline structure, otherwise the film grows as amorphous. The key parameters 

will be reviewed within the Sections 2.1.1-2.1.4. The samples presented in this thesis 

were prepared by the PECVD, so the influence of the deposition parameters on the 

film properties will be shown and discussed in the Chapters 4 and 5. 

First thin films with microcrystalline structure were prepared by Vepřek and 

Mareček by the transport chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in 1968 [28]. The work

ing gas was pure hydrogen, introduced into the chamber through the high frequency 

{28 MHz) discharge, passing by silicon in the solid phase, probably creating gaseous 

silane (SiH4) or its fragments. The silane was then decomposed on the surface of the 

substrates held at 600° C forming a thin µc-Si:H film.Dueto relatively high substrate 

temperature, the films were deposited on sapphire substrate. The utilization of the 

glow discharge for more effective silane decomposition in PECVD technique [29, 30] 

at the beginning of 80's allowed decrease of the temperature down to 100-500°C and 

preparation of the films on relatively cheap substrates Iike glass. The µc-Si:H films 

were firstly used as doped {highly conductive) contact layers exhibiting much smaller 

optical absorption than a-Si:H films. Application of the µc-Si:H as photogeneration 

layer was firstly reported by Lucovsky and Faraji [31, 32] and the entirely microcrys

talline silicon solar cells were fabricated by the IMT Neuchatel in 1994 (33] using the 

very high frequency PECVD (Section 2.1.4). Since then, many Iaboratories studied 

this type of photovoltaic material using various methods for the preparation of the 

i-layer. The main advantage of preparation of microcrystalline silicon by PECVD is 

the well developed technology, which is already being used in industrial applications 

of a-Si:H in thin film devices, amorphous Si-Ge solar cells or Thin Film Transistor 

(TFT) displays. Although the production of solar cell panels based on microcrystalline 

silicon (see the Kaneka. results in the Chapter 1) has already started, the parameter 

space of PECVD and its modifications is not completely explored up to now. 

The principie of the PECVD is schematically shown in Fig. 2.1 with the experi

mental configuration of the chamber at the Department of Thin Films, IoP, Prague. 

The source gas (silane diluted by hydrogen) is introduced into the deposition cham

ber, where the plasma glow discharge is initiated between two planar electrodes. The 

discharge is typically maintained by the AC voltage in the radio frequency range. Our 

in-house built PECVD system is equipped with Thamway Tl61-5068A RF amplifier 

and T020-5068A matchbox. The range of frequencies is 10-110 MHz and maximum 

power is 100 W. The planar electrodes are circular. The cathode with 7 cm in di

ameter is fed with the RF signal {13.56 MHz) resulting in a DC self bias of around 

-120 V, while the anode holding the substrates is kept ftoating. The electrode distance 
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was always kept at 1.8 cm. The anode can be resistively heated and the substrate 

temperature Ts is monitored by a calibrated thermoresistor Pt 100. The composition 

of the source gas mixture (silane and hydrogen) as the key parameter is described in 

Section 2.1.3. The total pressure during the deposition was typically in the range of 

10-100 Pa, but can be increased for example for achieving very high deposition rates 

(see 2.1.3). 

RF I VHF amplifier 

RF I VHF generator 

turbomolecular 
and diaphragm 
pump 

ion pump 

matchbox 

I plasma I 
sample t5. ~~ 

pressure 
gauge 

sample heating 
+ thermoresistor 

Figure 2.1: Scheme oj the PECVD deposition method. 

We will also show results of samples from other deposition systems used at Insti

tute of Physical Electronics (IPE), University of Stuttgart and at Toppan Research 

Institute in Sugito-cho, Japan. These chambers are of the same type, capable of sim

ilar range of deposition parameters. The PECVD chamber in Toppan only differs 

in the cathode design - it is a shower electrode introducing the source gas mixture 

through the holes in the cathode. The shape is also circular with 6 cm in diameter. 

2.1.1 Time 

The duration of the deposition process is the simplest parameter, by which we 

influence just the thickness of the growing film. Deposition time is the ideal variable 

parameter for the preparation of a thickness series, i.e., the series of samples with 

different thicknesses. After the measurement of the film thickness, the deposition rate 

r d can be evaluated: 

d 
rd = t [nm/s) (2.1) 
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wbere: 
d thickness of the deposited film [nm] 

t duration of the deposition process [s] 

The typical values of r d for obtaining high quality µc-Si:H films are around 

0.5 nm/s ( the quality is reflected for example in the 93 efficiency of a single junction 

µ.c-Si:H solar ceU). Just a small increase to - 1.0 nm/s decreases the efficiency to 

83 [34, 35] and it is supposed that with further increase of rd the efficiency would 

decrease (36]. Recently, it has been reported that even at 3 nm/s, the efficiency of 8% 

can be achieved by conventional PECVD at high pressures [37] (Section 2.1.3). Very 

interesting is also tbe result of novel atmospberic plasma CVD method (38] obtaining 

deposition rates of 8 nm/s with an efficiency of 8.3%, but for the a-Si:H based solar 

cells. The parameters for the growth of microcrystalline structure by this method 

have probably not been studied yet. 

The deposition of 2 µm thick i-Jayer at rd=0.5 nm/s takes about 1 hour, while 

at rd=lO nm/s the time needed for the preparation of the same Jayer drops down 

to -3 min. So, the increase of r d while maintaining the quality of the films is an 

important goal for the PECVD based methods. 

2.1.2 Temperature 

The temperature of the substrate Ts is usuaJly maintained by the resistive heating 

as shown in the Fig. 2.1. Before the deposition it serves for the cleaning purposes. 

Cleaning temperature is usuaHy higher than the deposition temperature Ts in order to 

remove adsorbed species and prevent the contamination of working gases and growing 

thin film during the deposition process. The substrate temperature Ts has a direct 

impact on mobility of precursors on the surface promoting their diffusion, desorp

tion and chemical reactions, thus influencing the structure and content of deposited 

thin film. To form the microcrystaHine structure at Jower temperatures, typically the 

dilution (Section 2.1.3) must be shifted to lower concentrations of silane. 

For the amorphous silicon, the optima) substrate temperature was found to be 

around 250°C, where the defect density shows a minimum [39]. Similar temperature 

was also adopted for the deposition of microcrystalline silicon (e.g. [7]) and with 

decreasing Ts the defect density always increases (40]. 

Ts also influences the amount of hydrogen incorporated into the deposited film. 

This is one of the results being discussed in the Chapters 4 and 5, so bere we just 

mention the fact that the amount of hydrogen increases with decreasing substrate 
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temperature both for amorphous silicon thin films prepared by PECVD [41, 42] and 

by HWCVD [43] as well as for µc-Si:H thin films prepared by PECVD [44, 45]. 

The bonding condi tions and the total amount of hydrogen in the films are known to 

influence the light degradation of the a-Si:H thin films [41]: simply said - hydrogen 

seems to be responsible for the Staebler-Wronski effect. 

However, for the industrial use of the cheapest plastic substrates (Iike polyethy

lene terephtalate - PET), the Ts rv250° C is still too high. Recently, an unexpected 

physical phenomena has been observed in connection with even lower substrate tem

peratures. Around the temperature ofTs rvl40° C suppressed oxygen donor formation 

has been reported [12, 40, 46] by Nasuno et al. at AIST, Tsukuba. In these works 

the world record efficiency 9.4% of the single junction µc-Si:H solar cell has been 

achieved (Tahle 1.1). Schubert et al. at IPE, University of Stuttgart has extensively 

studied preparation of solar cells at very low deposition temperatures around and 

below 100° C, and also prepared the solar cell on plastic substrate at Ts=l00° C 

with the efficiency of 6.3% [47]. Laterit was also reported that even at temperatures 

around 80° C solar cells with high efficiencies can be prepared, when the deposition 

conditions are close to the boundary between a-Si:H and µc-Si:H growth [48]. 

2.1.3 Gases 

Dilution 

The composition of the source gas mixture is one of the key parameters of PECVD 

based processes. Usually, the dilution parameter is given as the concentration of silane 

csiH4 in the source gas: 

(2.2) 

partial flow of the hydrogen [sccm] 

[SiH4] partial flow of the silane [sccm] 

To provide more graphical space in the region of small csiH4 values, which is of 

great interest since the a-Si:H / µc-Si:H transition occurs bere, another measure of 

dilution - r8 is used [49]. The ratio r 8 is defined as follows: 

(2.3) 
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As seen from Eq. 2.3, the r11 is a dimensionless number. The exact relation between 

r 11 and csi114 is given by Eq. 2.4. 

1 - C5·11 
r11 = 1 4 ~ l/csi114 (for CsiH4 «1) (2.4) 

CSi114 

It has been reported that the utilization of silane diluted in hydrogen may bring 

beneficial effects to the structure and electronic properties of the wide band gap 

a-Si:H (50) as well of the standard a-Si:H [51). The dilution ratio r 11 between 5 

< r 11 < 13 increases the band gap of the a-Si:H, while preserving its amorphous 

structure. At r11 "' 13 some small crystallites may already appear in the film. Further 

increase of r11 (smaller concentration of silane csill4 ) leads to the change of the shape 

of crystallites. Firstly, the cones are observed at r11 "'20 and they are substituted by 

multiple columns separated by cracks at r 11 "' 40. At r 11 "' 80 the single columns over 

the whole film thickness are present. These r 11 values refer to the work done at IMT 

Neuchatel [52). The other deposition conditions were Ts=225° C, plasma frequency 

70 MHz, power of 7 W and pressure of 40 Pa. The observation of the transition 

between amorphous and microcrystalline growth is in agreement with results from 

other laboratories (49, 53, 54, 55). 

Pressure 

The typical total pressure in the PECVD method for the preparation of both amor

phous and microcrystalline silicon thin films is in the range of 10-100 Pa [56). At 

conventional deposition conditions (dilution, power) this results in relatively low de

position rate of about r d ~0.3 nm/s. The increase of the r d via higher plasma discharge 

frequency will be discussed in the Section 2.1.4. Another approach for achieving higher 

deposition rates lies in the employment of 2-5 times higher total pressure (57, 58), 

denoted as High-pressure silane-depletion (HPD) regime. Such a regime completely 

changes the processes in the plasma discharge, bringing more collisions among par

ticles in the plasma and probably even creating some nanocrystalline clusters in the 

gas. The higher pressure further leads to the formation of narrower sheaths around 

the electrodes, thus reducing the energy of bombarding particles [59). Besides the 

increased deposition rate, these effects may also beneficially promote the formation 

of the crystalline structure. The other important parameter closely connected to the 

pressure is the pd product (60). The p is the total pressure and d is the distance 

between electrodes. Very high pressure p is used in HPD regime, where low enough 

electrode distance d as well as high enough plasma power must be set to prevent the 

powder formation [58, 61, 37, 62, 63). 
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Recent works of some laboratories show the results of the employment of the HPD 

regime: for example in the FZ Jiilich [34) the pressure range from 200 up to 3000 Pa 

in the conventional RF PECVD system has been monitored and the pressure over 

1000 Pa has been found necessary for high efficiency of the solar cells (over 8%) at 

high deposition rates r d ...... o.6 nm/s. The VHF PECVD system in IMT Neuchatel 

[64) shows the deposition rate r d -2.5 nm/s and another VHF PECVD system in 

AIST Tsukuba (58, 65) even rd -3.8 nm/s for the deposition of the µc-Si:H thin 

film, both around the pressure of 300 Pa. However, the utilization of such an intrinsic 

layer in the solar cell required even higher pressures of ....., 900 Pa and resulted in the 

efficiencies of 8.2% at 2.1 nm/s or 7.9% at 3.0 nm/s [61, 37). For comparison, the 

typical deposition rates of the samples within this work prepared by conventional 

PECVD are rd ...... 0.2 nm/s at the pressure of 70 Pa (see Tahle 4.1). 

2.1.4 Plasma 

Power 

The total power coupled to the plasma discharge has major impact on the decomposi

tion and ionization of the source gas (silane and hydrogen). For a full description of the 

deposition conditions the value of plasma power density should be indicated. Power 

density is defined as the ratio of the plasma power over the area of the cathode. This 

parameter, taking into account the chamber geometry, characterizes the deposition 

conditions more precisely than just the value of plasma power and is thus essential 

for a meaningful comparison_ of samples prepared in different PECVD systems. 

Under the conventional pressure conditions (see Section 2.1.3) the increase of the 

discharge power Pell is usually reflected in the increase of the deposition rate r d· 

By applying too high Pel/i the deterioration of the film crystallinity may occur (66, 

67, 58), returning the microcrystalline growth back to amorphous. This is attributed 

to the bombardment by the high-energy particles created in the plasma with high 

degree of ionization [68). To keep the high deposition rate for the growth of µc-Si:H 

and prevent the surface from this bombardment naturally leads to the increase of the 

total pressure in the HPD regime as shown in recent works (58, 37). 

The typical values of the power density for the samples studied in this work were 

...... 0.2 W.cm-2• With the same equipment, the power density at the maximum available 

power 100 W would be roughly an order of magnitude higher. 

As the powder formation at very high discharge powers is the main limiting factor 

for the further increase of the deposition rate, new ways of more effective plasma de-
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composition are explored. Recently, an interesting result has been reported by AIST, 

Tsukuba using a novel design of cathode [62, 63). lt is shower head mesh electrode 

with a hollow-like discharge within the mesh. Improvements in the crystallinity as 

well as electrical properties have been achieved using the mesh electrode in the HPD 

regime (total pressure of 1240 Pa). The deposition rates reached 5.8 nm/s, however for 

the intrinsic µc-Si:H layer in the solar cell the rd was decreased to 1.2 nm/s resulting 

in the efficiency of 8.1%. In August 2003, the rd "'10 nm/s has been announced for 

this type of deposition system [69)). 

F'requ.ency 

As explained at the description of the PECVD principie at the beginning of this chap

ter, the plasma is usually generated in a capacitively coupled reactor by an AC electri

cal signal fed into the cathode. The standard excitation frequency leze of 13.56 MHz 

(denoted by RF PECVD) is sometimes substituted by very high frequencies (VHF 

PECVD) from 27.12 MHz to almost 200 MHz or even by microwave frequency 2450 

MHz. 

The excitation frequency leze has a major effect on the plasma discharge. Sup

posing the following conditions: conventional pressure ("' 70 Pa) and typical anode 

- cathode distance of 2 cm (both correspond to the typical deposition settings in 

our chamber), the frequencies leze >10 MHz cause the trapping of the positively 

charged ions "in the discharge", while the electrons having much higher mobility 

still follow the changes of the AC voltage. This trapping reduces the losses of ions 

(recombination on cathode) compared to a DC discharge and such a highly ionized 

plasma discharge provides enough reactive radicals to promote an effective deposition 

process. By applying the VHF frequencies I eze > 100 MHz, the same trapping effect 

occurs for electrons as they are prevented from reaching the electrodes. This leads 

to higher density of electrons within the discharge bringing more collisions with ions, 

thus producing high degree of ionization and making the whole deposition process 

more effective. 

The first experiments with the VHF PECVD were done by Curtins et al. in IMT 

Neuchatel [70) in 1987 and a significant 5-lOx increase of rd in comparison with the 

conventional RF PECVD has been reported. The monotonie increase of the deposition 

rate with increasing leze has been then reported [71, 66, 47), reaching rd"' 3.0 nm/s 

at I eze =200 MHz. At higher frequencies I eze more intensive ionization of the source 

gas occurs, reducing the impedance of plasma and thus enabling coupling of more 

power into the discharge. The enhanced ionization in the VHF range is attributed 
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either to the resonance effects as the excitation frequency leze becomes comparable 

with the frequency of electron collisions and neutral particles or to the interaction 

with the oscillating boundary of the cathode sheath as its effective velocity becomes 

comparable with the velocity of electrons (so called surf-riding of electrons). Further 

changes of the VHF plasma discharge include decreased sheath regions compared to 

RF discharge [72, 73]. This results in the reduction of the energy of ions impinging on 

the growing surface [47, 26]. This effect is independent of the chamber geometry and 

it was suggested [74, 75] that the values of excitation frequency leze 2::50 MHz reduce 

the energy of the bombarding ions, thus preventing the formation of defects in the 

growing film. A similar effect can be achieved, to some extent, by a higher deposition 

pressure (see Section 2.1.3). Next consequence of the high degree of ionization at very 

high excitation frequencies leze is the increase of ion flux on the substrate [72, 73]. 

The comparison of leze =50 and 200 MHz [47] showed a substantial difference 

in the efficiency of the deposition process. Better gas utilization at higher excitation 

frequencies leze is also reflected in significant increase of the deposition rate rd. The 

excitation frequency leze itself does not seem to have a major impact on the properties 

of the deposited film, this is mainly attributed to other parameters like pressure, 

power, dilution etc. 

lt should be noted that the proper impedance matching of the RF and VHF 

generator to the glow discharge is crucial for an effective transfer of the power 

(Pe11=Paf1Pliea!'ioss) into the plasma. Recent upgrade of our VHF PECVD equip

ment mainly focused on this problem. Several laboratories have reported the increase 

of rd with increasing leze· However, the results significantly differ - both in the value 

of maximal rd=l-3 nm/s) as well as in the leze of the maximal rd (60-200 MHz) 

[47]. The common trend is the increase of rd with increasing leze until the saturation 

is reached. This indicates the fact that all the silane precursors were decomposed 

( similar saturation of r d is observed for increasing plasma power Pel I). 

Finally, the trouble of the thickness inhomogeneity should be addressed, as this oc

curs mainly at the excitation frequencies leze above 60 MHz. When the VHF PECVD 

is up-scaled to the substrate dimensions of lxl m2 , the non-uniform film thickness 

may appear as a result of the interference of the VHF standing wave and cathode 

dimensions. The solution seems to be in a phase shifted multi-point feeding of the 

VHF power into the cathode to avoid standing wave formation. This does not refer 

to our PECVD system, since it is a laboratory size chamber with the electrode of 7 

cm in diameter only. 
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Bia.8 voltage 

Basically, there are three possible settings of the bias voltage applied to the electrode 

with samples. In the following we suppose pressure "'10 Pa and RF discharge. 

(c) 

·~--..--·'PP 
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...................... ···········'PEXT 

(b) 

~-r--··cpP 

vria: 
r.:lt+----t-+X 
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Figure 2.2: Sketches oj different potential distributions in the vicinity oj the sample 
according to its electrical connection. 

• Firstly, the electrode is grounded - Fig. 2.2(a). The interaction of grounded 

substrate with the positive potential of plasma (ipp) produces a small voltage 

difference in the order of tens of V depending on the values of power and 

pressure. The sample is then slightly affected by the bombardment of positive 

ions accelerated by the voltage Vacc= <pp. The ion flox is relatively small since 

the whole chamber is typically grounded and serves as the anode too. 

• Secondly, the electrode isftoating- Fig. 2.2(b). In this setting the anode holding 

the samples is not electrically connected to any part of the deposition chamber. 

As in the case of an insulator, which develops negative potential due to different 

mobilities of electrons and ions in the RF discharge, the floating substrate is 

also charged up to a negative potential ('PFL)· The voltage Vacc = 'PP-'PFL is 

then attracting the positive ions in the vicinity of the sample, which are known 

to have an effect on the film structure due to their higher mass. 
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• Thirdly, the electrode is biased by an external source-Fig. 2.2(c). In the case of a 

conductive substrate, the DC voltage source can be used. lf a negative potential 

('PExr) is applied to the substrate, it results in the same situation as described 

in the case of the ftoating electrode. Here, the effect of ion bombardment can 

be most pronounced, since the accelerating voltage is Vacc= <pp-'PEXT and can 

be precisely controlled. 

By applying the positive potential ('PExr) to the substrate, the ion bombard

ment of positive ions is suppressed and electrons prevail, accelerated by the 

voltage Vacc = 'PExr-'PP (Fig. 2.2(d)). Due to smaller mass of electrons, their 

bombardment does not affect the surface structure, but may slightly increase 

the substrate temperature. However, if the plasma is highly ionized and contains 

enough negative ions, they may also become an important factor inftuencing the 

structure of the growing film. 

When the substrate is not conductive, only AC voltage (typically RF) can be ap

plied, which leads to the formation of a negative voltage on the substrate surface, i.e., 

another cathode is introduced into the discharge. The final effect of the RF substrate 

bias is then comparable to the case of negative voltage on a conductive substrate. For 

all the samples in this work we used the floating sample setup (Fig. 2.2(b)). There 

was just one exception - sample Stm 108 (Section 3.2. 7) was grounded. 

lt was reported [76, 77, 58) that the crystallinity of the films deposited by PECVD 

is sensitive to the potential difference Vacc between plasma and sample. The crys

tallinity has deteriorated at higher vaJues of Vacc representing higher bombardment 

of positive ions. 

However, there exist also other results on the influence of ion bombardment, re

ported for the conventional pressure values around 60-80 Pa. The energy of ions 

was found beneficial for the initial growth and formation of the crystalline structure 

[78, 79). Yet these works refer to the crystalline volume fractions Xc between 20-50%, 

while the works in the previous paragraph refer to Xc between 60-90%. So, it seems 

that the ion bombardment is to some extent beneficial during the nucleation and film 

formation, while for the further growth it may not be needed. 

2.1.5 PECVD modifications 

The modifications of PECVD were developed for various purposes, typically to 

bring unique properties of deposited film or to excel in a certain deposition parameter. 
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That is why there are so many modifications available today, a detailed overview of 

which can be found for example in [36]. 

Modulating the amplitude of the VHF frequency by a square wave with frequency 

between 1-400 kHz is suggested for the prevention of powders [80, 81]. This approach 

was proposed by MVSystems, Inc. and is called Pulsed PECVD. The frequency of 

68 kHz was found optimal concerning the properties of the films ( efficiency of single 

junction nc-Si:H solar cell was 7.5%), while the deposition rate was increased up 

to 1.0 nm/s. Both authors claim much higher gas utilization ratio approaching 40% 

compared to about 15% for conventional continuous PECVD technique. 

Closed chamber cyclic chemical vapor deposition (CCC-CVD) using standard 

PECVD discharge with additional feature - intermittent gas supply was also de

veloped for more efficient gas utilization [82]. 

To promote the crystallization even at low temperatures and simultaneously ob

taining relatively large grains, two step process called nanocrystal seeding NC-CVD 

[83] was proposed. In the case of [84], the very thin ("' 5 nm) µc-Si:H layer at very 

high ru=300 (csiH4 =0.3%) was used to promote the formation of microcrystalline 

structure thus avoiding the amorphous incubation layer. 

Atmospheric pressure PECVD with rotary electrode aims to reach very high de

position rates using a simple design avoiding the vacuum equipment. The deposition 

rate up to 10 nm/s can be reached [38]. 

Other modifications include methods like Electron Cyclotron Resonance CVD 

(ECR-CVD) or related Microwave PECVD (MW PECVD), Plasma Beam Depo

sition (PBD) using are discharge, Ion Beam Deposition (IBD) operated at very low 

pressures etc. Post deposition techniques like Rapid Thermal Annealing, Pulsed Laser 

Annealing or Solid Phase Crystallization belong to another subgroup, where µc-Si:H 

is prepared by crystallization of a-Si:H film. 

lt is worth mentioning that our recent study of wide band gap a-Si:H films lead to 

an interesting finding - we succeeded in the crystallization of amorphous film at room 

temperature with the help of lateral electric field and presence of Ni upper electrode 

[85, 86]. 
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2.2 Preparation by other techniques 

2.2.1 HWCVD 

One of the interesting alternatives of PECVD seems to be the hot-wire chem

ical vapor deposition (HWCVD) based on a catalytic decomposition of silane or 

silane + hydrogen mixture at a resistively heated filament. This method is sometimes 

also denoted as catalytic chemical vapor deposition (Cat-CVD). The introduction of 

HWCVD refers back to 1979, when it was proposed and patented by Wiesmann et al. 

[87]. Relatively simple setup is used for HWCVD: the source gas or mixture of gases 

is introduced along the resistively heated element at a temperature of rvl500 °C, 

where a catalytic cracking reactions occur and the reactive species are then trans

ported to the substrate, where they contribute to the film growth. This method is 

also compatible with relatively low substrate temperatures Ts "' 150-400° C, so the 

utilization of cheap substrates like glass is feasible. The substrate is virtually free from 

ion bombardment and there are no major obstacles when scaling up the deposition 

system. 

The possibility ofrelatively high growth rates rd has attracted much attention and 

first <levice quality a-Si:H films have been reported in 1986 (88], but it took about a 

decade until the HWCVD a-Si:H solar cells have reached 10% initial efficiency (89]. 

The important question was the suitability of HWCVD for the preparation of high 

quality microcrystalline silicon thin films for solar cells. Recent HWCVD results of 

a n-i-p substrate type µc-Si:H based solar cell indicate the conversion efficiency of 

9.1 % [90, 91, 92]. During the exploration of HWCVD method some modifications 

appeared, similar to the modifications of PECVD. This is for example the two step 

process technique using two different dilution ratios. Firstly, a lower concentration 

of silane csiH4 "' 2% is used for the stimulation of the crystalline growth and after 

a certain time, the concentration is increased to csiH4 "' 5-8% to achieve higher 

deposition rate [93, 94]. 

The high growth rates rd for HWCVD films were reported to be rd=l.1 nm/s at 

170-400 °C [95] or 0.85 nm/s at 200 °C and 1.1 nm/s at 500 °C (47]. These values 

were an order of magnitude higher than for conventional PECVD, but the previously 

described HPD regime of PECVD method (Section 2.1.3) has shown the same range 

of rd. 
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2.2.2 PVD 

The physical vapor deposition is based on a different principie. Instead of a chem

ical reaction, this technique exploits the physical processes, which are driven by the 

ionized particles in the plasma glow discharge - electrons and ions. Negative voltage 

applied to the electrode with source material in solid phase (Si wafer) causes the 

bombardment of positive ions. The material is thus sputtered and settles down to the 

chamber walls and also to the electrode with substrates optionally biased to attract 

the ionized species. Sputtering is in principie a non-equilibrium process, which means 

that films produced by this technique contain a lot of structural and electronic defects. 

This is not a big issue for highly conductive metallic films, but in the case of semicon

ductors it seems to be a major obstacle. However, the research of Si films prepared 

by PVD was motivated by the strong points of this method, i.e., high deposition rate 

rd and easy up-scaling. 

Magnetron sputtering with DC voltage was used in 1995 (96) for the preparation 

of polycrystalline silicon films with mean grain diameter of 40 nm at Ts=470° C. 

Since DC votage requires the usage of doped silicon target, for the production of 

i-layers, AC voltages of either RF (97, 98, 99, 100], VHF [101, 102) or microwave 

[103) frequencies were used. A different composition of working gas (Ar + H2) is used 

for PVD instead of SiH4 + H2 for PECVD. However, the presence of hydrogen also 

facilitates the formation of crystalline structure at lower temperatures as in the case 

of PECVD. 

There exist also various PVD modifications. Introduction of seeding layers made 

of µc-Si:H [96] or pure Cu (104] promotes the formation of crystalline structure. 

Utilization of pulsed DC source (105, 106) aims to achievement of high deposition 

rates rdi which was supposed to be the main advantage of magnetron sputtering. 

However, reported values of rd=0.2-1.5 nm/s are comparable with recent versions of 

PECVD employing VHF frequencies and HPD regime. Thus, one of the strong points 

of PVD simply vanishes. 
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2.3 Macro-scale characterization 

To examine the properties of the deposited films we employ several macroscopic 

techniques. Overview of the diagnostics techniques used in our laboratory and typical 

results for a-Si:H and µc-Si:H can be found for example in [107, 108]. 

2.3.1 Thickness measurement 

Routine measurement of thickness d for comparison purposes are often performed 

by surface profilometers. We used Tencor AlphaStep 100, which provides thickness d 

of deposited films with Jess than 10 % error. The measurement requires a clear step 

between the film and the substrate. 

2.3.2 Conductivity measurement 

One of the basic electronic characteristics of thin Si films is the value of dark 

conductivity ud. For the measurement of ud two coplanar stripes made of metal with 

a low work function (e.g. Ag, Cr or Ti) are evaporated (Fig. 2.3). The influence of the 

depleted region can be neglected for a-Si:H. The sample is placed into the vacuum 

chamber providing electrical and optical shielding. By applying DC voltage U the 

value of dark conductivity ud can be determined from Eq. 2.5: 

(2.5) 

where Id is the measured current, U the applied DC voltage, d the thickness of silicon 

film, w the distance between contacts, and l the length of the contacts. Fig. 2.3 shows 

the utilization of bottom contacts. They may give rise to inhomogeneous structure of 

the Si film, so it is useful to verify the ud also with the top contacts. 

The measurement of ud is feasible only if the conductivity of the underlying sub

strate is much lower than ud of the Si film itself. This is valid for glass (Corning 

#7059) with typical dark conductivity around 10-14 n-1cm-1• With the introduc

tion of plastic substrates (PET, Section 4.9) we checked their native dark conductivity 

ud reaching the value of 10-13 n-1cm-1, which is low enough to perform electrical 

measurements of deposited thin Si films typically exhibiting values in the 10-6-10-7 or 

10-9-10-10 n-1cm-1 range for amorphous or microcrystalline samples, respectively. 

For thin Si films, a similar conductivity measurement at defined illumination con

ditions (AMl.5) can be performed, providing the value of photoconductivity u,m [56). 
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Figure 2.3: Typical design oj thin Si film sample deposited on glass with a pair oj 
Cr bottom electrodes. 

This property is beyond the scope of this thesis and will be mentioned just briefiy [109, 

110] during the interpretation of results (Sec ti on 4. 7). 

Activation energy and conductivity prefactor 

The value of ad itself does not provide much information about the electronic quality 

of the studied material. For a more precise estimation of the presence of impurities, 

the values of activation energy Ea and dark conductivity prefactor O"o are useful [56]: 

(2.6) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

Activation energy Ea of the dark conductivity O"d indicates the energy difference 

between the Fermi level and the conduction or valence band for electron or hole trans

port, respectively. In the case of intrinsic material, the value of Ea should correspond 

to the half of the band gap value. Any shift of Fermi level caused by the impurities is 

thus refiected in the change of Ea. In Section 3.3.5 we propase a simple guiding rule 

(based on Ea and a0 ) for the estimation of quality of electronic transport in µc-Si:H. 

2.3.3 Ambipolar diffusion length 

The Steady-state Photocarrier Grating (SSPG) measurement (111] gives a very 

useful value of ambipolar diffusion length Ldiff, which directly refiects the electronic 

transport in the thin film [112]. During the SSPG measurement (Fig. 2.4(a)), the 

sample is illuminated by two coherent light beams forming interference fringes on 

the sample. By the absorption of this light pattern, the sample contains periodically 

distributed areas with higher and lower carrier concentrations (Fig. 2.4(b)) affecting 

the photoconductivity of the sample. Diffusion currents driven by the concentration 
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gradient tend to blur this pattern. Electrons and holes move as neutral pairs in the 

presence of internal field (ambipolar diffusion). The diffusion process is furthermore 

limited by the lack of carriers and so the SSPG Ldiff reflects the transport properties 

of minority carriers. These carriers are responsible for the photovoltaic effect in semi

conductors and so Ldif 1 can be used as a measure of the quality of the photovoltaic 

material, which is in close relation with the solar cell performance [113]. 

(a) Miror Beam spliter Retardation plate 

Lock-in amplifier 

Sample (population grating) 

(b) 

Figure 2.4: Experimental arrangement oj the SSPG method (a) and carrier grating 
inside the sample illuminated with two interfering beams (b). 

The Ldif f of <levice-grade a-Si:H grown by PECVD is typically 100-150 nm, Ldif f 

of µc-Si:H is slightly higher, typically in the range of 200-1000 nm [86]. 

SSPG measures the diffusion length Ldif 1 parallel to the sample substrate. An

other diffusion length - perpendicular to the substrate - can be measured by Surface 

Photovoltage (SPY) method [114]. In aur group we compared values measured by 

SSPG and SPV in order to demonstrate the anisotropy of thin Si films [115]. Since 

the SSPG measurement is experimentally easier to perform and aur recent results [116] 

on record µc-Si:H solar cells [117] indicate that a good photovoltaic material reveals 
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roughly identical values of parallel and perpendicular Lm11 , we will use the Lm/I by 

SSPG in the following chapters to demonstrate the quality of electronic transport. 

2.3.4 Constant Photocurrent Method 

Numerous methods provide the information about the density of states N(E) 

within the band gap [56]. Constant Photocurrent Method (CPM) developed in our 

group at the Institute of Physics in Prague utilized the fact that the absorption coeffi

cient a is proportional to N(E). In photoconductive materials, like in thin Si films, ap1a 

is in relation with the generation rate, which is further proportional to the product of 

a and light flux. By adjusting the light intensity to keep the l1ph constant, the relative 

value of a is obtained [118). Later, the concept of "absolute CPM method" [119, 120] 

was suggested, when both relative absorbance and the absorbance/transmittance ra

tio are detected simultaneously. The absolute scale of the absorption coefficient a is 

then obtained by using Ritter-Weiser formula [121]. Evaluation of the CPM spectra 

(a(E)) provides two basic sample characteristics: 

• Firstly, the states within the band gap indicate the presence of impurities. A 

measure of impurity level is provided by the value of a at certain energy ([118] 

suggests 1.2 eV , while (67] 0.8 eV). 

• Secondly, the shape of the curve, i.e., direct visualization of the shape and 

position of the band edge can help to identify the structure, since the CPM 

spectra for crystalline Si, µc-Si:H and a-Si:H differ significantly [122]. 

2.3.5 Raman scattering 

In case of a mixed-phase and fully microcrystalline Si, it is possible to estimate 

the crystalline volume fraction by using the Ra.man spectroscopy. The sample is il

luminated by the laser light with a certain frequency, which undergoes an inelastic 

scattering generating phonon(s). The amount of energy loss is then reflected in the 

shift of frequency, which is characteristic of each material, its structure and chemical 

bonds. 

The LO-TO phonons in the Ra.man spectrum of crystalline Si are indicated by a 

sharp peak around 520 cm-1, while for the amorphous Si a much broader peak is found 

around 480 cm-1• There are several slightly different procedures for the evaluation 

of crystalline volume ratio Xc. The a-Si:H and µc-Si:H parts in Ra.man spectra are 

fitted either with Lorentzian [75] or Gaussian [124, 125, 126] peak shapes and the 
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Figure 2.5: Graphical illustration to the empirical evaluation oj film crystallinity 
(Eq. 2. 7) from the Raman scattering spectra. After {123}. 

integrated intensities are put in the formula similar to Eq. 2. 7. We have evaluated 

the crystallinity from peak height values at 480 cm- 1 (1480 ) and rv520 cm-1 (!max) in 

the Raman spectra. The crystalline volume ratio Xc (also denoted as crystallinity) 

was calculated by the empirical formula 2. 7 [127], graphically shown in Fig. 2.5, for 

all the samples in this work. 

X - Imo.cc 
c - Im<J3; + 1.25 x f 4ao 

(2.7) 

where: 
Imax crystalline phase contribution represented by the maximum rv520 cm-1 

1480 amorphous phase contribution taken as the intensity at 480 cm- 1 

1.25 empirical correction coefficient taking into account the differences 

of their effective cross-sections in Raman scattering 

The value Imax is always taken as the maximum value around 520 cm-1 with the 

subtracted amorphous contribution (Fig. 2.5), even if the peak is shifted to smaller 

or higher values. The 1480 value represents the intensity of Raman signal at 480 cm-1 . 

This procedure provides quite reliable results on highly crystalline films (Xc above 

rv60%) and is very easy to use. However, for samples with expected low crystalline 

fraction (Xc below rv60%) we obtained too high values, so the evaluation procedure 

using multiple Gaussian peak fitting is now under an intensive study [123, 128, 129]. 
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There are two ba.sic effects contributing to a possible shift of the crystalline peak 

around 520 cm-1• The first one is the built-in microstress (residua} stress), which is 

represented by dilated or contracted lattice parameter. Negative value of Ur indicates 

compressive and positive Ur tensile stress [130, 131]. 

ur[GPa] = -0.27{Wmaz - wo)[cm-1
] (2.8) 

where: 
Ur total residua} stress in the deposited film [GPa] 

Wmaz position of the maximum of crystalline peak 

Wo position of crystalline peak for stress-free sample (c-Si wafer) 

The second contribution to crystalline peak shift is caused by the phonon con

finement effect in the small nanometer-scale crystallites present in the material [132, 

133, 134]. Tahle 2.1 shows expected peak shifts a.s a function of size of crystallites 

after the model in [134]. The numbers demonstrate that the crystallites larger than 

"'10 nm have a minor impact on the shift of crystalline peak in Raman spectra. 

Tahle 2.1: Overview oj crystalline peak shift in Raman spectra caused by the presence 
oj small crystallites. After the model in [134}. 

Crystallite size [nm] 2.2 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 20.0 

Peak shift [cm-1] -5.69 -3.48 -2.20 -1.16 -0.73 -0.52 -0.17 

Modified Raman setups may provide additional information, like bi-facial Raman 

measurement or utilization of different waveleiigths with different penetration depths 

[135, 123, 128]. The penetration or Ra.man collection depth daco is the maximum 

depth from which the signal is collected [136]: 

101 
daco[nm] = 2a[cm-1], (2.9) 

where a is absorption coefficient for the given laser wavelength evaluated for example 

from CPM. 

Taking into account the given value of daco, the crystallinity Xc may not refer to 

the whole thickness of the Si film. The interpretation of Xc is even more difficu)t for 

mixed-phase sampJes [129], since the daco is a function of a, which is different for 

a-Si:H and µc-Si:H. For alJ the Ra.man measurements within this work we used the 

continuous-wave argon ion laser at the waveJength of 514.5 nm (green), which provides 

a penetration depth daco "'90 nm. For specia) purposes (Fig. 3.29) we performed the 

measurement with the wavelength of 647.1 nm (red) and daco "'360 nm. 
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2.3.6 X-ray diffraction 

For microcrystalline or polycrystalline samples, more information can be obtained 

about their inner structure than just one number Xc. X-ray diffraction (XRD) mea

surement is not commonly used for the detection of Xc, although such an evaluation 

procedure was proposed [137]. XRD is typically employed for the study of crystallo

graphical orientation and estimation of crystallite size. 

For the XRD measurements in this work we used the X-ray powder diffractome

ter Bruker DB in Bragg-Brentano configuration [138]. The sample is exposed to the 

incident X-ray beam under the angle 9. lf the Bragg's law is fulfilled (match of struc

tural plane distance and angle 9 with the X-ray wavelength), an elastically scattered 

(diffracted) beam with high intensity can be measured under the same reflection an

gle 9. During the measurement, a selected range of the angle 9 is scanned and the 

intensity of the diffracted beam is recorded providing an XRD pattern. The positions 

of peaks in the XRD pattern are typical of each crystalline material. 

Polycrystalline materials provide patterns with more peaks of different intensities 

indicating possible preferential structure. Typical peaks of µc-Si:H are (111), (220) 

and (311). The (220) seems to be the most suitable preferential structure with regard 

to the photovoltaic properties [56, 139]. 

A simple evaluation of the XRD pattern can be done by the Sherrer formula [138, 

140], which attributes the broadening of peaks to the presence of crystallites smaller 

than -200 nm. 

D= k>.. ' 
(2w) cos9 

(2.10) 

where: 
D lateral dimension of an average crystallite 

k constant, k= 2.Jln2/7r = 0.939437 

>.. wavelength of the incident X-ray, bere: >..=0.154056 nm 

2w full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak 

29 diffraction angle (position of the maximum of the Gaussian fit) 

Since the Bragg-Brentano configuration provides the information about the crys

talline structure only in the parallel plane to the substrate, the value D is a good 

estimate just for crystallites of spherical shapes. In the case of columnar, conical or 

needle-like crystallites, this D may be misleading. 

The broadening of XRD peaks represents, in fact, two contributions - presence of 

small crystallites (D smaller than ...... 200 nm as in Eq. 2.10) and microstress a which 
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is understood as dilatation or contraction of the lattice parameter, in other words 

microdeformation of the crystalline planes. It was suggested ([141] and references 

therein) that the presence of small crystallites is responsible for the Gaussian peak 

shape, while the microstress leads to the Cauchy shape peak broadening. The pseudo

Voigt function containing both components was proposed for more precise analysis of 

XRD peaks. After such a peak fitting (using e.g. [142]), the further evaluation aiming 

for the separation of both contributions (D and u) is done by the construction of 

Williamson-Hall graph YwH = J(XwH) [138]: 

XwH =sin O YwH = (2w) cos O 
A 

(2.11) 

The meaning of variables is identical with Eq. 2.10. From a linear fit of the plot 

YwH =a+ bXwH the coefficients a and bare obtained and finally the crystallite size 

D and microstress u can be evaluated: 

D = ~ u= eE1 = bA E1 (2.12) 
a 4 

where e is the micredeformation and E1 is the Young modulus of the film. For Si film 

we adopted the value E1=169 GPa obtained for Si wafer [143]. Ali the XRD grain 

sizes in this work were obtained from Eq. 2.12 

2.3.7 ERDA and FT-IR 

The amount of hydrogen is another very important feature of deposited thin Si 

films. The key effect of hydrogen on structural and electronic properties will be shown 

and discussed in detail in the next chapters. From the list of several methods used 

for the detection of hydrogen content CH (56] we used the following ones: 

Hydrogen content by FT-IR 

Fourier-Transformed Infrared Transmittance (FT-IR) spectroscopy is the most com

mon method used for the detection of hydrogen content CH dueto its experimental 

convenience. The c11 value is proportional to the integrated absorption coefficient 

at 640 cm-1 and provides the information about the amount of hydrogen, which is 

chemically bound in the studied material. Details of the experimental setup are given 

in [144]. 
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Hydrogen content by ERDA 

Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) is semi-destructive absolute method de

tecting all the hydrogen inside the film, i.e, including the molecular one. So, the values 

of CH by ERDA are typically higher than the values of CH obtained by FT- IR [53, 90]. 

The studied sample is irradiated with highly energetic heavy ions at grazing incidence 

scattering out the atoms of the sample. ldentification of elements is based on various 

masses, which reveal different energies and times- of-ftight in the detection system 

with fixed ftight path. 

2.3.8 Calotest 

Calotest [145] is an easy mechanical trick to obtain the thickness profile on just one 

sample. A rotating sphere is pressed on the sample with the normal force derived from 

the weight of the sphere (Fig. 2.6(a)). The rotational motion of the sphere abrades 

the sample and creates a spherical crater. In the optical microscope image of the 

crater (Fig. 2.6(b)) the dark central area represents the substrate and the brighter 

ring the thin film. The unabraded surface of the thin film can be clearly identified 

due to its characteristic roughness which contrasts with the crater unidirectionally 

scratched due to the steel ball rotation. 

(b) 

Figure 2.6: Principle oj the Calotest method (a) and top view on the crater created 
in the thin film. In aur measurements, a sphere oj 49 mm in diameter was used. 
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2.4 Local probing 

2.4.1 Micro Raman scattering 

Micro-Raman represents a modification of standard Raman spectroscopy with 

beam focussed to a spot with 2 µm in diameter to study crystallinity at different 

positions on sample controlled by the optical microscope. We have exploited this 

method during the study of the depth profile obtained by Calotest (Section 3.2.1). 

2.4.2 Atomic force microscopy 

Atomic Farce Microscope (AFM) introduced by Binnig et al. in 1986 [146) is 

the main diagnostic technique used in this work. AFM belongs to a large family of 

scanning probe microscopes that graduaJly evolved from the first one - Scanning 

Tunneling Microscope (STM) introduced by Binnig and Rohrer in 1982 [147). 

AFM provides illustrative topography information about the surface of almost any 

type of material within the field ofview from "'lOOxlOO µm down to the atomic level. 

The principie of the AFM microscope is shown in Fig. 2.8. The sample is scanned 

by a small cantilever holding a sharp tip. Typical length of the cantilever may vary 

between 100-300 µm and its width about 30 µm. At the end of the cantilever is a 

pyramidal tip approximately 15 µm high, with the apex angle around 25°. Such a 

microprobe is sensing attractive or repulsive forces of different origin (atomic, elec

trostatic, magnetic) in the order of 10-9 -10-5 N causing its deftection. The deftection 

is most often detected by the laser beam r~ftected from the back side of the cantilever 

onto a position sensitive detector. During the measurement the sample or cantiJever 

is moved in X-Y plane by piezoelectric actuators. The whole image is then created 

in the computer by putting line-scans together. 

The simplest AFM measurement is the contact mode measurement based on re

pulsive forces when the cantilever (13-75 kHz, see Tahle 2.2) and the sample are in 

the direct contact. The AFM measurement can be also performed in non-contact or 

semi-contact (tapping) mode utilizing more advanced detection of interaction forces. 

Here, the cantilever is oscillated close to its resonance frequency (75-330 kHz) and 

the shift of frequency or amplitude of these oscillations is monitored. 

Standard contact mode AFM measurement produces two signals - Local height 

obtained as the motion of Z-piezo element compensating for the surface protrusions 

during the scan. Due to electronic and mechanical imperfections of the feedback loop, 

not all the surface protrusions are reftected in the Z-piezo signal, so the cantilever 
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exhibits also some deflection, which is then plotted as the Deflection, Normal jorce 

or Topography. The proportion of data between these two signals can be adjusted by 

the feedback loop gain. In the case of high gain the measurement is close to the ideal 

constant-force mode, while with very low gain it approaches the ideal constant-height 

mode. 

The deflection signal image resembles the surface structure being illuminated from 

the left or right, depending on the scan direction. Similar image can be also obtained 

directly from the local height image by applying partial derivation along the X

axis. Ali the AFM images in this work are shown in the deflection signal due to its 

illustrative character. 

The optical detection of the cantilever deflection is the most common and conve

nient one. Although it provides high precision, the cantilever and sample are exposed 

to quite intensive illumination, which may produce artefacts (e.g. in electrical mea

surements [148]) when semiconductor cantilevers are employed. This is, unfortunately, 

the case of most commonly used cantilevers - they are micromachined from Si or 

SiaN4 
1

• The overview of basic types of cantilevers provided by a major manufacturer 

is given in Tahle 2.2. There exist cantilevers with different lengths and spring con

stants suitable for different measurement modes as summarized in Tahle 2.2. Ali the 

types of cantilevers can optionally have a reflective coating on the back side ( typically 

made of Al), "'25 nm thick conductive coating made of Pt or wear resistant "'100 nm 

thick diamond coating and many more. 

Tahle 2.2: Overview oj different types oj cantilevers used in the AFM. Typical can
tilever specifications are provided by the manujacturer. 

Canti- Length Width Thickness Spring Resonance Application 

lever constant frequency 

type [µm) [µm) [µm) [N/m) [kHz) 

Co nt 450 50 2 0.2 13 Contact mode 

FMR 225 28 3 2.8 75 Force modulation 

NCL 225 38 7 48 190 Non-contact mode 

NCH 125 30 4 42 330 Non-contact mode 

1Today, there are about 20 producers of various AFM cantilevers worldwide, see for example 
vvv.nanosensors.com. 
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2.4.3 AFM image evaluation 

For the evaluation purposes, the AFM topography pictures are usually processed 

to provide some numerical characteristics of the surface. Most often, the standard 

RMS roughness (Root Mean Square) defined by Eq. 2.13 [149] is evaluated: 

URMs= 

where: 

E~1 (Zi - Zq,)2 
N 

[nm] 

N number of the data points in the measured image 

zi absolute height at the ith point [nm] 

Zq, average height of all the data points in the measured image [nm] 

(2.13) 

The number N indicates the fact that the AFM images are, regrettably, limited to 

a certain number of data points given by the measurement settings and the microscope 

hardware and software capabilities. Typical resolutions used in this work are 400x400 

points in the case of the images by UHV AFM microscope and 256 x 256 points for 

the ambient AFM microscope images. 

The <TRMS value characterizes the surface in the vertical scale only. There may 

exist surfaces with similar URMS values (samples with thickness 200 nm and 1500 nm 

in Fig. 4.4), but having very different structures. The need for an additional value 

characterizing the lateral structure is obvious. There is, unfortunately, no standard 

method yet, so various definitions of different characteristics can be found in the 

literature [46]. 

Since the surfaces of a-Si:H and µc-Si:H films exhibit rather fiat amorphous back

ground and circular protrusions of µc-Si:H grains, we attempted to characterize the 

grains by their typical diameter size. Most suitable method for this seems to be 

the utilization of Power Spectral Density Function (PSDF) obtained as a result of 

the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the AFM local height image. The one

dimensional PSDF plot is obtained by using the radius in reciprocal space as the 

spatial frequency and radially averaging the two-dimensional FFT image [149). The 

PSDF can be used for the characterization of lateral dimensions of surface structures 

[150, 151] and is often provided as built-in function of the software for AFM image 

processing [152]. Significant peaks in the PSDF plot correspond to dominant surface 

features (Fig. 2.7(a)) as they were decomposed into certain frequencies during the 

FFT procedure. The assignment of the peaks to real lateral dimensions is given by 
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Figure 2. 7: Determination oj AGS jrom PSDF plots oj two synthetic surfaces. Values 
on the X-axis are already divided by the factor oj 2?rl09 (see Eq. 2.14) 

Eq. 2.14. For the characterization of our thin Si films we denote this typical lateral 

feature as average grain size (AGS): 

[nm] (2.14) 

where: 
AGS average grain size [nm] 

KAcs wavevector value of the significant peak in PSDF 

In the case of surfaces with randomly distributed grains the lower frequencies 

may exhibit a plateau in the log-log plot of PSDF. The significant peak of dominant 

surface features is found close to the high-frequency-end of this plateau, where the 

PSDF values start to decrease (Fig. 2. 7(b)). 

Due to the fact that the AFM image is sampled by a limited number of data 

points, the PSDF has a given bandwith. The largest detectable feature corresponds 

to the scan size and the smallest one is given by (scan size) / (half of data points). 
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For example, the minima! feature, which can be revealed by a 1 µm scan with 400 

data points, is 1000 nm/(400 pts/2)=5 nm. 

2.4.4 Combined AFM 

There exist numerous variations [153] of the scanning probe microscope based on 

the detection of different signals. For the characterization of electrical properties on 

nano- or micro-scale with direct correlation with topography features, the concept of 

combined AFM is suitable [154]. The measurement principle is quite simple: besides 

the standard AFM topography measurements, the STM electronics is employed, thus 

"combined AFM". The cantilever, which must be conductive, is scanning in contact 

mode the topography of the sample and simultaneously detecting the current passing 

through the sample. The most critical part is the amplification of very small current 

signals. To highlight the capability of the instruments, some manufacturers (Veeco) 

call this combined mode Conductive AFM (C-AFM) or Tunneling AFM (TUNA), 

when current values are sensed in nA or pA range, respectively. 

Basic requirements of combined AFM are conductive cantilevers (standard Si can

tilever with conductive Ptlr coating, highly doped Si cantilevers also work for highly 

conductive samples) and sample with an electrode. In the study of thin Si films we 

used the bottom electrode (Fig. 2.8) to probe the electrical properties perpendicular 

to the substrate. 

laser beam (topography) 

conductive cantilever 

µc-Si:H 

Cr 
local current 

glass substrate 

Figure 2.8: Principie oj the combined Atomic farce microscope and SEM image oj 
the pyramidal tip. 

This means that the topography and local current images obtained by combined 

AFM always show the thin Si film on the bottom electrode. Here, the film may not 

reveal the same structure as the film grown directly on glass (Figs. 4.13 & 4.14). 
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The topography images by air AFM were measured between the bottom electrodes 

(Fig. 2.3). These standard topography images refer to the proper part of the sam

ple, which is characterized by other techniques, and so they were then used for the 

evaluation of RMS roughness. The combined AFM images provide only an additional 

information about the structure local electrical properties of the film grown on the 

electrode. The AFM images in this work were obtained at IoP in Prague by Veeco 

Explorer (air AFM) orby Omicron UHV AFM/STM (combined AFM, Fig. 2.9). 

Figure 2.9: View oj the ultra high vacuum apparatus, which includes AFM and STM 
microscopes (Omicron) connected to thein-house built PECVD deposition chamber. 

2.4.5 Cantilever artefacts 

The brand new cantilever should provide a lateral resolution of ""10 nm - this is the 

standard tip radius guaranteed by the manufacturers. Every further coating increases 

the radius. During the scanning, the tip typically becomes less and less sharp, which 

is reflected in appearance of doubled edged, pyramida! or other suspicious features 

repeating in the scanned image. When this happens, the cantilever must be replaced, 

because there is no way to sharpen the tip again. 

However, during the measurements we experienced a few exceptions. The can

tilever may attach some adsorbates or clusters at the end of its pyramida! tip by 

scanning some soft or dirty surface. This decreases the resolution of the final image. 

By chance, we observed an unusual effect - sharpening of the tip by scanning, see 
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Fig. 2.10. By scanning over a bigger protrusion (e.g. µc-Si:H grain) the adsorbed clus

ters of material were removed and the original sharpness of the cantilever restored 

as seen again in the upper part of Fig. 2.10 exhibiting much better resolution on the 

amorphous tissue. 

(b) 
60 nm 

Figure 2.10: Removal oj adsorbates on the tip by scanning over a bigger protrusion 
(µc-Si:H grains) shown in (a) topography and (b) 3D view. 

Local current images can reveal also some types of artefacts. Most frequently we 

faced these two problems: Firstly, the wear off of the metal coating deposited on 

the standard body of Si cantilever, which makes the reproducibility of subsequent 

measurements difficult. The second one is the reliability of the current measurements 

on very rough surfaces, where the tip-surface contact area is changing and the local 

current map may provide apparent contrasts, which are nothing but a product of 

topography induced artefacts [155, 156]. 

2.4.6 Cantilever force interactions 

Different types of cantilevers enable the measurement of various farce interac

tions [157]. In the case of conductive cantilever and applied voltage the total farce 

includes repulsive or attractive (van de Waals) farce and Coulomb farce. If the can

tilever is less sharp, than a larger area must be taken into account in the consideration 

of a micro-capacitor defined by the tip and sample. If the capacitance of this system is 

higher, more charge can be concentrated and a stronger electrostatic farce is detected 

as shown in Fig. 2.11 for the broken cantilever. 

According to our experience, the measurement of the farce curve under different 

bias voltages can provide a good check of conductive behaviour of the cantilever-
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sample system. This is typically the first pre-measurement verification whether the 

cantilever is conductive (properly electrically attached, has enough of the conductive 

coating, etc.) and that the sample is ready for conductivity measurement (proper 

electrical connection, not too much oxidized surface, etc.). 
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Figure 2.11: Force interaction curves oj new, used and broken cantilever on the 
surjace oj the 35° C sample oj the VHF temperature series (Fig. 4.28). The cantilever 
(75 kHz, see Table 2.2) was made oj highly doped silicon with no conductive coating. 
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Chapter 3 

STUDY OF MICROCRYSTALLINE 

SILICON 

3.1 Motivation 

In this chapter we will present the selected results obtained on our samples. We 

will put them into the context of previously published results (TEM cross-sectional 

images). These selected results will present interesting features of structure of µc-Si:H 

and will serve as supporting facts for the introduction of our model of growth (Sec

tion 3.2.3). We will also introduce a simple guiding rule (Section 3.3.5) to monitor 

the quality of µc- Si:H films based on our observations of their local structure and 

transport properties. 

While the so-called "<levice-grade" a-Si:H is a well defined material [56], µc-Si:H 

represents quite a wide class of materials. This is dueto the complicated heterogeneous 

microstructure of µc-Si:H, which consists of a mixture of crystalline grains, grain 

boundaries and a-Si:H "tissue" (Fig. 3.1). 

a-Si:H µc-Si:H 

Figure 3.1: The structural model oj amorphous and microcrystalline Si after {12}. 
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However, µc-Si:H is still quite dosely connected to a-Si:H. It can be prepared in 

the same deposition system by a small change of one deposition parameter - typically 

of hydrogen dilution rH [52]. The TEM cross- sectional pictures of microcrystalline 

grains [158, 159] (Fig. 3.2) indicate that µc-Si:H may contain smaller or bigger grains 

mixed with various amounts of a-Si:H depending on film thickness and deposition 

conditions. The growth of µc- Si:H is, moreover, strongly inftuenced by the substrate 

[160]. It usually starts as the a-Si:H incubation layer (Fig. 3.3) with the thickness of 

few nm to 0.5 µm [82, 160]. 

TEM Image 
1110A 

275 A (TEM) 
71 A (SE) 

µc-Si:H 
2150A (TEM) 
2061 A (SE) 

=;:;;;;~~ a-Si:H 
250 A (SE) 

Figure 3.2: Cross-sectional TEM image showing the evolution oj microcrystalline 
grains in the real sample. This TEM micrograph was published by Dr. H. Fujiwara in 
{158} and here we show it with his kind permission. 

fully crystalline 
growth 

transition 
layer 

incubation layer 

substrate 

Figure 3.3: Cross-sectional scheme summarizing the TEM observations (for example 
in Fig. 3.2) with the description oj the growth stages. 
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3.2 Structure of microcrystalline silicon 

3.2.1 Cross-sectional measurements 

Microcrystalline silicon thin films are known to have complicated inner structure. 

Even a simple observation of the surface of the a-Si:H and µc-Si:H samples by a 

naked eye or by the optical microscope (see Fig. 3.4) reveals significant differences in 

the light reflection, indicating glossy surface for a-Si:H and rough for µc- Si:H. 

Figure 3.4: Surface images by the optical microscope showing different refiectance oj 
glossy a- Si:H and matt µc-Si:H samples. Each picture shows Si film deposited on Cr 
electrode {left part) and directly on glass (right part). 

ln previous works, we performed studies of µc-Si:H using combined AFM micro

scope to visualize the surface of µc-Si:H films with high lateral resolution [154, 155, 

156). We attempted to measure the coexistence of microcrystalline and amorphous 

phases and after several experiments, we successfully detected the microcrystalline 

grains embedded in amorphous matrix. The utilization of local current enabled us to 

observe high contrast (about two orders of magnitude) between the crystallites and 

amorphous tissue with a resolution of 10 nm. However, the origin of this contrast 

needed an explanation based on the knowledge "what is below" the surface measured 

by AFM. Two approaches are possible for the study of structure below the surface: 

• Probe the properties of one sample at different depths. 

• Prepare a series of samples with the same deposition conditions, but with dif

ferent thickness. 

We used the first approach [161] to test the sample from the previous work by 

combined AFM [154]. This sample has similar deposition conditions to the sample 

Stm 147 (Table 3.5), i.e., there is rvlOO nm thick a-Si:H sublayer in order to delay the 

nucleation within the 500 nm thick µc-Si:H top layer. Because the nucleation density 

on a-Si:H is very low, the growth results in a very thick transition layer and the 
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"surface crystallinity" as observed by AFM was about 40%. We have used Calotest 

(Section 2.3.8) to abrade a spherical crater into the sample as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). 

We also used a surface profiler across the crater to verify the dimensions observed by 

the optical microscope. Then we used the largest field of view of the ambient AFM 

microscope in the non-contact mode to obtain the detail of the surface shown in Fig. 

3.5(b). It is interesting to see that the AFM topography image also reveals a contrast 

between the thin amorphous silicon sublayer and the µc- Si:H layer on top of it. This 

is probably due to different friction coefficients of these two silicon phases. Moreover, 

as seen in the AFM line profiles, there seems to be a change of slape on the boundary 

between NiCr and silicon layers, probably due to different abrasion speeds of the two 

materials. 

Figure 3.5: Topography picture taken by (a) optical microscope and (b) AFM with 
very large field oj view. The "Area oj Micro-Raman" Zabel indicates the spot size used 
in the measurements in Fig. 3. 6. 

Such an abraded structure provides a unique insight in the structure of the de

posited film - for some measurements it is in fact a "thickness series" in just one 

sample. To detect the properties in different thicknesses we have used micro-Raman 

spectroscopy (Section 2.4.1) to study crystallinity at different positions on the crater 

wall. An example of the spot size is indicated in the AFM image in Fig. 3.5(b). The 

observed Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 3.6(a) together with the distance x from 

the NiCr/Si boundary. Local crystallinity Xc values are plotted as a function of dis

tance x in Fig. 3.6(b). The crystallinity exhibits a monotonous increase within the 

film and a plateau on the surface of the film. There is just one exception - the second 

curve from the top (dashed in Fig. 3.6(a)) shows much lower crystalline Si component 

than expected. This is dueto a scratch, where the beam recorded spectra from deeper 

(and thus more amorphous) part of the sample. 
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Figure 3.6: Micro-Raman spectra (a) recorded at various positions in the abraded 
crater. Spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. Local crystallinity (b) derived from 
the spectra in (a) as a function of the position a: on the Si layer (Fig. 3. 5). 

The experiment with the spherical crater depth profiling brought a clear proof of 

thickness inhomogeneity, indicating an increasing portion of microcrystalline phase 

with increasing film thickness. This finding agrees well with the TEM cross-sectional 

picture (Fig. 3.2) . Even though we obtained a thickness series within one sample, the 

dimensions of the crater are too small to allow our standard photoelectrical experi

ments. For this purpose a thickness series of samples prepared under same deposition 

conditions seems to be more suitable. 

3.2.2 Surface structure in AFM 

As the next step we decided to study a-Si :H and µc-Si:H thin films by AFM (Sec

tion 2.4.2). Before doing so, we employed Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with 

high resolution in a comparative measurement examining AFM for a possible occur

rence of artefacts. This test was done with the special sample Stm 108 (Section 3.2.7). 

The SEM measurements were performed at the Institute of Scientific Instruments, AS 

CR, Brno. AFM topography was then measured in aur group by ambient AFM Veeco 

Dimension 3100 in tapping mode using standard non-coated Si cantilever. The images 

obtained in the tapping mode fully correspond to the contact mode measurements 

provided that a similar cantilever was used. 

Fig. 3. 7 shows a perfect agreement of the grain shapes, typical diameters and 

also details of the inner structure of grains. The distribution of grains on the surface 

is slightly different due to different position on the sample. Both images (SEM and 
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AFM) were processed by the edge enhancement procedure for easier comparison. The 

original SEM image was published in [162]. 

Figure 3. 7: Comparison oj two different microscope techniques: (a) High resolution 
SEM and (b) AFM oj a mixed-phase sample Stm 108. 

We continued this study with several thickness series. We started with the series 

prepared at the conditions optimized for the amorphous silicon films, which partic

ularly means Ts=250° C. The microcrystalline growth was obtained by the dilution 

closer to the µc-Si:H boundary, i.e., lower concentration csiH4 (Tables 4.2 & 4.2). 

The key observation for the introduction of the model of growth appeared after we 

evaluated the samples of the thickness series prepared at slightly different deposition 

conditions - the main difference was in quite low Ts=75° C. This low substrate tem

perature has turned out to be very suitable for obtaining quite large grains (Fig. 3.8) 

at given deposition conditions (Table 4.6). 

At the lowest thickness (100 nm sample in Fig. 3.8) the microcrystalline grains 

are seen as isolated roughly circular objects. At the medium thickness (450 nm) many 

grains have already collided and form an irregularly connected network of grains. At 

the highest thickness the surface of the sample is fully covered by the microcrystalline 

grains. While the boundaries of isolated grains are circular, after the grain collision 

they are approximately straight (see the hold lines in the Fig. 3.8). The radii of the 

grains are to some extent proportional to the film thickness. Finally, the straight grain 

boundaries are approximately perpendicular to the lines connecting the grain nuclei, 

bisecting the distance between these nuclei. This opens a question if the grains could 

be approximated by some simple shape, for example by the cones and if their tops 

have some simple shape too. 
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Figure 3.8: Key observation oj the straight grain boundaries (highlighted by solid 
lines) on the samples oj the thickness series prepared at 75° C. Numbers under the 
pictures indicate the film thickness. Original topography data in Fig.4.13. 

To answer this, we took several AFM line profiles over the microcrystalline grains 

and attempted to fit them. The profiles shown in Fig. 3.9 come from the measurement 

of a special sample Stm 108 (Section 3.2.7), where we succeeded to obtain very nicely 

isolated grains. No matter the differences between the special sample Stm 108 and 

other samples, the AFM line profiles over the grains reveal the same shapes including 

the samples at Ts=75° C, for which we have also performed fits with similar results. 

The line profiles of Stm 108 are intentionally selected since the largest size of grains 

provides best precision of fits. It is more than clear that the shapes of the fits in 

Fig. 3.9 are circular arcs. Only the profile of the largest grains slightly deviates from 

E' 200 .s 

Figure 3.9: Fits oj the AFM line profiles over the grains oj the sample Stm 108 show 
circular shapes oj the grain tops. The small triangle in the right part oj the image 
represents the approximate shape oj the tip oj the AFM cantilever. 
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the spherical shape, i.e., in the middle of the largest grain in the Fig. 3.9 the signs of 

flattened top can be seen. The flattening would correspond to the grain size exceeding 

the precursor diffusion length, when the grain surface interior is no longer influenced 

by surrounding amorphous surface [17]. 

Inspired by the AFM surface observations in Figs. 3.8 and evaluation of the line 

profiles in Fig. 3.9 we have introduced a simple growth model describing the be

haviour of microcrystalline grains during the growth of the µc-Si:H [163). The first 

results comparing the artificial surfaces (from the growth model) and the real surfaces 

measured by AFM appeared in [164). In this model, each grain is represented by a 

spherically capped cone with a fixed apex angle (Fig. 3.10). Similar conical structures 

of microcrystalline grains have been proposed earlier for example in (82, 165, 166]. 

It should be noted that we use the term "grain" to denote the microcrystalline re

gions which are in fact aggregates composed of nanometer sized crystallites. We will 

address this terminology in detail and clarify the question of grains in µc-Si:H in 

Section 3.3.4. 

3.2.3 Simple model of growth 

The geometrical model for the growth of µc-Si:H grains is shown in Fig. 3.10. 

The boundaries divide the sample area into the natural neighbourhoods available for 

the growth of each grain [163). At a certain thickness, the whole surface plane is 

covered by the crystalline grains tiling the sample in so called Voronoi tessellation. 

The growth of the grains in the network of the Voronoi neighbourhoods is the simplest 

possible description of the growth starting from the randomly distributed nuclei [167]. 

The Voronoi tessellation is a mathematical answer to the question of "What are the 

natural neighbours in a random network?" and thus provides a universa} description 

for many phenomena in fields as diverse as the growth of polycrystalline materials, 

geological formations, biological structures, cosmology and even marketing studies. 

It is the simplest of so called adjacency network structures and it seems to be well 

suited to describe the µc-Si:H growth features. We have used the Voronoi network 

geometry to simulate an evolution of the µc-Si:H properties during its growth. The 

model has only two fitting parameters: 

• the nucleation density (grains per µm 2
) 

• the apex angle 'Y of the cone (Fig. 3.10). 
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Figure 3.10: Model conditions: (a) cross-sectional scheme and (b)top view oj several 
conical grains showing the definition oj apex angle and formation oj straight grain 
boundaries as a consequence oj the nearest neighbour (Delaunay) triangulation. 

3.2.4 Results of the model of growth 

We have used the growth model to predict the surface topography and trends of 

conductivity and roughness of µc-Si:H films [163]. In Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 we present 

the simulated surface topographies and roughness values, respectively [164). 

We attempted to describe the features of one of the thickness series, the charac

teristics of which are presented in the Section 4.5. The corresponding topographies of 

the real samples is shown in the Fig. 4.13 and the roughness values in the Fig. 4.16. 

As the fitting parameters, the following values were selected: 

• nucleation density 40 grains per µm2 

• apex angle 'Y = 20° 

• nucleation at the substrate surface (dincubatian=O nm). 

The model of growth described above is the simplest possible description and upon 

a close inspection of the topography images we can identify growth features in which 

the growth of real samples differs from the model simulation. For example, the model 

l( ~Hi IOVN1·, :1~ /:· i .„!"' ~ ;H·:uLt 'ř 
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Figure 3.11: Model surfaces computed by the growth model to fit the RMS roughness 
oj the real samples oj the thickness series at 75°C (Fig. 4.13). 
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Figure 3.12: Surface roughness measured by AFM for the samples oj the thickness 
series at 75°C (circles, Fig. 4.13) together with the result oj simulation by our model 
oj growth (solid line, Fig. 3.11). 

does not take into account the fact that some grains nucleate later during the growth 

of the film and they are observed in AFM as circular grains with smaller diameters. 

In the growth model we assume the simplified condition, when the nucleation process 

takes place at one level only (Fig. 3.13(a)). The grain apex angle "/ also seems to 

change within the film thickness (Section 3.2.5). Furthermore, we have neglected the 

existence of the incubation layer, since there were no experimental data available. 

The AFM observation of the real samples (Fig. 4.13) indicates that at the thickness 

of 40 nm there are already the first grains visible and the incubation layer thickness 

dincubation is relatively low compared to the thickness of the samples. 

In spíte of its simplicity the model leads to the simulated surface structures re

markably similar to the actually observed surfaces and to successful predictions of 

the evolution of sample crystallinity, conductivity, percolation threshold and surface 

roughness - the results shown in Fig. 3.12 are in agreement with a common trend of 

roughness evolution described in the Section 3.2.6. Let us now examine the assump

tions on which the model of growth was based. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.13: Cross-sectional scheme oj the mixed-phase Si film, where the grains 
nucleated (a) at one level only and {b) at more levels. 

3.2.5 Anatomy of the grain 

We first used the AFM images of the samples of thickness series at 75°C (Fig. 4.13 

and also the right column in Fig. 3.14) to make a reconstruction of the cross-sectional 

shape of the grain (17, 162]. From each AFM image at the certain film thickness we 

took the diameter of the largest grain assuming that this could be the maximum size to 

which the grain would grow without the influence of other grains. This maximum grain 

dimensions were put into the same scale and placed at the corresponding thickness 

level of the scheme. The result of such a reconstruction is shown in the Fig. 3.14. The 

same reconstruction was also done for the thickness series prepared at 250°C with a 

similar result. The cross-sectional scheme clearly shows that the grains evolve in 

two distinct stages: an expansion stage followed by an elongation stage. 

At the largest thickness the grains already collided and filled the whole surface 

and the grain radii were extrapolated using the Voronoi construction. Yet even at this 

thickness, the remaining surface of the grain is spherical. 

In spite of a more complicated development of the grain shape, the model of 

the Voronoi network for the grain neighbourhoods remains valid. The only difference 

from the simple geometry shown in Fig. 3.10 is the rate with which the grains fill the 

neighbourhoods available for their growth. 

All the grains observed on the surface of samples with a given thickness have nearly 

identical diameters (Figs. 3.14 & 4.13) and so we can conclude that they nucleated 

simultaneously near the substrate surface. However, the center of the spherical cap 

does not coincide with the grain nuclei positions as the model shows in the Fig. 3.10. 

This disagreement is clearly seen in the Fig. 3.15, where the complete circles fitting 
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thickness 1000 nm 

Figure 3.14: Reconstruction oj the cross-sectional shape oj the microcrystalline grain 
based on the AFM surjace pictures. The X: Y axis ratio is real, i. e., 1: 1. 

the AFM line profi.les are shown. This behaviour was observed for more series of 

samples and results in more pronounced shape of the grain top sphere due to its 

smaller diameter. 

Other consequence of this more complicated shape of the grains is the evolution of 

the apparent apex angle with film thickness. The apparent apex angle was evaluated 

from the AFM surface pictures as a corresponding angle 'Y provided that the grains 

would grow according to the model conditions (Fig. 3.10) with zero dincubatian· The 

values of the apex angle for 5 different thicknesses corresponding to the samples and 

levels depicted in the Fig. 3.14 are given in the Table 3.1. The plot of the apparent 

apex angle 'Y for many grains of different series of samples is in the Fig. 3.16. The 

solid line in this graph highlights the maximum apex angle values for each thickness, 

which would again correspond to the ideal growth conditions for a single grain. The 

apex angle first increases with the growing sample thickness (fast growth of the grain 

caused probably by relatively high supply of precursors), passes through a maximum 

and then slowly decreases ( competition and influence of other grains, limited supply 

of precursors). 
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Figure 3.15: Real AFM line profiles (thick line) oj the local height together with the 
cross-sectional schetch oj a single microcrystalline grain. The X: Y axis ratio is 1: 1. 

Tahle 3.1: Apparent apex angles corresponding to the grain surjace dimensions at 
different thicknesses as shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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Figure 3.16: Apparent apex angle evolution with the film thickness corresponding to 
two stages oj growth - expansion and elongation - indicated in the Fig. 3.14. 
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3.2.6 Surface roughness evolution 

The most used numerical value derived from the topography image is the surface 

roughness <7RMS (Section 2.4.3). As the roughness is very illustrative and sensitive 

way to detect the transition from a-Si:H to µc-Si:H structure, it is useful to mention 

the basic stages of growth of microcrystalline silicon thin films. Fig. 3.17 shows the 

cross-sectional sketches of the mixed-phase films at different thicknesses. The hold 

solid lines above the surface are real AFM line profiles taken from the AFM images 

of the samples in Section 4.5 (Fig. 4.13). The evolution of the structure is reflected 

in the values of roughness (Fig. 3.12) and it undergoes the following stages: 

• First, the surface contains mainly the amorphous phase resulting in a small 

roughness (70 nm). 

• Then, the surface roughening appears for the mixed-phase, in which microcrys

talline grains are surrounded by amorphous tissue {450 nm). 

• Finally, the surface smoothi.ng appears as the microcrystalline grains cover the 

entire surface {1000 nm). 

In Fig. 3.12 there is a clear maximum of RMS roughness at the thickness of 450 nm. 

The existence of peak in roughness is a common feature of the mixed phase material 

reported by many researchers, e.g. by Collins at al. [168]. The sensitivity of roughness 

to indicate the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition will be exploited mainly in the Chapter 4 

in the complex characterization of series of samples prepared at different deposition 

conditions. 

Since the <7RMS is a statistical measure, its value and precision is dependent on a 

proper selection of the scan area. 

As we are studying the material with amorphous phase having small roughness 

and also the microcrystalline grains with sizes up to hundreds of nanometers, the 

selection of a representative field of view is not so easy. The increase of the scan size 

usually increases the roughness [150], but after reaching some critical field of view, 

the roughness saturates. For example, the roughness of a-Si:H saturates already at 

the scale of lOOx 100 nm [149). 

For the comparison purposes we have chosen one fixed field of view {lOOOx 1000 nm) 

and we present all the AFM images with this scan size. This value is a good compro

mise between the precision of the roughness value and the fine details of the surface. 

For the a-Si:H or fully µc-Si:H surfaces, the relative error of <7RMS is far below 103, 

only in the case of mixed-phase samples it can reach "'30 %. 
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Figure 3.17: Real AFM line profiles in the demonstration oj the surjace roughness 
evolution oj µc-Si:H as a junction oj film thickness. The X: Y axis ratio is 1: 1. 

3.2. 7 Growth process 

Conical grains with spherical caps would grow in the mixed-phase Si film as are

sult of different growth rates Va and Ve of the amorphous and microcrystalline phases, 

respectively. The cone angle 'Y (measured from the cone axis, see Fig. 3.10) is given 

by the formula cos 'Y =Va/ve, i.e., the higher the growth rate of the microcrystalline 

phase Ve, the bigger the apex angle 'Y· In the limit case of Varvve, the apex angle 'Y 

would approach zero (the grains would look like needles). 

The key observation came from the study of the surface by AFM. We have noticed 

that at the edge of large microcrystalline grains the surface of surrounding amorphous 

phase often exhibits a small depression. This observation was very clear in the case of 

the specific sample Stm 108, where the amorphous phase was very smooth. Deposition 

conditions of the sample Stm 108 are given in the Tables 3.2 and 3.3. 

Tahle 3.2: Deposition parameters oj the specific sample Stm 108. The value oj d 
represents the total sample thickness including 100 nm a-Si:H sublayer. 

Sample d <lil. Ts Íexe Peff Ptot [H2] [SiH4] 

[nm] TH [oC] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] 

I Stm 108 li 750 I 32 I 250 I 13.56 I 19.0 I 70 I 50.0 I 1.6 

The example of such an observation is shown in the Fig. 3.18, where two different 

places of the specific sample sample Stm 108 are shown in local height and topography 

signals. In the local height image the plane of the zero height was shifted to match the 

level of the surrounding amorphous phase. Then the darker surrounding area around 

the white cross-section of the grain shows nicely the symmetrical depression and its 
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Tahle 3.3: Additional deposition parameters oj the specific sample Stm 108. 

A verage deposition rate r d rv0.19 nm/s 

Plasma power density rv0.30 w /cm2 

Substrate potential grounded 

Tahle 3.4: Summarizing table oj the surjace properties measured in different places 
on the sample Stm 108. 

Sample RMS AGS 

[nm] [nm] 

Stm 108 [Fig.3.18(a)] 18.4 400 

Stm 108 [Fig.3.18(b)] 26.6 510 

Stm 108 [Fig.3.7(b)] 38.1 500 

lateral features. The grains appear white because their heights exceed the color data 

range of the image. For the comparison purposes, the standard topography images of 

the same area were added as insets in the middle of the Fig. 3.18. 

Figure 3.18: Topography and local height images oj the sample Stm 108: (a) shows 
the neighbourhood oj one grain and (b) shows another place with two grains oj similar 
size. The smaller inset images show the standard topography oj the same area. 

The sample Stm 108 was the only sample that we present in this work, which 

exhibited surprisingly fiat amorphous phase. The only different deposition condition 

(compared to other samples prepared in the same chamber) was the grounded sub

strate holder (Tahle 3.3 vs. 4.1). The very fiat a-Si:H neighbourhood helped with the 

fits of the grain profiles (Fig. 3.9) and made it possible to provide the first empirical 

estimation of the diffusion length Lprec of precursors on the Si surface. 
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The amorphous surface depression may be understood as a capture of the diffusing 

growth precursors [68] from the vicinity of the grain by the microcrystalline surface 

growing faster. In such a case the logarithmic plot of depression vs. distance from 

the grain edge would give straight lines with slopes indicating the diffusion length of 

precursors L,,,.ec on the growing surface. We analysed the line profiles in all directions 

from the grain edge to avoid any artefacts possibly introduced either by the AFM 

cantilever or sample non-homogeneity. From these plots we made the following esti

mation of L,,,.ec=(60±30) nm [17, 162]. In the case of very large grains the signs 

of flattened tops can be observed (for example the top profile in the Fig. 3.9). The 

flattening would correspond to the situation, where the grain size is surpassing the 

precursor diffusion length L,,,.ec and the grain surface interior is then no longer in

fluenced by surrounding amorphous surface. Another interesting visualization of the 

growing process consequences can be seen in the Fig. 3.18(b), where the dashed el

lipse shows a shallow valley. We attribute its presence to the lack of growth precursors 

between two neighbouring grains. 

3.2.8 Delayed nucleation 

There are the two basic parameters determining the growth of microcrystalline 

grains: nucleation density and grain apex angle. Both were mentioned as the fitting 

parameters of our model of growth (Section 3.2.3). Although there is not much data 

that would give a clear meaning to the values of apex angle 'Y, we speculate that 'Y is 

mainly determined by the amount of silane radicals and corresponding surface reac

tivity, i.e., it is in close connection with csiH4 and to some extent also with excitation 

frequency f uc and applied power Pell. 

On the other band the nucleation density seems to be dependent mainly on the 

substrate material and its chemical and electrical properties. Comparison of Si films 

deposited on glass and metal coated glass is shown in Fig. 4.9 and Figs. 4.13 & 4.14. 

In this section we demonstrate how we attempted to prepare large microcrystalline 

grains that were essential for the study of their growth in previous sections. Prior to 

the deposition of the main µc-Si:H layer, we introduced the a-Si:H sublayer, which 

suppresses the influence of substrate and also decreases the nucleation density [154, 

169]. This naturally lead to the lateral growth of grains resulting in their bigger sizes. 

This trick with a-Si:H sublayer was used for the sample Stm 108 (Figs. 3.7 & 3.18) 

and three samples (Stm 144, 147 & 151) of a small thickness series presented in 

this section (Tahle 3.5). Ali these samples were prepared by conventional PECVD 
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at T8 =250° C at conditions similar to samples in Section 4.4.l. The different modes 

of growth were achieved just by the change of the dilution parameter from rn=12 

(a-Si:H sublayer) to 21 (µc-Si:H layer). Later, when we started to study the samples 

prepared at Ts "'80° C, we found that lower Ts also decreases the nucleation density 

and leads to the growth of large grains as well (Fig. 3.8). A brief overview of the 

structure of three samples with a-Si:H sublayer should demonstrate how the typical 

growth of µc-Si:H structure looks like, even if it was slowed down. 

Tahle 3.5: Overview oj the properties oj the samples with delayed nucleation. The 
values oj d represent the total sample thickness including 100 nm a-Si:H sublayer. 
For deposition conditions see Table 4. 2. 

Sample d RMS AGS Ldiff (Jd 

[nm] [nm] [nm] [nm] [n-1cm-1] 

Stm 151 270 8.3 154 125 1.85 X 10-lO 

Stm 147 650 28.9 374 185 1.9 X 10-B 

Stm 144 1200 26.4 439 207 6.4 X 10-7 

Figure 3.19: AFM images oj the samples with delayed nucleation. Numbers below 
the images indicate the total sample thickness including the a-Si:H sublayer. 

Two structural phases can be seen in the AFM topography images (Fig. 3.19). At 

small film thickness (270 nm) the amorphous phase is dominant. Only a few grains are 

located on the surface of this sample - seen as larger shadowed circular protrusions. By 

the usage of combined AFM producing topography image and map of local currents 

we have shown that these protrusions correspond to microcrystalline grains [154]. 

The local current map of the 270 nm sample (Stm 151) is shown on a larger scale 

in Fig. 3.22. With increasing thickness (650 nm, sample Stm 147) the grains increase 
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their size and finally the whole surface is covered with microcrystalline grains - bere 

observed at 1200 nm (Stm 144). 

The plots of the absorption coefficient a obtained from the CPM measurements 

are shown in the Fig. 3.20. Starting with the 270 nm sample, the CPM spectrum 

shows a typical response of a-Si:H - high absorption above 1.8 e V accompanied by 

a broader band gap. The second sample (650 nm) exhibits amorphous-like response 

below 1.8 eV, while above 1.8 eV the values of a are slightly decreased, following the 

typical µc-Si:H values. This sample combining both amorphous and microcrystalline 

features nicely demonstrates the mixed-phase, which is also seen in the AFM image 

(Fig. 3.19). The microcrystalline structure prevails in the case of 1200 nm sample 

with typical µc-Si:H CPM spectrum [122]: a above 1.8 eV is smaller compared to 

a-Si:H but still higher than for c-Si; below 1.8 eV, a follows the values typical for 

single crystal silicon with narrower band gap ""1.1 eV. 
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Figure 3.20: CPM spectra oj the sample oj the thickness series with a-Si:H sublayer. 

Based on AFM and CPM data we conclude that the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition 

appears in the range of ""500-800 nm of film thickness. This represents a 400 nm 

shift to to higher film thickness compared to the samples without the a-Si:H sublayer. 

We will discuss the impacts of the presence of a-Si:H sublayer in Section 5.2 in the 

comparison with the data from other thickness series. 
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3.3 Properties of microcrystalline silicon 

3.3.1 Local conductivity 

Dark conductivity (ad) is easily obtained macroscopic characteristics. However, its 

values may be subject to many effects. In [108] we have shown that defective a-Si:H 

may reach even ad ,...., 10-2 [n-1cm-1], which is very misleading compared to typical 

ad,...., 10-6 [n-1cm-1] of µc-Si:H films. 

For a proper understanding of the electronic properties of the sample, additional 

data from other measurement methods are thus needed. This can be Raman crys

tallinity Xc, optical absorption coefficient a from CPM [170], diffusion length Ldiff 

from SSPG etc. 

local current 

Figure 3.21: Surjace topography oj the Ge08 sample with thickness 450 nm (Sec
tion 4.5) on a larger field oj view. Topography (a) shows microcrystalline grains and 
amorphous tissue. The identification oj grains (brighter areas) is possible in the local 
current map (b) measured at bias voltage oj +8 V. 

To understand the general electrical properties of µc-Si:H films, we came with 

the idea of local electrical probing with conductive AFM cantilever (Section 2.4.4). 

Such a combined AFM measurement simultaneously provides a map of topography 

and local current [154, 155, 156]. Combined AFM of mixed phase Si films reveals 

additional information and enables a proper identification of topographical features. 

This is possible due to a large difference in conductivity between a-Si:H and µc-Si:H, 

which creates the contrast in the map of local current (Fig. 3.21). However, the 

general relationship between the values of local current and ad of the whole film 

is not yet fully understood. The local current is influenced by many material and 

instrumental factors. The material-induced factors are the presence of native oxide 

on the surface, thickness of the thin Si film, arrangement of grains in the film, presence 
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of the incubation layer etc. The instrumental part is influenced by the bias voltage 

applied, speed of scanning, quality (conductivity) of the tip etc. 

The first measurement of combined AFM of mixed phase film was performed 

in UHV environment [154) with the in-situ sample, bias voltage of 3V and local 

currents in the "'0.1 nA range. Fig. 3.21 shows the combined AFM measurement of 

ex-situ sample, where the voltage of 8V gave rise to the local currents in the "'10 pA 

range. Due to the development of sensitive current detection, it is possible to perform 

the combined AFM of thin Si films even in ambient conditions. The measurement 

performed in air reveal currents of "'10 pA at 2V bias voltage [171). This is comparable 

with the typical values of STM measurements on Si films [172), which means that the 

combined AFM is measuring the tunneling current flowing through the native oxide 

on the surface of Si film. 

Comparison of typical local current values of a-Si:H and µc-Si:H (Tahle 3.6) 

reveals only 3-5 times higher values for µc-Si:H. This is in disagreement with the 

macroscopic ud providing difference of 4 orders of magnitude. The explanation is 

based on the geometrical setups of the measurements: The macroscopic ud is measured 

parallel to the substrate plane and the a-Si:H incubation layer does not affect ud, 

which reflects the conductivity of the interconnected network of grains on the surface. 

The local current measurement is performed in perpendicular direction. The local 

current is limited by the presence of a-Si:H incubation layer, which prevents the 

microcrystalline grains from the direct contact with the bottom electrode. 

Tahle 3.6: Experimental local cummt values for a-Si:H and µc-Si:H structures on 
different samples evaluated from combined-AFM measurements at various conditions. 

I Conditions li a-Si:H I µc-Si:H I 
UHV, in si tu sample, 3V 3 pA 20 pA 

UHV, ex situ sample, 8V 5 pA 20 pA 

air,2V 0.01 pA 0.04 pA 

air, 3V 0.1 pA 0.4 pA 

3.3.2 Memory effect 

During the combined AFM measurements on different fields of view we have ob

served an interesting behaviour of thin silicon films. After scanning the surface with 

the applied bias voltage a local change of electronic properties was induced. This 

change is then detected as a decrease in the local current values (Fig. 3.22) and also 
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as a difference in surface potential [173]. For the detection of memory effect we also 

employed a unique AFM technique [173] detecting three different surface features 

in one measurement - topography and local current in contact mode and surface 

potential in spectroscopic regime. 

Upon a closer look on Fig. 3.21{b) a less brighter area of about lOOOxlOOO nm 

could be found in the middle of the local current map of local current. This is the 

manifestation of an unintended memory effect. The previously scanned smaller field 

of view is a typical measuring procedure. We aimed to obtain a standard scan size 

of lOOOx 1000 nm for the comparison purposes. However, it has turned out that this 

particular sample includes much larger grains worth measuring on a larger scan size. 

This lead to the result shown in the Fig. 3.21. 

However, the physical mechanism of memory effect occurring both on surface of 

a-Si:H and µc-Si:H remains an open question. There are two possible explanations: 

Local anodic oxidation (supported by the decrease of current in the spot of previous 

measurement) and charge trapping (supported by a not detectable change of topogra

phy). Recent experiments indicate that the memory effect occurs also in the ambient 

AFM in air [174] and the results of surface potential measurements (Kelvin probe 

microscopy) support the charge trapping mechanism. The effect is stable for hours 

and can be "erased" by illumination [174]. The memory effect has been found propor

tional [175] to voltage applied between sample and cantilever and to time for which 

the surface was in contact with the cantilever, i.e., the decrease of local current is 

more pronounced when the area is scanned repeatedly {Fig. 3.22). Dueto the recent 

findings about the reversibility of this process we expect this effect to become an 

interesting candidate for the information storage applications. 

3.3.3 Transport 

Microcrystalline Si is supposed to have a semi-ordered structure, i.e., the medium 

range order {Fig. 3.l{b)), while the amorphous silicon exhibits none or very short 

range order as depicted in Fig. 3.l{a). According to this scheme it is clear that the 

µc-Si:H will never reach 100% crystallinity. 

Theoretical description (percolation theory) of a heterogeneous system composed 

of conductive particles in a non-conductive matrix predicts a sharp rise in conductiv

ity at about 33% volume concentration of the particles. Such threshold was observed 

for doped µc-Si:H samples [176, 177]. However, for all the samples prepared in this 

work, we found the percolation threshold around Xc=65%. Our modelling shows that 
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Figure 3.22: Topography (a) and local current (b) images showing multiple memory 
effect on sample Stm 151 (270 nm thickness, Table 3.5). Líne profile (c) shows the 
shows logarithmic plot of current along the arrow in (b). 

such a shift can be explained by the addition of a grain boundary on the surface of 

each grain, so that grains actually never touch directly (Fig. 3.23). This indicates the 

importance of grain boundaries which are, in fact, controlling the transport in the 

µc-Si:H films. Later, it will be shown that the grain boundaries are made of a-Si:H 

rich in H and various impurities. 

3.3.4 Microcrystalline sample in detail 

The complicated inner structure of completely microcrystalline surface has been 

measured by combined AFM in the case of 950 nm thick sample (Fig. 3.24) prepared 

on the bottom electrode. This sample was prepared under the same deposition con

ditions as the sample Stm 148 (1000 nm thickness, details in the Tahle 4.2). At such 

thickness, the surface of µc-Si:H samples is composed of large grains ( conglomerates, 

aggregates) with diameters of 300-500 nm. Analysis of PSDF (Section 2.4.3) of the 

topography of this sample (Fig. 3.24(a)) reveals AGS=425 nm. The zoomed map of 

local current (Fig. 3.24(b)) provides better lateral resolution and shows small grains 

( crystallites) of 15-30 nm in size. This is even more evident in the plot of profile 
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Figure 3.23: Schematic picture oj microcrystalline grains in amorphous tissue (a) 
and microcrystalline grains surrounded by grain boundaries which avoid a direct con
tact oj these grains 

in Fig. 3.24(c). Based on this observation, we introduced the nomenclature of small 

grains and large grains, which will appear in the following text. The term "grain" 

without any specifying adjective will always refer to large grain (aggregate). 
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Figure 3.24: Combined AFM measurement oj the sample Stm 140 showing (a) sur
jace topography together with (b) map oj local currents oj the selected region (high
lighted rectangle in (a)) and the local current line profile (c) corresponding to the 
arrow in (b). 

The comparison of TEM pictures (Fig. 3.2) and combined AFM measurement 

(Fig. 3.24) brought us to the cross-sectional sketch of µc- Si:H shown in Fig. 3.25. 

The sizes of small grains and large grains are in agreement with results of AFM 

and TEM observations [178] and with the XRD data of our samples (Chapter 4). 

This sketch is valid for the explanation of transport properties and formation of large 
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grain boundaries at a certain thickness (e.g. rv600 nm). However, the spherical shape 

of small grains is most probably wrong. 

large grain 

substrate 

Figure 3.25: Sketch oj the mixed phase Si film showing both small and large grains 
participating in the j ormation oj the structure. 

Recent cross-sectional TEM studies of the large grains show no detectable amount 

of a-Si:H inside of the large grains [159, 179]. Moreover the TEM pictures reveal 

non-spherical shape of the small grains. So, these small grains could be in fact just 

tilted crystallographic planes of microcrystalline structure. This would explain their 

detection by XRD (crystallographically sensitive method) and would also support the 

fact that these small grains have no influence on the transport properties [180, 110]. 

The sketch of tree-like inner structure of large grains thus seems to be a more precise 

description [181]. 

3.3.5 Guiding rule for µc-Si:H 

The major role of large grain boundaries on the transport properties of thin Si films 

was clearly demonstrated, for example, by C. Droz et al. from the Neuchatel group. 

They compared the structure of deposited films, evaluated the Ldif f and proposed 

the following empirical relationship [135] for mixed phase Si films: 

1 1 
Ldiff = 3 rv "2 AGS (3.1) 

where: 
Ldiff ambipolar diffusion length by SSPG (parallel to the substrate) [nm] 

AGS lateral average grain size [nm], according to Eq. 2.14 
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This relationship suggests to have as large grains as possible for the best transport 

properties. This is valid if the quality of the grain boundaries remains preserved with 

the increase of the grain size. However, this is not true for all the samples we have 

measured up to now. With the change of any deposition parameter, there is always 

some change of the quali ty of the large grain boundary. 

Based on the analysis of structure and transport properties of several series of 

samples prepared by PECVD, we introduced a simple guiding rule (180) for the 

detection of large grain boundaries that limit the transport (Eq. 3.2). For the appli

cation of this rule it is necessary to obtain activation energy (Ea) and conductivity 

prefactor (u0 ) - see Eq. 2.6. lf the following conditions are fulfilled: 

Ea ~ 0.5 eV, (3.2) 

then the µc-Si:H sample should be free of defective large grain boundaries and 

exhibit good transport properties. This rule is valid for the µc-Si:H sample above the 

percolation threshold, i.e., with crystallinity of Xc ~ 65%. The µc-Si:H film, which 

was utilized in the single junction solar cell with record efficiency ([12) in Tahle 1.1) 

exhibited the values of u0=127 n-1cm-1 and Ea=0.49 eV. This guiding rule will 

be used as one of the characterization methods (Sections 4.4-4.8) to determine the 

sample with best transport properties suitable for the i-layer of a thin film solar cell. 

3.3.6 Stress 

During the study of several series of sample we had to face the peeling-off problem 

(Fig. 3.26). This unpleasant phenomenon is a nightmare of every thin film deposition, 

since it disables any further measurements. Most often, the thin films peel-off imme

diately after venting the deposition chamber. lf they are stable for at least one week 

then they typically do not exhibit any peeling at all. There is no clear recipe how to 

avoid it, since the peeling of the film is a result of several independent factors. The 

basic ones are: 

• too high residual stress (ur) in the deposited film 

• poor adhesion to the substrate 

In this section we will address a few issues concerning the stress in thin films. We 

observed that films with higher thickness exhibit a higher percentage of peeled-off 

samples. Recently, we introduced rough substrates (uRMS "'90 nm), which helped 

relax the stress and prevented even 30 µm thick films from peeling-off . 
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tensile stress compressive stress 

Figure 3.26: Surjace pictures by optical microscope showing the consequences oj too 
high values oj internal stress leading to the destruction oj films. 

Theoretical background 

Before the results on our samples will be presented, we will shortly review the theo

retical issues connected with the evaluation of stress. At the macroscopic scale, the 

general definition of strain and stress is as follows: 

l:ll 
€ = -

l 

where: 
a total residua! stress in the film [Pa] 

E1 elastic (Young's) modulus of the film 

E strain of the film 

tll change of the object dimension 

dimension before the load was applied 

(3.3) 

At the atomic level, the strain represents the relative microdeformation, i.e., 

change of the lattice constant. By multiplying the micro-strain € by E1, the micro

stress can be obtained. 

Three following methods are typically used for the evaluation of stress in thin films: 

• bending of a long fiat substrate on which the thin film was deposited 

• broadening of the peaks in XRD patterns 

• shift of the peak in the Raman spectra 

Since these methods are based on different principles, let us shortly discuss how 

to understand the results obtained by each method. The sample bending method 

provides a value of total residual stress ar in the film, since the substrate curvature 

shows the stress provided by the whole thin film. It means that both a-Si:H and 

µc-Si:H structures contribute to this total stress value. 
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In this work we present a unique combination of stress data evaluated from XRD 

patterns and Raman spectra. Both methods are non-destructive and can be applied 

to thin films deposited on standard substrates. However, these stress values are 

obtained indirectly from the response of the crystalline phase only. In the case 

of XRD patterns the Ur is obtained from the broadening of peaks (Section 2.3.6), 

while for the Raman spectra the Ur is evaluated from the shift of the crystalline peak 

(Section 2.3.5). Raman measurement characterizes the film within the penetration 

depth dRcn, which is dependent on the laser wavelength. On the other band, the 

XRD provides values, which refer to the whole thin film. Now it is clear that the 

values of residual stress are difficult to compare between these three methods. 

Residual stress ur in thin films may have several different contributions (182, 183]: 

• thermal stress (ueh) - caused by the difference of the thermal coefficients of the 

film and substrate (184]: 

E1 
Uth = (O!s - O!/ )(Traom - Tdepositian) l 

-v1 
(3.4) 

where O!/ and 0!8 are thermal expansion coefficients of the film or substrate, 

respectively, Traom and T depositian are the temperatures of measurement and de

position, E1 is the elastic (Young) modulus of the film and Vf is the Poisson's 

ratio of the film 

• interfacial stress - caused by the differences in structural properties of the film 

and substrate 

• intrinsic (inner) stress - result of the growth process, which has created atomic 

scale disorder. Typically, the tensile stress reflects the presence of structural de

fects (voids) and columnar structure (185]. The compressive stress is associated 

with the presence of contaminants. 

The Eq. 3.4 is constructed to keep to the stress sign convention, which is "-" for 

compressive and "+" for tensile stress. Typical constants used in this work are taken 

from (143, 186]: E1=169.2 GPa, vi=0.278. 

Results oj measurements 

With all this in mind, let us have a look at the data measured on our samples. The 

Figs. 3.27, 3.28 & 3.29 show the value of residual stress Ur present in the micro

crystalline grains of the thin Si films. The XRD data refer to the entire grains, while 

Raman data indicate the Ur in their upper "'100 nm. Ali figures represent the series 
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of samples described in Chapter 4. Here, it is enough to comment that in all series 

the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition (highlighted by a grey stripe) is crossed. 

In the works, where the sample bending method was used [187, 53, 188], the ar 

values reached compressive stress around 1 GPa. This value itself cannot be compared, 

but in all these works a peak in ar for the mixed-phase samples was observed. In the 

case of all our samples we observe increased values for the mixed-phase samples. 

Since the values and type of ar may significantly differ with deposition and also 

measurement conditions [136], it is not much surprising to find the high tensile stress 

for aur samples. Interesting is the fact that also the ar in microcrystalline grains only 

also exhibits some changes within the transition zone. 
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Figure 3.27: Residual stress in the thin Si films oj the dilution series at 8(f C 
(Section 4. 6) evaluated from XRD patterns and Raman spectra. 

The comparison of XRD and Raman data in the figures is a sort of probe to 

different depths. In both Figs. 3.27 and 3.28 the ar is always higher for the entire 

grains (XRD) than for the top 100 nm part. This means that the conical parts of 

grains close to the substrate, which are in touch with a-Si:H phase are exposed to the 

tensile forces, i.e., the a-Si:H deposited at 80° C probably tends to shrink and thus 

dilates the µc-Si:H structure. 

High Ts is often the source of the thermal component ath· Using Eq. 3.4 with 

a 1=2.57 10-6 /°C for µc-Si:H (adopted from c-Si [189, 190]) and a 8 =4.6 10-6 /°C 

for Corning 7059 [191] for the highest Tdepositiun.=250° C we get <Jth "' -0.1 GPa. In 

case of a-Si:H film (a,=4.4 10-6 /°C [192]) on Corning 7059 the ath is even lower 

"' -0.01 GPa. It is clear that the thermal component <Jth cannot be responsible for 

the values observed in Figs. 3.27- 3.29. The increase of ar at lower Ts also eliminates 

the importance of <Jth· 
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Figure 3.28: Residual stress in the thin Si films oj the VHF temperature series 
(Section 4. 7) evaluated jrom XRD patterns and Raman spectra. 

Figs. 3.28 & 3.29 show that the shift to the mixed-phase structure (with typically 

larger or even isolated grains) gives rise to the tensile ar. On the other hand, at higher 

T8 , when the grains are in touch and compete with each other, the compressive stress 

appears. Slightly higher values of ar for the red laser probing deeper (dRcD rv360 nm) 

compared to our standard green laser measurement (dRcD rv90 nm) is in agreement 

with the data published in [136]. The visual check of the samples of these three series, 

revealed the peeling-o-ff in case of three samples with Ts ~190 °C (Fig. 3.29). These 

are the only samples with higher values of compressive stress, which seems to be more 

critical for the peeling-o-ff, as concluded in [53]. 
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Figure 3.29: Residual stress oj the thin Si films oj the RF temperature series (Section 
4.8) evaluated jrom Raman spectra. The figure shows ar of Si films on PET substrate 
and glass evaluated from two measurements with different penetration depths dRcD. 
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Chapter 4 

CONTROLLING THE PROPERTIES 

4.1 Motivation 

To control the resulting properties of the silicon thin films several major param

eters of the deposition process can be tuned. For the demonstration of the role and 

influence of the key deposition parameters we will show several series of samples pre

pared by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) technique, which 

was used in this work. 

To keep the production costs competitive, there seem to be two key parameters 

worth attention in the case of conventional PECVD. First, the deposition at low 

substrate temperatures (Ts :::;100° C) slightly reduces the deposition time and costs 

and mainly opens the way for the plastic substrates, which are interesting not only for 

their low price but also for their mechanical properties (flexibility). Second, further 

reduction of the production costs could be achieved via substantial increase of the 

deposition rate r d· Ali these issues are addressed within this work, the deposition at 

lower substrate temperatures (Sections 4. 7 & 4.8) and a test of the higher deposition 

rate (Section 4.10). 

The structure of the µc-Si:H film has a direct impact on the electronic proper

ties of the film. To see the influence of the structure only, we attempted to study 

several thickness series of samples (section 4.4). Some selected samples prepared in 

the meantime were already described in the previous chapter 3 highlighting some 

special features of the a-Si:H and µc-Si:H material. The first two thickness series 

were deposited at higher substrate temperature (250° C), while for the third one we 

decreased this temperature to ""'80° C only (section 4.5). We continued with the dilu

tion series at the low substrate temperature (section 4.6) and we expanded the study 
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of the amorphous and microcrystalline Si films by two series with variable substrate 

temperature prepared in two different deposition systems {sections 4.7 and 4.8). 

4.2 Systemization of results 

Ali the series crossed the border between amorphous and microcrystalline growth. 

The mixed phase samples are marked by extra grey stripe in the graphs. 

The review of properties usually starts with the sample crystallinity data (Xc) 

from the Raman scattering {Section 2.3.5) together with the values of dark conduc

tivity ud {Section 2.3.2). The comparison with CPM data {Section 2.3.4) confirms the 

estimated structure and additionally provides a measure of defects in the sample. The 

AFM {Section 2.4.2) was performed on Si films grown on glass in the middle of the 

stripes of bottom contacts, see Fig. 2.3. The combined AFM, measured above the bot

tom electrodes, gives the additional information on relation between microstructure 

and its local conductivity. The surface RMS roughness {Section 2.13) taken from air

AFM measurements is then shown together with the ambipolar diffusion length Lm/I 

from SSPG {Section 2.3.3). We also attempt to correlate the lateral AGS - Average 

Grain Size {Section 2.4.3) with the values of SSPG Ldil/· Finally we judge the quality 

of deposited films and their transport properties using Lm// together with the values 

of activation energy E0 and conductivity prefactor u0 {Section 2.3.2). The combined 

plot of Ea and uo in a special scale will graphically emphasize the samples fulfilling 

the conditions of our suggested 'guiding rule' {Section 3.3.5) for the samples with 

expected good transport properties. In special cases we would show some details con

cerning the structure of samples, namely preferential crystallographic orientation and 

typical size of crystallites obtained from the analysis of XRD patterns {Section 2.3.6). 

Finally, for a better understanding of the behaviour of some samples, the amount of 

hydrogen incorporated in the films detected by ERDA and FT-IR {Section 2.3. 7) had 

to be taken into account. The lines in the graphs are added as a guide for the eye. 

Based on all the described characteristics we will always try to suggest the 'BEST 

SAMPLE' of the series, i.e., the sample with the best structural and electric proper

ties that we expect would work as the best i-layer in the thin film Si solar cell. Such 

a sample would be denoted by the dashed circle or elipse in the presented graphs. 
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4.3 Substrates 

The basic parameter of the sample is the substrate material used to hold the 

thin film. The most common type of substrate is glass because of its low price and 

availability. Specialized types of glass were developed for the deposition of solar cells 

- the best known and most used is Corning #7059 glass capable of Ts up to 800° C. 

Ali the substrates in this work indicated as glass always refer to Corning #7059. 

Another type of cheap substrate is steel or stainless steel, which is widely used for 

depositions of films with special mechanical properties. However, high conductivity 

of steel does not allow to study electrical properties of the deposited films. With the 

aim to study really cheap substrate materials suitable also for electrical applications 

we employed 0.2 mm thick PET foil, which, on the other band, imposes quite strong 

restrictions of Ts values (typically Ts must not exceed 100° C). To measure some 

properties, like hydrogen bonding by infrared spectroscopy, single crystal silicon sub

strate is required too. Substrates were cleaned in the ultrasonic bath for few minutes 

and then degassed in UHV just before the deposition of Si film. 

In one deposition run we usually deposit Si film on several pieces of different 

substrates (some substrates are bare, some are covered with bottom electrodes - see 

Fig. 2.3) to be able to perform a complex characterization of the films by several 

diagnostic techniques introduced in the Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
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4.4 Structure evolution in the thickness series 

at 250°C 

The series of samples with variable film thickness were deposited by varying de

position time. Ali the samples undergo the same deposition conditions, so we can 

suppose that the nucleation density, deposition rate and surface chemical reactions 

would be the same. The key deposition parameters are listed in the Tables 4.2 and 

4.4. As we aimed to study the properties of µc-Si:H samples, we adjusted the value 

of hydrogen dilution Ty to 21 {4.5%) or 32 {3%), respectively, to achieve the growth 

of the µc-Si:H structure. For a typical a-Si:H sample the value of Tu would be 12 or 

less as we used in Section 3.2.8 to introduce a-Si:H sublayer. 

The samples of the thickness series at Ts=250° C (Section 4.4) were prepared 

in the PECVD chamber at the Department of Thin Films, IoP in Prague. They 

are denoted as "Stm #", where the # sign stands for the sequential number of the 

deposition. 

Tables 4.2 and 4.4 show the main deposition parameters. The thickness of de

posited films given in the first column was measured by the contact profilometer 

(Section 2.3.1). The Tahle 4.1 provides more parameters of the deposition and also 

shows the deposition rate Tt1. - an averaged value of the samples with identical ry. 

Most of the results of these two thickness series at 250° C were not published, hut they 

are consistent with the data of similar thickness series published earlier [169, 108). 

Tahle 4.1: Additional deposition parameters oj the samples oj two thickness series 
at 25(/' C. Main deposition parameters are in Tables 4.2 & 4.4. 

Average deposition rate Tt1. -0.17 nm/s for Tu=21 

-0.12 nm/s for Tu=32 

Plasma power density -0.23 W /cm2 

Substrate potential u,. 
Cathode peak to peak voltage -550 v 
Cathode bias voltage --150 v 
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4.4.1 Samples with rH==21 ( rv4.5 % dilution) 

Tahle 4.2: Overview oj the main deposition parameters oj the samples oj the thickness 
series at 25(f C with rH =21. 

Sample d <lil. Ts jexc Peff Ptot [H2] [SiH4] 

[nm] rH [OC] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] 

Stm 166 200 

Stm 164 500 

Stm 148 1000 21 250 13.56 9.0 70 38.4 1.8 

Stm 146 1500 

Stm 134 2200 

As seen from the Raman crystallinity data in Fig. 4.1 (Xc column in Tahle 4.3), 

most of the samples with 4.5 % dilution show rather high crystalline vol ume fractions. 

Only the thinnest sample Stm 166 (200 nm) exhibits evidently smaller crystallinity 

around 70 %, while all the thicker samples approach the saturated value between 85 

and 90 %. The dark conductivity ad shows the same trend - smaller value rv 10-10 

n-1cm- 1 for the thinnest sample and values above ad above 10-7 n-1cm- 1 for all 

the other samples. The saturated values of Xc and ad with increasing film thickness 

indicate that these samples consist of one major phase - microcrystalline silicon. 
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Figure 4.1: Crystalline volume ratio (Xc) together with values oj dark conductivity 
(ad) oj the samples oj the 25(f C thickness series at rH=21. 

Further support for the estimation of sample structure comes from the measure

ments of absorption coefficient a by the Constant Photocurrent Method (CPM) (Sec

tion 2.3.4). In the Fig. 4.2, all the samples with thickness above 1000 nm follow a 

slightly shifted trend compared to the single crystal Si indicated in the figure by the 
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Figure 4.2: CPM spectra oj the samples oj the 25(f C thickness series at rH=21. 

dashed line. Using the knowledge of CPM spectra of typical a-Si:H and µc-Si:H sam

ples [122), we can identify the samples above 1000 nm to be microcrystalline and the 

thinnest sample Stm 166 (200 nm) to be amorphous. The CPM spectrum of sample 

Stm 164 (thickness 500 nm) clearly differs from the spectrum of thicker samples in 

the range of 1.2- 1.8 eV. This indicates some type of combined a-Si:H and µc-Si:H 

response, which occurs for the mixed-phase structure. 

Let us look at the AFM topography pictures of the samples (Fig. 4.3) to confirm 

the estimations of the structure based on Xc, O"d and CPM spectra. 

Topography of first two samples is shown in the standard field of view 1x1 µm, 

while the next three ones are shown in a larger scale, i.e., 2.5x2.5 µm. No matter what 

the measured area is, the surface images clearly show the same type of structure for 

the samples Stm 134, Stm 146 and Stm 148 (thickness 2200, 1500 and 1000 nm), a bit 

more rough for the latter one. The sample Stm 164 (500 nm) reveals a similar surface 

structure consisting of smaller grainy objects homogeneously distributed all-over the 

entire surface. According to the values of Xc and O"d in Fig. 4.1, this type of structure 

could be assigned to µc-Si:H. In the case of the thinnest sample Stm 166 (200 nm), 

the surface exhibits a different structure consisting of rather large circular objects and 

smoother surrounding area. Previous combined AFM measurements of similar sam-
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Figure 4.3: AFM images oj the samples oj the 25rrC thickness series at rH=21. 
Numbers below the images indicate the thickness oj each sample. Note the different 
fields of view used for the first and second row. 

ples [154] indicate that this is the mixed-phase structure composed of microcrystalline 

grains surrounded by amorphous tissue. So, for the series with fixed 4.5 % dilu

tion (rH=21) and variable film thickness, the transition from amorphous 

to microcrystalline structure occurs in the range of 100-350 nm. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the plot of the surface roughness values evaluated from the AFM 

images in Fig. 4.3 (always from the lxl µm field of view). The transition to µc-Si:H 

structure occurred around the thickness of 350 nm and so the plot of roughness 

shows just one value for the mixed phase (sample Stm 166 (200 nm)). For the sample 

Stm 164 (500 nm) with fully microcrystalline surface, the coalesced grains create 

smoother surface (anMs rv8 nm). The last three samples (1000, 1500 and 2200 nm) 

exhibit more roughened type of microcrystalline structure with anMs rv20 nm. This 

is probably a result of the competition among grains during their further growth: 

while the lxl µm image of 200 nm thick sample shows rvl5 grains with an average 

diameter of rvl80 nm (AGS column in Tahle 4.3), the same area of the samples above 
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Figure 4.4: Surjace RMS roughness together with ambipolar diffusion length (Ldif f) 

oj the samples oj the 25(? C thickness series at rH =21. 

1000 nm exhibits hardly a half of this number of grains. This is also refiected in the 

AGS exceeding 500 nm. The trend of roughening of the µc-Si:H surface is saturated 

above 1000 nm - see the plateau of aRMS in Fig. 4.4). 

Another important feature is the ambipolar diffusion length Ldiff obtained from 

SSPG (Section 2.3.3). The typically amorphous value (Ldiff rvlOO nm) for the 200 nm 

sample increases almost up to Ldif f rv250 nm typical for the best µc-Si:H thin films. 

The trend of Ldif f refiects the general transport behaviour of the entire thin film: 

• lower Ldif f for the mixed phase, where some isolated microcrystalline grains 

are present, but where the transport is still dominated by the amorphous tissue 

(thickness up to 200 nm). 

• increasing Ldif f for the samples that may exhibit microcrystalline surface struc

ture, but the transport properties are determined by the mixture of microcrys

talline grains and remaining amorphous tissue ( 500-1000 nm thickness). 

• saturated values of Ldiff ( close to the values of fully µc-Si:H) for the samples, 

where the transport is dominated by the microcrystalline structure ( thickness 

above 1500 nm). 

The saturated values of Xc and ad in Fig. 4.1 and surface images in Fig. 4.3 

may arouse a false deduction that the structure and properties of the samples with 

thickness above 500 nm are almost the same. 

However, the reality is different! The measurements of transport properties in the 

direction parallel to the substrate (Ldiff in the Fig. 4.4) and the dark conductivity 
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Figure 4.5: Activation energy (Ea) together with conductivity prefactor (a0) oj the 
samples of the 25(f C thickness series at rn =21. 

characteristics (Ea and a0 in Fig. 4.5) indicate the evolution of electrical properties 

of µc-Si:H structure up to the thickness of 1500 nm. The values of activation energy 

Ea further confirm that the 200 nm sample is amorphous (Ea=0.79 eV). In the case 

of the 500 nm sample (Stm 164) we measured surprisingly high Ea=0.63 eV meaning 

that the electronic transport is still influenced by the amorphous phase. 

Our guiding rule (Section 3.3.5) is applicable just for the microcrystalline samples 

- with crystallinity Xc ~ 70% [110, 193]. The solid horizontal line graphically rep

resents the conditions of the guiding rule and it is nicely visible that it is fulfilled by 

the 500 nm sample and almost fulfilled by the 1000 nm sample. 

The correlation between the diffusion length Ldiff and the AGS (Section 2.4.3) 

LdiJJ/AGS"" 0.3-0.5 (Eq. 3.1) is quíte well fulfilled within the whole series (see the 

AGS column of Tahle 4.3) confirming the fact that the transport in mixed phase and 

microcrystalline silicon thin films is determined by the density and size of large grains 

and their boundaries. 

Tahle 4.3: Summary of the properties - thickness series at 25(f C with rn=21 . 

Sample Xc RMS AGS Ldiff ad ao Ea 

[%] [nm] [nm] [nm] [n-1cm-1] [n-1cm-1] [eV] 

Stm 166 ( 200 nm) 71.0 16.7 182 98 4.0 X 10-10 I.O X 104 0.79 

Stm 164 ( 500 nm) 84.0 7.9 167 173 3.0 X 10-7 1.3 X 104 0.63 

Stm 148 (1000 nm) 86.0 21.6 500 190 1.5 X 10-7 3.3 X 101 0.50 

Stm 146 (1500 nm) 88.0 18.2 555 247 3.0 X 10-7 8.0 X 10° 0.44 

Stm 134 (2200 nm) 88.0 20.2 555 250 8.0 X 10-7 7.2 X 10° 0.42 
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4.4.2 Samples with rH==32 ( rv3 % dilution) 

Tahle 4.4: Overview oj the main deposition parameters oj the samples oj the thickness 
series at 25(!' C with rH=32. 

Sample d <lil. Ts Íexc Peff Ptot [H2] [SiH4] 

[nm] ry [OC] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] 

Stm 160 30 

Stm 155 70 

Stm 159 170 

Stm 156 320 32 250 13.56 9.0 70 50 1.6 

Stm 157 700 

Stm 158 1000 

Stm 163 2000 

The crystallinity data in the Fig. 4.6 (Xc column in Table 4.5) show the same 

trend as in the case of the 4.5% dilution series (Fig. 4.1). The series with 3% dilution 

only includes more samples with lower film thickness, so there are more data points 

at the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition. The thinnest sample Stm 160 (30 nm) <lid not 

provide sufficient signal to perform electrical measurements, so the only available 

characteristics of this sample is surface roughness (Fig. 4.10). From the comparison 

with the thickness series with 4.5% dilution in previous section we can expect this 

very thin sample to be completely amorphous . 
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Figure 4.6: Crystalline volume ratio (Xc) together with values oj dark conductivity 
(an) oj the samples oj the 25(f'C thickness series at ry=32. 

The mixed-phase samples Stm 155 and Stm 159 (70 and 170 nm) with 30% 

and 71 % crystallinity Xc exhibit also corresponding dar k conductivities ad. For the 
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Xc=30%, O"d is in the 10-10 n-1cm-1 range, i.e., 'amorphous side' of the mixed

phase structure and for the Xc=71%, O'd is in the 10-7 n-1cm-1 range, which is 

quite close to the saturated values of µc-Si:H. The other samples Stm 156-Stm 163 

(320-2000 nm) exhibit typical microcrystalline values, i.e., Xc rv90% and O"d in the 

10-1-10-6 n-1cm-1 range. 
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Figure 4. 7: CPM spectra oj the samples oj the 25(f C thickness series at rH=32. 

The CPM measurements (Fig. 4. 7) of the absorption coefficient a again support 

the estimations of the sample structure based on Xc and O"d· The samples with thick

ness above 320 nm are microcrystalline ( according to the shape of their CPM spectra 

[122)) . The CPM spectrum of Stm 159 (170 nm) is the only slightly different spectrum 

with a visible downshift of a in the 1.5-2.1 eV range. A similar shift was observed for 

the mixed- phase sample of the previous thickness series with 4.5% dilution (Fig. 4.2). 

The two thinnest samples Stm 160 and Stm 155 (30 and 70 nm) did not provide suf

ficient CPM signal. 

The AFM surface pictures in Fig. 4.8 are entirely analogous to the pictures of 

the previous 4.5% dilution series (Fig. 4.3) . Based on Xc and O"d values (Fig. 4.6), 

the samples with 70 and 170 nm thickness are considered to have the mixed-phase 

structure. The AFM surface pictures (Fig. 4.8) confirm this finding, especially in the 

case of the 70 nm sample with combined structure of interconnected microcrystalline 
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Figure 4.8: AFM images oj the samples oj the 25(f'C thickness series at rn=32. 
Numbers below the images indicate the thickness oj each sample. 

grains and remaining amorphous tissue in between. The 170 nm sample is quite close 

to µc-Si:H structure, so the surface is already fully microcrystalline. Topography of 

the 320 n sample is very similar to the 170 nm sample. At higher thicknesses (above 

700 nm) the topography shows the same type of structure, but more rough (see aRMS 

in Fig. 4.10) and with slightly larger grains. Supposing the constant nucleation density, 

these larger grains were probably created by the coalescence of growing grains. 

Here, it is possible to make some comparison of the 4.5 % and 3 % dilution series. 

It seems that after reaching a certain thickness, samples in both series exhibit micro

crystalline structure with the same Xc and ad values. For the series with fixed 3.0% 

dilution (rn=32) and variable film thickness, the transition from amor

phous to microcrystalline structure occurs in the range of 50-170 nm. 

The topography pictures in Figs. 4.3 and 4.8 show the structure of thin Si films 

as they have grown directly on glass substrate. 

However, for a successful measurement of the maps of lo cal currents (Section 3.3.1), 

the presence of the bottom electrode is essential. This is clearly demonstrated in 
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Figure 4.9: Combined AFM images oj (a) topography and (b) map of local currents 
{bias voltage +5 V) of the 70 nm sample (Stm 155) measured on glass substrate (left 
column) and on glass substrate covered with Cr electrode {right column). 

Fig. 4.9(b), where we attempted to measure maps of local currents of Si film de

posited on glass and Cr coated glass. The left image (on glass) shows some slightly 

brighter spots in the places, where the microcrystalline grains appear in topography. 

Almost the whole scanned area provides current signal below the sensitivity of the 

detection system. The main reason for the weak signal is the serial resistance of the 

Si film - the local current must flow parallel to the substrate ""0.5 mm through the 

Si film to reach the bottom Cr electrode. 

The measurement in the right image (on Cr coated glass) is quite different. The 

current is flowing from the coated cantilever through the Si film (70 nm thin) to the 

bottom electrode. As a result, the local current signal at the same bias voltage is 

almost one order higher and provides much better contrast. The usage of conductive 

Ptlr coated cantilever is responsible for slightly lower resolution in Fig. 4.9 compared 

to uncoated Si cantilever used in Fig. 4.8. 

The trend of the RMS roughness (Fig. 4.10) is again similar to the previous series 

with 4.5% dilution. The surface of the thinnest sample (30 nm) exhibited very small 

RMS roughness, virtually corresponding to a value typical for a glass substrate. The 
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Figure 4.10: Surjace RMS roughness together with ambipolar di.ffusion length (Ldiff) 

oj the samples oj the 25(f C thickness series at ry =32. 

plot of roughness firstly shows a maximum for the mixed-phase at 70 nm and then a 

decrease dueto surface smoothing for the thicker samples (170 and 320 nm). Above 

700 nm, there is surface roughening and saturation of RMS roughness (Fig. 4.4). The 

three thickest samples also show larger grain diameters "'220 nm instead of "'100 nm 

for the thinner samples (see AGS column in Table 4.5). 

The plot of Ldiff is quite similar to the plot of Ldiff in Fig. 4.4, i.e., increasing Ldiff 

with increasing film thickness, which is a natural consequence of the gradual intercon

nection of microcrystalline grains. In the case of the 3% thickness series (Fig. 4.10), 

all the Ldiff values are a bit smaller than for the 4.5% thickness series (Fig. 4.4). The 

amorphous Ldiff values are around "'70 nm at the thickness of 70 nm, then the Ldiff 

increases up to "'220 nm for the thickest samples. Above the thickness of 1000 nm 

(Fig. 4.10) or above 1500 nm (Fig. 4.4) Ldiff shows a plateau indicating the fact that 

the transport is fully dominated by the µc-Si:H. 

The average grain size of this thickness series is not in such a good agreement 

with Ldiff after the rule in Eq. 3.1: Ldiff /AGS "' 0.3-0.5. However, the values of 

AGS have the same increasing trend as Ldiff· For the sample Stm 156 (320 nm) we 

even obtained Ldiff >AGS. This indicates that the grain boundaries in this particular 

sample are not limiting the transport parallel to the substrate. This is in agreement 

with our guiding rule (Section 3.3.5) represented by the horizontal line in Fig. 4.11. 

All the µc-Si:H samples between 170 and 700 nm fulfill this rule. 

Otherwise, the conductivity characteristics - Ea and a0 in Fig. 4.11 exhibit a 

monotonously decreasing trend, which does not correspond to the plateau of Xc, ad 
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and Ldiff for the µc-Si:H samples. It means that the quality of grain boundaries is 

still changing with increasing film thickness and we expect the defective large grain 

boundaries to be formed above 700 nm. 
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Figure 4.11: Activation energy (Ea) together wíth conductivity prejactor (a0) oj the 
samples oj the 25(f C thickness series at rn =32. 

Tahle 4.5: Summary oj the properties - thickness series at 25(f C with rn=32. 

Sample Xc RMS AGS Ldiff ad ao Ea 

[%] [nm] [nm] [nm] rn-lcm-1] rn-lcm-1] [eV] 

Stm 160 (30 nm) - 2.4 - - - - -

Stm 155 (70 nm) 30.0 9.0 83 - 1.4 X 10-lO 3.6 X 103 0.80 

Stm 159 (170 nm) 71.0 7.3 100 73 2.0 X 10-7 1.0 X 104 0.66 

Stm 156 (320 nm) 84.0 6.7 87 132 2.5 X 10-6 3.3 X 103 0.54 

Stm 157 (700 nm) 85.0 16.0 222 163 8.0 X 10-7 1.5 X 102 0.49 

Stm 158 (1000 nm) 89.0 11.7 218 216 7.9 X 10-7 5.1 X 101 0.46 

Stm 163 (2000 nm) 88.0 14.5 246 217 3.0 X 10-6 3.0 X 101 0.42 
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4.5 Structure evolution in the thickness series 

at 75°C 

Tahle 4.6: Overview o/ the main deposition parameters o/ the samples oj the thickness 
series at 1$l C. 

Sample d dil. Ts f e:Ec Pel/ Ptat (H2) (SžH4) rd 

(nm] TH (°C) (MHz) (W] (Pa] (sccm] (sccm) (nm/s] 

Ge 01 40 

Ge 03 70 

Ge 06 100 29 75 54 45 38 50 1.7 ""0.1 

Ge 08 450 

Ge 10 1000 

The third thickness series was deposited at 75° C by Dr. Christian Koch from 

IPE, Stuttgart University, Germany. With the aim to study the growth of isolated 

microcrystalline grains the r 11 was shifted close to the transition between a-Si:H and 

µc-Si:H growth. Based on the previous experiments in the same deposition chamber 

(47, 48), the value was r"=29 (csiH4 ""3.3%). Due to other deposition conditions 

(Tahle 4.6) that were quite different from the previous thickness series (Tahle 4.2, 

mainly Ts and feze), the values of the dilution ratio rH cannot be simply compared. 

After the preparation and some basic measurements at IPE, we continued in the 

characterization of these samples using as many techniques as possible. However, the 

different design of the sa.Iilples and some obstacles with low signals made some mea

surements impossible. Basically, the better the samples for the analysis of structure 

(Section 3.2.5 and Figs. 4.13-4.14), the worse samples for the measurements of elec

tronic properties. This is then reflected in the summary Tahle 4. 7. The name of the 

samples "Ge #" simply comes from "Growth evolution" and the # sign stands for 

the sequential number of the deposition. The results obtained in our laboratory on 

the samples of this thickness series from IPE Stuttgart were published in the joint 

papers (163, 164). 

Within this thickness series the structure of the deposited films undergoes a tran

sition from amorphous to microcrystalline structure too. The thinnest samples Ge 01, 

Ge 03 and Ge 06 (40, 70 and 100 nm) exhibit typical amorphous CPM spectra with 

lower values of a between 1.2 and 2.0 eV compared to single crystal Si (c-Si) in Fig. 

4.12. The CPM spectrum ofthe sample Ge 08 (450 nm) shows signs of a mixed-phase, 
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Figure 4.12: CPM spectra of the samples of the 15°C thickness series. 
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i.e., smaller values of a below 1.8 eV and higher a values above 1.8 eV compared to 

the thickest sample Ge 10 (1000 nm) with typical µc-Si:H CPM spectrum. 

The transition is even more visible in the case of AFM surface images in Fig. 4.13. 

The topography undergoes a transition from a rather smooth amorphous surface with 

only a few small isolated microcrystalline grains (40 and 70 nm sample) to rough, fully 

microcrystalline surface composed of large grains with a typical cauliflower structure 

(450 and 1000 nm sample). After overcoming the incubation amorphous layer the 

circular grains protruding above the amorphous tissue start to develop ( 40 nm). At 

the thickness of 100 nm, grains start to collide with their neighbours, forming first 

grain boundaries. At this thickness a variation of the grain diameters (samples of 70 

and 100 nm thickness) can be observed, indicating that the grain nucleation occurs not 

only at the film/substrate interface but also later during the growth of the film. We 

assume that that the smaller grains must have started to grow later (in upper layers), 

thus having not enough time to develop to the same size. At the thickness of 450 nm 

the grains already form an interconnected network and cross the percolation threshold. 

Further growth fully covers the surface with crystalline grains (1000 nm). Surface of 

grains indicates that they are actually aggregates of smaller grains (crystallites) - see 

Section 3.3.4. This is nicely visualized especially in the case of the 450 nm sample 
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Figure 4.13: AFM Surface topography of the samples of the thickness series at 75° C 
on standard glass substrate. Numbers indicate the thickness of each sample. 

in the map of local currents in Fig. 4.15, which provides higher resolution than the 

topography image. 

A brief look at the pictures in Figs. 4.13 & 4.14 shows visible differences, for 

example in the case of 100 nm and 450 nm samples. These two images show just 

different spots of the same samples. In Fig. 4.13 the standard measurement of Si film 

grown directly on glass is presented, while Figs. 4.14 & 4.15 show how the same Si film 

has grown on NiCr coated glass. The typical grain diameter (see AGS in Tahle 4.7) is 

similar for each pair of pictures. The main difference is just in the number of grains, 

which reflects different nucleation density provided by each substrate material. 

For µc-Si:H grown at standard conditions T8 =250° C the circular protrusions were 

identified as crystalline grains dueto their higher conductivity [154] . The same is true 

for the thickness series prepared at very low temperatures Ts=75° C (Fig. 4.15) where 

the combined AFM measurements are presented. More conductive microcrystalline 

grains correspond to brighter ares in the maps oflocal currents (see Fig. 4.15(b)), while 

the darker areas represent the amorphous matrix with significantly lower conductivity. 
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Figure 4.14: AFM Surjace topography oj the samples oj the thickness series at 75°C 
on standard glass substrate covered with NiCr electrode. Numbers indicate 
the thickness of each sample. 

The lower average conductivity in the ca.se of 70 nm sample is caused by not yet 

completed interconnection of microcrystalline grains. The combined measurement 

performed by the UHV AFM microscope were carried out by the cantilever with 

Ptlt conductive coating (Table 2.2). This cantilever is probably the reason of slightly 

larger grains observed by combined AFM (Fig. 4.15) compared to ambient AFM 

topography measurements (Fig. 4.13) performed by a sharper Si cantilever without 

the Ptlr coating. 

In Fig. 4.16 the values of surface RMS roughness together with the values of 

the diffusion length Ldif f are plotted. Full circles represent the roughness of the 

microcrystalline samples grown directly on the glass substrate (Fig. 4.13), while open 

circles show the roughness of the samples grown on the NiCr electrode (Fig. 4.14). 

The peak in the plot surface roughness values as a function of thickness is at

tributed to the transition between amorphous and microcrystalline structure (Sec

tion 3.2.6 and [49, 168]. Here, for the series of samples with variable film 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.15: Surjace topography (a) and maps oj local currents (b) oj the samples 
oj the thickness series at 75°C. The bias voltage (applied to the sample) was +5 V. 
Numbers below the images indicate the thickness oj each sample. 

thickness, the transition from amorphous to microcrystalline structure oc

curs in the range of 250-600 nm. Fig. 4.16 also shows the shift of the roughness 

peak for the samples grown directly on glass to higher values of thickness. This can 

be generalized that the transition to fully µc-Si:H structure is obtained at a certain 

thickness if the nucleation density is fixed. Increase of the nucleation density can speed 

up the transition to µc-Si:H structure as seen in the AFM images of the sample Ge 08 

(450 nm) in Figs. 4.13 & 4.14. 

Note the striking similarity in the trend of the values of roughness and Ldiff 

in Fig. 4.16. This behaviour can be explained as the competition of two contrary 

processes. The first process represents the growth of the microcrystalline grains. This 

brings the increase in the conductivity and thus higher values of the diffusion length. 

The combined structure of amorphous and microcrystalline silicon ( as seen in the 

Fig.4.13 - 450 nm sample) is the case of the maximum roughness. When the grains 

"get in touch" and start to compete and coalesce, the roughness slightly decreases 

(1000 nm sample). The contact of microcrystalline grains may invoke the formation 
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Figure 4.16: Surjace RMS roughness together with ambipolar diffusion length {Ldiff) 
oj microcrystalline samples oj the thickness series at 75° C on standard glass substrate 
(jull circles) compared with roughness oj the same samples grown on metal Ni Cr 
electrode ( open circles). 

of defective grain boundaries disturbing the transport (Section 3.3.5). Their presence 

may be responsible for the decrease of Ldiff at 1000 nm in Fig. 4.16. 

Finally, the values of Ldiff and AGS give a perfect agreement with the rule in 

Eq. 3.1: Ldilf/ AGS rv 0.3-0.5 again reflecting the fact that the transport in mixed 

phase and µc-Si:H thin films is determined by grains and their boundaries. 

Tahle 4. 7: Summarizing table oj the properties oj the thickness series prepared at 
75° C (surface characteristics were evaluated for the films deposited directly on glass, 
as in all other series). 

Sample Xc RMS AGS Ldilf ad ao Ea 

[%] [nm] [nm] [nm] rn-lcm-1] rn-lcm-1] [eV] 

Ge 01 (40 nm) - 1.38 46 - - - -

Ge 03 (70 nm) - 2.69 105 37 - - -

Ge 06 (100 nm) - 14.90 180 62 - - -
Ge 08 ( 450 nm) - 34.01 334 222 - - -

Ge 10 (1000 nm) - 27.70 400 127 - - -

1 
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4.6 Controlled transport in the dilution series 

at 80° C 

Composition of the working gas mixture, i.e., dilution of silane (SiH4 ) in hydro

gen (H2 ) is one of the key deposition parameters for PECVD because it has a direct 

impact on the structure of the thin silicon film [54, 49, 178). The exact values of silane 

concentration CsiH4 or of another measure - hydrogen dilution ratio rn (Definitions 

2.2 and 2.3) leading to the growth of a-Si:H or µc-Si:H structure cannot be simply 

guaranteed for any deposition chamber. The deposition process is so complex that the 

transfer of exact r11 values to another chamber is not straightforward. This compli

cates the up-scaling process or repeated depositions in another laboratory. However, 

by depositing one or more series of samples with variable dilution in a sufficiently 

broad range of r8 , the particular value of r8 representing the transition between 

amorphous and microcrystalline structure should be obtained. 

Thanks to the collaboration with other laboratories using different deposition 

systems, we faced all the troubles mentioned in the previous paragraph. This work 

should be thus understood as an investigation of general trends of the thin silicon 

films instead of an exact recipe for the deposition of a desired Si film. 

The sample of the dilution series in this section were prepared in the Technical 

Research Institute of Toppan Printing Co. in Japan in the group of Dr. Manabu 

Ito. 1 The original sample names indicate the date of the deposition in the format 

YYMMDD-#i, where the # sign stands for the sequential number of the deposition 

in the particular day and "i" denotes the fact that an intrinsic layer was prepared. 

For a simpler handling of the samples in our laboratory, we added second, "more 

illustrative" names like MOS "rn" based on the abbreviation of "Manabu - Dilution 

Series" and substituting "r8 " by the actual value of hydrogen dilution ratio for each 

sample as shown in the leftmost column of the Tahle 4.8. 

This dilution series was prepared by changing the hydrogen dilution ratio r8 from 

26 to 168 at a fixed substrate temperature of 80 °C. The excitation frequency was also 

fezc=54 MHz (as in the case of the thickness series at 75° C in the previous section 

4.5) and deposition duration was adjusted in order to achieve film thickness around 

1 µm. This value was selected intentionally to provide structure with more pronounced 

typical features, sufficient signals for the electrical measurements and mainly a typical 
1 lt is interesting to note that Manabu Ito obtained the experience of low Ts depositions during 

his stay at IPE, where the previous thickness series (Section 4.5) was prepared. 
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Tahle 4.8: Overview oj the main deposition parameters oj the samples oj the dilution 
series prepared at 80 °. 

Sample d díl. Ts jexc Peff Ptot [H2] [SiH4] rd 

(abbrev.) [nm] TH [OC] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] [nm/s] 

010425-li (MDS 34) 1340 34 1.5 0.25 

010510-2i (MDS 43) 930 43 1.2 0.19 

010511-4i (MDS 46) 1000 46 1.1 0.19 

010509-4i (MDS 51) 880 51 80 54 10 20 50 1.0 0.18 

010426-li (MDS 64) 1530 64 0.8 0.17 

010425-2i (MDS 101) 1010 101 0.5 0.09 

010426-2i (MDS 168) 870 168 0.3 0.06 

thickness of the i-layer in the solar cells. List of the deposition parameters is given in 

Table 4.8. The plasma power density for this series was 0.35 W /cm2. 

In contrast to the thickness series in Section 4.5 we succeeded in the measurements 

by most of available techniques. The results obtained in our laboratory for the samples 

of this dilution series were published in the joint papers [164, 194, 44, 110, 45]. 
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Figure 4.17: Dark conductivity (O"d) together with crystallinity (Xc) as a junction oj 
the silane dilution ratio r H ranging jrom 34 to 168. 

The observations of the dilution series of samples deposited at T8 =225° C [52] 

indicate a clear transition to the crystalline structure for csiH4 above 5%, which is 

equal to rH ~ 19. However, for the lower substrate temperatures T8=75° C [48] and 

otherwise quite similar deposition conditions, the transition is shifted and occurs for 

rH "" 50 (csiH4 "" 2%). The same has happened for our dilution series (Fig. 4.17). Up 

to the value of rH=43 the crystallinity (Xc) remains zero, indicating pure amorphous 
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structure. Between rn=43 and 64, the crystallinity increases and above rn=64, it 

is saturated (Xc "'80%) - a clear indication of fully µc structure. The same trend 

is shown in the plot of dark conductivity ad with just a small shift of the values to 

the right. The explanation is simple: while Raman measurement can detect isolated 

grains on the surface (Xc 2':0%), the overall conductivity might be still dominated 

by the amorphous phase. This exactly is the ca.se of the mixed phase samples with 

rn=46 and 51. 

Estimations of the crystalline structure from Raman measurements is further con

firmed by the results of X-ray diffraction (Section 2.3.6). Ali the samples up to rn=51 

exhibit fully amorphous response (Fig. 4.18). This means, there are no microcrys

talline grains or too few grains to gain some XRD signal. As reported in [195], XRD 

method seems to be less sensitive to small amounts of crystalline phase in the thin 

film compared to Raman spectroscopy. Samples with rn 2':64 indicate some degree 

of crystallinity with slightly preferential peak of the (111) crystallographic plane and 

much weaker response for (220) and (311) planes. Regrettably, this is not the idea} 

structure for high efficiency solar cells. It was reported that (220) preferential orienta

tion provides better electronic properties [139). The XRD patterns of the samples with 

rn=lOl and 168 show less noisy plots as a consequence of prolonged accumulation 

time. However, positions of peaks and their ratios are fully comparable. 
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Figure 4.18: Overview of the XRD patterns of all the samples of the dilution series. 

Plots of the absorption coefficient a measured by CPM are shown in Fig. 4.19. 

Taking into account the knowledge of typical shape of CPM spectrum [122], we can 

say that the spectra in this figure represent three distinct structures of thin Si films: 
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• amorphous - samples with rH=34 and 43 

• mixed phase - samples with rH=46 and 51 

• microcrystalline - samples with rH ~64 
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Figure 4.19: CPM spectra oj the samples oj the dilution series. 
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It is interesting to note that the highest values of a outside of the gap (above 

2.0 e V) belong to the mixed phase samples. Based on data from Figs. 4.17 - 4.19 it is 

obvious that for the series of samples with variable rH, the transition from 

a-Si:H to µc-Si:H structure occurs for r H between 45-60. 

Final information about the structure of samples comes from the topography 

measurements by AFM shown in Fig. 4.20. The structure undergoes a transition 

from rather smooth amorphous surface (rH=34), through amorphous structure with 

only a few isolated grains (rH=43-51) to rough µc-Si:H surface composed of grains 

(aggregates) with a typical cauliflower structure (rH=64). 

At higher values of rH, the nucleation density increases and much smaller grains 

are formed (rH=lOl and 168). Note the striking similarity of the surface structure at 

low and high rH (34 and 168 in Fig. 4.20.) although the first sample is completely 

amorphous and the last one is fully microcrystalline. This demonstrates that judging 

the sample structure only on the basis of AFM topography could be very misleading. 
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Figure 4.20: AFM topography images oj the samples oj the dilution series. 

The results comparing structure (surface RMS roughness) and transport proper

ties (Ldiff) of the samples of this series are shown in Fig. 4.21, [164]. A sharp peak in 

the values of Ldiff and of RMS roughness can be found at rH=5l. This coincidence of 

maxima in both plots is worth further attention. It seems to be a general behaviour 

of the a-Si:H / µc- Si:H transition and was observed by other laboratories, too. 
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Figure 4.21: Surjace RMS roughness together with ambipolar diffusion length Ldiff 
oj the samples oj the dilution series. 

Less pronounced peak in SSPG Ldiff values was observed, for example, by the 

Neuchatel group [67]. Another PECVD series presented in [67] exhibits the peak 

in RMS roughness as well as the results from Collins et al. (168]. Clear illustration 

of a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition provides a special series of samples by Li et al. [195] 

exploiting the inhomogeneous deposition conditions within one deposition chamber. 

Similar peak in Ldiff values has been observed also for the dilution series of samples 

prepared by HWCVD (Section 2.2) in different laboratories: Ecole Polytechnique 

group (90, 92] and Utrecht University group [196]. The maxima of RMS roughness 

and Ldiff coincide again. 
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Figure 4.22: Activation energy (Ea) together with conductivity prejactor (<70) as a 
junction oj the silane dilution ratio r H ranging jrom 34 to 168. 
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Taking into account all the presented data for the samples of the dilution series, 

illustrated by the AFM topography in Fig. 4.20, it is obvious that at rH=51 the per

colation threshold is crossed. Both the diffusion length in Fig. 4.21 and the activation 

energy Ea and conductivity prefactor u0 in Fig. 4.22, (45) exhibit a drop of their 

values, when rH ~ 51. This clearly indicates the formation of large grains and their 

boundaries, which disturb the transport in the film. 

As explained in Section 2.3.3, Ldi/ I is a better measure of expected solar cell 

performance than the conductivity values (ud or up1a). Taking into account also the 

values of Ea and uo and our guiding rule, it seems that the sample prepared at 

rH=51 would be the best µc-Si:H material for the intrinsic layer of a solar cell 

prepared at Ts=80° C. 

Tahle 4.9: Su.mmarizing table oj the properties measu.red on the samples oj the dilu.
tion series prepared at 80 ° C. 

Sample Xc RMS AGS XRD LdiJJ O'd uo Ea 

[%] [nm) [nm) [nm) [nm) [n-1cm-1) [n-1cm-1) [eV) 

MDS34 o 2.4 71 - 57 4.5 X 10-n 3.2 X 102 0.77 

MDS43 o 17.7 439 - 63 1.4 X 10-lO 8.7 X 10° 0.66 

MDS46 49.1 19.8 419 - 76 6.8 X 10-lO 5.1 X 102 0.72 

MDS51 65.6 21.0 271 - 112 1.0 X 10-9 9.2 X 101 0.66 

MDS64 78.9 11.1 244 14.2±1.6 70 8.0 X 10-6 1.2 X 10° 0.31 

MDS 101 77.1 6.9 111 13.5±1.5 65 3.6 X 10-5 3.6 X 10-l 0.24 

MDS 168 77.4 5.5 125 15±12 57 2.7 X 10-6 4.4 X 10° 0.38 

We evaluated the size of grains both from AFM topographies (Fig. 4.20) and from 

XRD patterns {Fig. 4.18), see Tahle 4.9. The procedures are described in Sections 2.4.3 

and 2.3.6 for average grain size {AGS) and grains from XRD, respectively. AGS's 

are in the range of 100-450 nm, while the XRD grains are "'15 nm, i.e., in good 

agreement with [52). These values correspond to our previous observation of small 

and large grains by combined AFM {Fig. 3.24). We thus conclude that AGS refers to 

the size of large grains (aggregates), while XRD provides the information about small 

grains (crystallites), which form these aggregates. Large grains are then easily visible 

by AFM and their size is inversely dependent on the nucleation density. Taking into 

account the error bars for XRD grain size evaluation (Tahle 4.9), it seems that the 

size of crystallites remains almost constant, independent of the dilution Tff. 
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4. 7 Exploring the properties of the VHF temper

ature series 

The motivation for the study of the material properties of thin silicon films pre

pared at rather low deposition temperatures has been mentioned already in the Chap

ter 1. lf the deposition temperature is below 100° C, much wider range of substrates 

materials can be used, i.e., glass can be replaced by cheap plastic substrates bringing 

also new mechanical properties (flexibility) to the solar cell modules. 

Tahle 4.10: Overoiew oj the main deposition parameters oj the samples oj the VHF 
temperature series 

Sample d dil. Ts je:Ec Pel/ Pt.ot [H2] (SiH4) 

[nm] rn [oc] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] 

011130-li (MTS 35) 520 35 

011130-2i (MTS 50) 300 50 

011221-li (MTS 60) 450 60 

011221-2i (MTS 65) 380 65 

011221-3i (MTS 70) 380 70 

011225-li (MTS 75) 360 75 

020109-li (MTS 80) 340 133 80 54 20 50 80 0.6 

011220-4i (MTS 85) 290 85 

011220-3i (MTS 90) 290 90 

011219-li (MTS 100) 260 100 

011219-2i (MTS 110) 300 110 

011126-4i (MTS 120) 350 120 

011126-li (MTS 200) 400 200 

Tahle 4.11: Additional deposition parameters oj the samples oj the VHF temperature 
series 

Average deposition rate rd "'0.06 nm/s 

Plasma power density "'0.71 W /cm2 

As in the case of the dilution series (Section 4.6), the samples were also prepared 

in the Technical Research Institute of Toppan Printing Co. in Japan in the group of 

Dr. Manabu Ito. The measurements of structural, optical and electronic properties 

were performed in our group. This series with variable substrate temperature Ts 

was prepared to test the lowest Ts for sufficient crystallinity Xc and observe the 
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change of structural and optoelectronic properties, when Ts decreases. Since it was 

expected that the lower temperatures will favour the growth of amorphous structure, 

we intentionally shifted the dilution TH=133 to the fully microcrystalline regime. The 

substrate temperature T s ranged from 35 °C to 200 °C, the excitation frequency was 

again 54 MHz (as in the case of previous series - Sections 4.5 and 4.6). By adjusting 

the deposition time, the thickness of layers was maintained around 0.35 µm. Main 

deposition parameters of the samples are summarized in the Tahle 4.10. 

Samples are denoted by the abbreviation MTS standing for: Manabu -Tempera

ture Series and the value of the key variable parameter (substrate temperature). 

For example, MTS 120 denotes the sample of the temperature series prepared at 

Ts=120°C. Since this work is dealing with two different temperature series, we de

nominated this one VHF temperature series dueto fexc=54MHz. The results obtained 

in our laboratory on the VHF temperature series from Toppan Printing Co. were pub

lished in the joint papers [194, 44, 197, 109, 110, 45, 193]. 
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Figure 4.23: Crystalline volume ratio (Xc) together with values oj dark conductivity 
(an) oj the samples oj the VHF temperature series. 

Starting with the crystallinity (Xc) and dark conductivity (an) in Fig. 4.23, it 

is not surprising to see the sample with the highest Ts=200° C having Xc=83% 

and an in the 10-5n-1cm-1 range, which is typical for fully microcrystalline films. 

With decreasing temperature the Xc slowly decreases to 71 % for Ts=60° C and then 

slightly drops to 55% and 52% for Ts=50° C and 35° C, respectively. The values of 

an follow the same trend with two exceptions. Firstly, there is a local minimum of 

an for Ts=l00° C and secondly, for Ts ~60° C, the dark conductivity drops in the 

10-9-10-11n-1cm-1 range, which is typical for fully a-Si:H films. This indicates that 
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the percolation threshold has been crossed at Xc ~ 60%, confirming the universality 

of our model of the amorphous tissue coating the crystalline grains (Section 3.3.3, 

[169, 180]) . 

Another important fact is that for the samples prepared at Ts=60 - 90 ° C dark 

conductivity an recovers to values between 10-6 and 10-7 n-1cm-1 and crystallinity 

Xc remains around 70-80%. These findings show that a technological window for the 

preparation of µc-Si:H exists in this temperature range if sufficiently high dilution 

(rn > 100) is used. 
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Figure 4.24: Overview oj the XRD patterns oj selected samples jrom the VHF tem
perature series. 

The XRD measurements of the VHF temperature series (Fig. 4.24) are consistent 

with the Raman data (Fig. 4.23) and with the observations made on previous series. 

Sam ples with Ts ~60°C, which have Xc > 70%, exhibit some peaks in XRD patterns. 

Two last samples with Ts=50°C and 35°C are really surprising! They also 

exhibit some crystallinity in their Raman spectra. The values are a bit lower 

- Xc ~ 55%, which is probably below the sensitivity threshold of the XRD measure

ment (as in the case of mixed-phase samples with rn=46 and 51 in the dilution series 

in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18). These two samples have peculiar features. On one hand, there 

are data identifying them as a-Si:H samples: 

• low dark conductivity ad 

• no XRD response 
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However, there are also indications of the microcrystalline structure: 

• Raman crystallinity Xc around 55% 

• CPM spectrum of the absorption coefficient a 

The plots of the a measured by CPM are shown in Fig. 4.25. Most of the samples 

of the VHF temperature series (Ts=60-120°C) have very similar values of a corre

sponding to typical µc-Si:H structure. The sample with Ts=200° C slightly sticks out 

in the range of 1.1 - 1.9 eV. The only different trends of a occur for the two samples 

with the lowest Ts, which are discussed in the previous paragraph. The comparison of 

CPM data in Fig. 4.25 with the previous dilution series (Fig. 4.19) gives the evidence 

of mixed-phase structure of these two samples. 
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Figure 4.25: CPM spectra oj the samples oj the VHF temperature series. 

Taking into account the data from Figs. 4.23 - 4.25 it seems that for the series 

of samples with variable T8 , the transition from amorphous to microcrys

talline structure occurs for Ts :=;60° C. The fact that this series does not contain 

any sample with fully a-Si:H structure is caused by too high rH value, which was 

selected to promote the µc-Si:H growth regime. 
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Figure 4.26: Surjace topography oj the samples oj the VHF temperature series by 
the ambient AFM microscope. Numbers below the images indicate the substrate tem
perature oj each sample. 
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Surface topography of the samples of VHF temperature series was measured both 

by standard ambient AFM (layer on glass - Fig. 4.26) and also by combined AFM 

(layer on Cr coated glass - Figs. 4.27 and 4.28). The ambient AFM topography 

(Fig. 4.26) does not show any dramatic change within the whole series, since all 

samples above 60° C are µc-Si:H and only a small fluctuation of grain size can be 

observed. This is also mirrored in the fiat curve of surface RMS roughness (Fig. 4.29). 

For the temperature below 60° C, the apparent grain size on the surface is increasing 

(see values of AGS in Tahle 4.12) as well as the RMS roughness. The reason for the 

formation of large grains is the transition to the mixed-phase structure with decreas

ing Ts. As demonstrated in the case of the dilution series (Fig. 4.20), the nucleation 

density decreases when the conditions are shifted to the a-Si:H growth. The reason 

why no isolated µc-Si:H grains are observed on the surface of the samples of the VHF 

temperature series, is probably higher thickness of the deposited films. Supposing a 

similar growth mechanism as observed in the thickness series in Fig. 4.13, a similar 

surface structure might have been observed also for the samples with Ts=35° C if 

lower thickness, i.e., -200 nm, was used. Yet the increased value of RMS roughness 

in Fig. 4.29 for this sample is another proof of its mixed-phase structure. 

In Fig. 4.27 results of simultaneous measurement of surface topography and maps 

of local currents (combined AFM) are displayed for the samples of the VHF temper

ature series. The maps of local currents indicate pronounced inhomogeneity when the 

Ts goes down to 35° C. This can be seen for Ts :$; 100° C in the presence of less con

ductive grains or grains isolated by a surrounding amorphous tissue, which are visual

ized as darker areas. Further temperature decrease introduces more of these isolated 

grains and finally leads to the deterioration of the transport path, which is mirrored 

in significantly lower values of the macroscopic sample conductivity (Fig. 4.23) for 

Ts $;60° C. 

Topography images shown in Fig. 4.26 and 4.27 indicate grainy structure for all the 

samples of VHF temperature series. Comparison of values of AGS (average grain size 

evaluated from AFM) with the grain sizes obtained by XRD for selected samples in 

Tahle 4.12 indicates that AGS data represent the large grains (aggregates) and XRD 

data the small grains (crystallites) as in the case of dilution series in the previous 

section (Tahle 4.9). 
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(a) 

(a) 

Figure 4.27: Surface topography (a) and maps of local currents (b) of the selected 
samples of the VHF temperature series. The bias voltage ( applied to the sample) was 
+ 7 V. Numbers below the images indicate the substrate temperature of each sample. 
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(a) 

Figure 4.28: Surface topography (a) and map oj local currents (b) oj the 35 ° sample 
oj the VHF temperature series. The bias voltage ( applied to the sample) was + 7 V . 
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Figure 4.29: Surface RMS roughness together with ambipolar diffusion length (Ldiff) 
oj the samples oj the VHF temperature series. 

The evolution of diffusion length Ldiff as a function of Ts is shown in Fig. 4.29. 

The typical coinciding peak of Ldif 1 and RMS roughness for the mixed-phase sam

ples is only partially indicated by the increase at 35° C. However, the other half is 

missing, i.e., decreasing tail for fully a-Si:H samples, which are not present in this se

ries. Besides the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition effects, there are also dramatic changes of 

transport properties within the µc-Si:H samples (Ts ;::::60° C). Fig. 4.29 shows similar 

values of Ldiff for Ts=l00-200° C, which then drop to half values for lower Ts. This 

change of transport properties is not accompanied by the change of structure (fiat 

plot of RMS roughness for the given range of T8 ). We attributed this behaviour to the 

change of nature of grain boundaries induced by the increased amount of hydrogen in 
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the deposited films (Fig. 4.30). Hydrogen is expected to be concentrated to the grain 

boundaries [198] and the change of grain/grain boundary ratio is probably the reason 

of the fluctuations of the H content. However, the averaged plot in Fig. 4.30 gives a 

clearly increasing trend for decreasing T8 . 
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Figure 4.30: Hydrogen content by ERDA within the VHF temperature series. 
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Figure 4.31: Activation energy (Ea) together with conductivity prejactor (a0 ) oj the 
samples oj the VHF temperature series. 

The quality of grain boundaries in µc-Si:H films can be monitored by measuring 

the values of activation energy Ea and conductivity prefactor a0 (Fig. 4.31) as we 

proposed in the guiding rule (see Definition 3.2 on page 68) represented graphically 

by the horizontal line in Fig. 4.31. The formation of large grain boundaries, which 

deteriorate the transport in µc-Si:H films, is indicated by the drop of values of pref

actor a0 below 100 n-1.cm-1 and activation energy Ea below 0.5 eV. This is valid 
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for all the µc-Si:H samples of VHF temperature series with one exception - sample 

deposited at Ts=l00°C, which is the only sample without the large grain boundaries. 

Comparing the data in Figs. 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31, the behaviour of samples of this 

series becomes more understandable. The sharp drop of Ldi/ I exactly matches the 

onset of the peak in hydrogen content. The local maximum of Lm/I at Ts=l00° C 

also corresponds to the local maximum of Ea and u0 for the only sample fulfilling 

the guiding rule. There are plateaus on both sides of this local maximum (Fig. 4.31) 

indicating two different transport mechanisms for Ts=60-90° C and 110-200° C. 

This is also reflected in quite distinct values of Ldil/ for these two groups of samples. 

Another comparison of Ldil/i ud (Fig. 4.23) and photoconductivity u„h (with the same 

trend as ud [110]) in the range of 90-110° C shows opposite behaviour of Ldil/ and 

conductivities. This is probably caused by the fact that these quantities are controlled 

by different charge carriers: majority carriers determine u„h, ud, while minority carriers 

determine Ldil/· These quantities are thus strongly and inversely dependent on the 

position of the Fermi level in the material. 

Since Ldil/ is a better measure of expected solar cell performance than the ud 

or u„h values and taking account also the values of Ea and u0 in the context of our 

guiding rule, it seems that the sample prepared at Ts=100° C would be the 

µc-Si:H material for the intrinsic layer of a solar cell prepared at r 11=133. 

Tahle 4.12: Summary of the properties of the samples ofthe VHF temperatu.re series. 

Sample Xc RMS AGS XRD LdiJJ <Td uo Ea HERDA 

[%] [nm) [nm) [nm) [nm) [n-1cm-1] [n-1cm-1) [eV) [%] 

MTS35 52.0 40.0 287 - 79 2.1X10-ll 5.7x 103 0.89 31.1 

MTS50 55.0 15.6 153 - 52 8.2x10-9 4.7x 10-1 0.49 27.8 

MTS60 71.0 12.2 97 7.4±5.0 83 4.lxl0-8 3.9x 10° 0.45 19.5 

MTS65 75.0 7.2 100 - 57 6.lxl0-7 3.0x 10° 0.39 -

MTS70 76.0 8.1 71 - 54 5.9x10-7 - - 15.6 

MTS75 77.0 8.6 77 10.1±6.3 76 1.1X10-6 6.7x 10° 0.38 17.9 

MTS80 77.5 6.7 105 - 70 5.7x 10-7 3.5x10° 0.37 25.2 

MTS85 79.0 5.4 83 - 74 2.3x 10-6 3.4x 10° 0.37 26.2 

MTS90 78.0 5.4 80 - 72 1.2x 10-6 3.7x 10° 0.39 23.2 

MTSlOO 81.0 5.2 84 8.7±2.7 126 1.2x 10-7 2.7x 101 0.54 17.1 

MTSllO 82.0 4.6 83 - 123 6.5x10-7 3.8xl0° 0.41 16.4 

MTS120 83.0 4.2 77 5.3±1.3 113 6.0x 10-6 3.6x 10-1 0.28 18.0 

MTS200 83.0 16.3 105 21±10 132 8.3x10-5 7.4x 10-1 0.23 12.0 
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4.8 Exploring the properties of the RF tempera

ture series 

The RF temperature series of thin Si films was prepared with the same motivation 

as in the case of VHF tempera ture series (Section 4. 7). The aim was also to clarify 

some questions, which arose from the interpretation of results of the VHF temperature 

series. The questions were as follows: 

• Can we prepare the whole range of structures (a-Si:H, mixed-phase, µc-Si:H) 

by changing the Ts? 

• Are the indications of the mixed-phase structure as clear as in the case of 

variable thickness and dilution? 

• What is the role of H at low Ts? 

• What is the structure of samples prepared close to RT? 

Tahle 4.13: Overvžew oj the main deposition parameters oj the samples oj the RF 
temperature series 

Sample d dil. Ts ja:c Pel/ Ptat [H2) [SiH4) 

(Ts) [nm) ry [OC] [MHz) [W) [Pa) [sccm) [sccm) 

Stm 232 (250°) 900 250 8.5 

Stm 233 (220°) 900 220 8.5 

Stm 235 {190°) 850 190 8.5 

Stm 236 (160°) 900 160 8.5 

Stm 237 {130°) 900 32 130 13.56 8.2 70 50 1.6 

Stm 238 (100°) 850 100 8.0 

Stm 246 (80°) 900 80 8.0 

Stm 241 (60°) 850 60 8.0 

S trn 242 ( 40°) 850 40 8.0 

To ensure the fact that both the a-Si:H and µc-Si:H structures would be obtained 

we shifted the value of dilution closer to the transition, i.e., ry=32. The same value 

of ry was used in the thickness series (Section 4.4.2), which was prepared in the same 

deposition chamber. Dueto the transfer of results, we were sure that the samples at 

the highest Ts will have µc-Si:H structure if their thickness is more than 300 nm. 

The other deposition conditions were also adopted from the thickness series, i.e., 
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Tahle 4.14: Additional deposition parameters oj the samples oj the RF temperature 
serzes 

A verage deposition rate r d "'0.08 nm/s 

Plasma power density "'0.21 W /cm2 

Substrate potential U11 

Cathode peak to peak voltage "'500 v 
Cathode bias voltage l"V-120 v 

we took the values optimized for our PECVD chamber at the Department of Thin 

Films, Institute of Physics in Prague. Details of this chamber are indicated in the 

Fig. 2.1. The full list of the deposition parameters used for the RF temperature 

series of samples is given in the Table 4.13. The main differences - compared to the 

previous VHF temperature series - is the discharge frequency Íexc=l3.56 MHz and 

higher thickness of samples 0.9 µm. 

The samples of this series are denoted as "Stm #", where the # sign stands for 

the sequential number of the deposition. The results obtained in our laboratory on 

this RF temperature series of samples were published in the papers [199, 193] . 
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Figure 4.32: Crystalline volume ratio (Xc) together with values oj dark conductivity 
(an) oj the samples oj the RF temperature series. 

By decreasing the Ts we crossed the whole range of structures: from fully µc-Si:H 

(Ts ~ 100° C), through mixed-phase (Ts=80°C) and for the lowest Ts=40° C we 

obtained fully a-Si:H sample. This is seen in the values of crystallinity Xc and dark 

conductivity ad having "true amorphous" values for Ts=40° C (Fig. 4.32). For Ts 

above 100° Ca slow increase of Xc and ad is observed. All the values are well above the 

percolation threshold, i.e., corresponding to fully µc-Si:H material. The fluctuations 
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of values for T8 =60 and 80° C probably resulted from slight variations of deposition 

conditions, to which the samples in the transition zone are very sensitive. 
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Figure 4.33: CPM spectra oj the samples oj the RF temperature series. 

The plots of the a measured by CPM are shown in Fig. 4.33. All the samples with 

Ts ~ 80° C exhibit plots of a corresponding to typical µc-Si:H structure, which is in 

good agreement with the Xc crystallinity data in Fig. 4.32. The only different trend 

of a occurs for the sample with Ts=40° C. The comparison with previous CPM plots 

indicates a mixed-phase structure, however, by taking into account the other data 

available for this sample, i.e., Xc=O% and AFM topography (Fig. 4.34) it is more 

likely that this sample is amorphous with a high level of defects shifting-up the values 

of a below 1.9 eV. This is in consistence with the poor transport characteristics (Ldiff 

and a0 ) presented in Figs. 4.36 and 4.38, respectively. 

The surface topography of the films measured by ambient AFM is shown in the 

Fig. 4.34. From the sample prepared at 250 °C down to the sample at 130 °C the 

surface structure shows no major change, remaining almost at the same value of 

the surface roughness (Fig. 4.36). These samples are dominantly microcrystalline as 

confirmed by crystallinity Xc plotted in Fig. 4.32. 
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Figure 4.34: Surjace topography oj the samples oj the RF temperature series taken 
by the ambient AFM microscope. Numbers below the images indicate the substrate 
temperature oj each sample. 
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The samples at 100 °C and 80 °C represent the surface of mixed-phase structure 

typically pronounced by the peak in surface roughness (Fig. 4.36). Lower nucleation 

density lead to the increase of grain size, which brings corrugations seen in the AFM 

images (Fig. 4.34). The fact that these mixed-phase samples do not exhibit isolated 

µc-Si:H grains (nor did the samples of the VHF temperature series in Fig. 4.26) is 

probably due to higher thickness of the deposited films. However, the lower nucle

ation density for the mixed-phase samples is still pronounced by much higher surface 

roughness even at the thickness of ..... goonm. 

Contrary to the previous VHF temperature series we did not find the surprisingly 

large grains near the room temperature. This was due to the fact that further lowering 

of the deposition temperature Ts at the conditions selected for this RF temperatures 

series caused the formation of amorphous films as confirmed by the values of sample 

crystallinity Xc (Fig. 4.32). 

Taking into account the data from Figs. 4.32 - 4.34 it seems that for the RF tem

perature series the transition from amorphous to microcrystalline struc

ture occurs for 60° C < Ts :5100° C. 

For this RF temperature series we could exploit the fact that the samples were 

prepared in our deposition chamber directly connected to the same vacuum system 

as the UHV AFM/STM microscope. This made it feasible to use the combined AFM 

measurements of in-situ films, which are presented in Fig. 4.35. 

Comparison of Figs. 4.34 and 4.35 reveals a clear difference in topography for the 

samples with Ts :5 100° C. This is the same case as we observed in the low temperature 

thickness series in Figs. 4.13 and 4.13 - the influence of the substrate material. It was 

mentioned in Section 4.2 that the combined AFM is measured above the bottom 

Cr electrode, while the air-AFM is measured on Si deposited directly on glass. The 

presence of metal electrode shifted the growth regime more to the µc-Si:H phase and 

this was the reason for the µc-Si:H structure at 100° C and mixed-phase structure at 

80 and 40° C. This means that the samples at 60 and 40° C are not homogeneous all 

over the substrate - they have a-Si:H structure on glass and mixed-phase structure 

when the film is grown on Cr coated glass. 

The maps oflocal currents indicate quite homogeneous distribution for the scanned 

areas for samples with Ts ~ 100° C, which is typical for fully µc-Si:H films. For the 

last two samples with Ts=80 and 40° C the local current exhibits increased values 

at the grain boundaries, which we attribute to the measurement artefact caused by 

variable contact area on very rough surfaces (Section 2.4.5). 
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(b) 11@@0~ 

Figure 4.35: Surjace topography (a) and maps oj local currents {b) oj the selected 
samples oj the RF temperature series. The bias voltage (applied to the sample) was 
+ 7 V. Numbers below the images indicate the substrate temperature oj each sample. 
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Dueto the well defined surface conditions (UHV), we can also extract some quan

titative information from the absolute values of local currents. Providing the same 

bias voltage of +7V, the sample at 250° C exhibits highest current values around 

200 pA and sample at 100° C values around 150 pA. The other samples at 190 and 

130° C would probably provide their highest local current values between these two 

values, however, due to the wear off of the metal coating, the actual values are a bit 

lower than expected. The last two samples at 80 and 40° C provide much lower values 

of local current - in the order of tens of pA. Taking into account their mixed-phase 

structure, there must be a significant a-Si:H incubation layer below the fully µc-Si:H 

surface preventing it from the direct electrical contact to the bottom electrode. Us

ing this interpretation we come to a very good agreement with the macroscopic dark 

conductivities ad of the whole films shown in Fig. 4.32. 

The RMS surface roughness (evaluated from images in Fig. 4.34) exhibits a peak 

for the mixed-phase sample at T8 =80° C. The transport properties represented by 

the diffusion length Ldiff in Fig. 4.36 follow this trend with the coinciding peak as in 

the case of the dilution series in Fig. 4.21. 
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Figure 4.36: Surface RMS roughness together with ambipolar diffusion length (Ldiff) 
of the samples of the RF temperature series. 

However, these typical features of a-Si:H to µc-Si:H transition are combined with 

the effect of variable substrate temperature T8 , which is responsible for the trend of 

Ldiff for Ts ~ 130° C. The Ldiff values show a substantial increase (tripling the value 

in the given range), which does not correlate with the change of structure - see the fiat 

plot of RMS roughness in Fig. 4.36 and values of average grain size (AGS) rv 100 nm 

in the Table 4.15 for Ts ~ 130° C. If the structure remains almost the same, but the 
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transport properties undergo a dramatic change, then something else in the film must 

be changing. It is the content of hydrogen in the film shown in Fig. 4.37. This figure 

shows the amounts of hydrogen in the film measured by two different techniques, 

which provide complementary information both about the amount and location of 

hydrogen in the studied material (Section 2.3.7). While the H-content by FT-IR 

remains almost constant within the whole range of substrate temperatures, results 

from ERDA indicate increasing total amount of hydrogen for lower Ts. This means 

that the amount of molecular (non-bound) hydrogen is increasing for decreasing Ts. 

Taking into account the Xc data showing a small, but systematical decrease for 

Ts=250 °C downto 100° C, means that the increase of H-content is closely related to 

the presence of amorphous structure. 
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Figure 4.37: Hydrogen content in the samples oj the RF temperature series measured 
by ERDA and FTIR. 

In films with Xc 2':70% (above the percolation threshold) the a-Si:H structure is 

expected to be at the grain boundaries. This is then the explanation for the decrease of 

Ldiff for Ts=250° C downto 100° C: the increasing amount ofhydrogen is incorporated 

in the disordered a-Si:H structure of the grain boundaries acting as potential barriers 

and disturbing the electronic transport. 

The peak in total amount of hydrogen typically observed for the mixed-phase 

samples in [53, 90] is in this series probably superimposed by another effect, i.e., 

steadily increase of H-content caused by the decreasing substrate temperature T8 . 

Fig. 4.38 shows the dependency of the activation energy Ea together with con

ductivity prefactor a0 as a function of the deposition temperature. Using our guiding 

rule for the µc-Si:H films (see Definition 3.2 on page 68) one can easily determine the 
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Figure 4.38: Activation energy (Ea) together with conductivity prejactor (a0 ) oj the 
samples oj the RF temperature series. 

high-quality µc-Si:H samples. Ail the fully µc-Si:H samples of the RF temperature 

series (Ts ~ 130° C) almost fulfill our guiding rule, which is graphically indicated by 

the horizontal line in the Fig. 4.38. This is in agreement with the CPM measurements 

(Fig. 4.33), where most of the µc-Si:H samples also exhibit rather low defect density. 

However, the transport properties and the expected behaviour of a real solar cell are 

better represented by Ldiff (Fig. 4.36), which means that the best sample of the 

RF temperature series is the sample at 250° C. This is no surprise because all 

the deposition conditions used for this series were long-term optimized just for this 

tempera ture. 

Tahle 4.15: Summarizing table of the properties measured on the samples oj the RF 
temperature series. For the jull original name oj the samples see Table 4.13. 

Sample Xc RMS AGS Ldiff ad ao Ea HERDA HFTIR 

Ts [%] [nm] [nm] [mn] [n-1cm-1] (n-1cm-1] [eV] [%] [%] 

250°C 86.7 7.8 109 223 8.0x 10-8 7.8X101 0.53 - 9.3 

220°c 85.6 8.2 100 186 4.4X10-7 5.0X101 0.48 - 9.4 

190°C 85.4 9.1 87 142 2.ox10-7 2.9X101 0.48 11 9.6 

l60°C 80.5 9.1 83 75 5.8x10-7 l.Ox 101 0.43 12 9.5 

130°C 79.7 8.0 131 47 l.Ox 10-7 3.5X101 0.50 14 9.9 

100°c 74.8 21.0 199 65 l.Ox 10-7 3.5x 10° 0.45 16 10.4 

80°C 66.4 26.8 376 119 4.0x 10-9 3.3x 10-2 0.41 18 10.8 

60°C 73.4 7.1 100 38 3.0x 10-7 2.0 X lOO 0.40 18 11.1 

40°C o 5.9 71 41 l.Ox 10-9 4.0x 10-4 0.35 24 10.4 
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4.9 RF temperature series on plastic substrates 

With the motivation to test the behaviour of films deposited on real plastic sub

strates and test the applicability of our methods for the diagnostics of films prepared 

on flexible substrates, we introduced 0.2 mm thick PET (polyethylene terephtalate) 

foil of the same dimensions as the glass substrate (Fig. 2.3) into the deposition cham

ber. The PET was placed just next to the glass substrate in a region with identical 

deposition conditions. Due to the maximum allowed temperature for the PET foil, we 

prepared thin Si films on both glass and PET substrates for temperatures not greater 

than 100° C as summarized in Tahle 4.16. 

Tahle 4.16: Overview oj substrate materials used for the samples oj the RF temper
ature series. Legend: '\/" = was used, "-" = was not used. 

I Sample (Ts) li d [nm) I Glass I PET I 
Stm 232 (250°) 900 ..; -

Stm 233 (220°) 900 ..; -

Stm 235 (190°) 850 ..; -
Stm 236 (160°) 900 ..; -

Stm 237 (130°) 900 ..; -

Stm 238 (100°) 850 ..; ..; 
Stm 246 (80°) 900 ..; ..; 
Stm 247 (80°) 900 ..; ..; 
Stm 241 (60°) 850 ..; ..; 
Stm 248 (50°) 700 ..; ..; 
Stm 242 (40°) 850 ..; ..; 

In Fig. 4.40 we added one more sample (compared to Fig. 4.36) prepared at 

Ts=50° C with slightly different position in the deposition chamber. However, the 

comparison of the properties of thin Si films on glass and PET substrates is not 

disturbed by this small deviation. 

Samples on the PET substrates do not exhibit any pronounced differences neither 

in topography (Figs. 4.34 and Fig. 4.39) and roughness nor in the values of the 

diffusion length (Fig. 4.40). The only exception is the surface of sample at Ts=40° C, 

which grew more rough on PET substrate then on glass. This was probably caused 

by higher initial roughness introduced by the PET substrate. Further roughening 

occurred probably dueto decreased surface diffusion of precursors at 40° C. 
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Figure 4.39: AFM surjace topography oj the selected samples oj the RF temperature 
series prepared on P ET substrates. 

In spíte of slight changes in topography (see values of RMS roughness in Fig. 4.40), 

the transport properties (see values of Ldiff) of thin Si films of RF temperature series 

deposited simultaneously on glass and PET substrate give a very good agreement. 

This is a good promíse for the applicability of plastic substrates ( e.g. PET) in the 

deposition of thin Si films and solar cells without a major risk of the deprivation of 

electrical and transport properties. 
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Figure 4.40: Ambipolar diffusion length (Ldiff) and RMS roughness oj the RF tem
perature series on glass and P ET substrates. 
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4.10 Test of increased deposition rate 

Dueto the recent works presenting faster deposition of the microcrystalline silicon 

[37, 69] we also attempted to prepare samples with high rd and study their properties. 

The samples prepared at higher pressure of 200 Pa and higher plasma power of 100 W 

(high p&P) turned out to be more amorphous showing rather low SSPG diffusion 

length and crystallinity below the percolation threshold. The deposition conditions 

were selected to correspond to the best sample of the dilution series (Tahle 4.8), which 

was the sample at rH=51 with crystallinity exactly at the percolation threshold. 

Tahle 4.17: Overview oj the main deposition parameters oj the high p&P sample. 

Sample thick. <lil. Ts freq. Peff Ptot [H2] [SiH4] 

[nm] fH [OC] [MHz] [W] [Pa] [sccm] [sccm] 

I 030527-2i (high p&P) li 1100 I 50 I 80 54.24 100 I 200 I 100 2.0 

Tahle 4.18: Additional deposition parameters oj the high p&P sample. 

A verage deposition rate r d rv0.61 nm/s 

Plasma power density rv2.60 W /cm2 

In this section we present the data for the high p&P sample together with the 

data for the samples of the dilution series (Section 4.6) to demonstrate the change of 

properties caused by the increase of pressure and applied plasma power. 
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Figure 4.41: Crystalline volume ratio (Xc) together with values oj dark conductivity 
(an) oj the high p&P sample together with the samples oj dilution series (Section 4.6). 
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Figure 4.42: (a) CPM spectra and {b) XRD ť3 Raman spectra the high pť3P sample. 
The CPM spectra provide a comparison oj the high p&P sample with the samples oj 
dilution series (Section 4.6). 

Summary of the data obtained from the measurements of the high p&P sample 

shows its "dual" behaviour. The results can be divided into two groups indicating 

either amorphous or microcrystalline structure: 

Amorphous data: 

• XRD pattern with no crystalline peaks (Fig. 4.42) 

• dark conductivity in the amorphous range (Fig. 4.41) 

• activation energy and dark conductivity typical for amorphous silicon (Fig. 4.44) 

• low roughness and very low SSPG diffusion length (Fig. 4.43) 

Microcrystalline data: 

• crystalline peak in Raman signal corresponding to 54% crystallinity (Fig. 4.42) 

• shape of the CPM spectrum is more microcrystalline-like (Fig. 4.42) 

These data partially resemble the properties of mixed-phase sample with rH=5l 

of the dilution series (Section 4.6) and partially the sample at T8 =50° C of the 

VHF temperature series (Section 4. 7). Is seems that the high p&P sample is close 

to the mixed-phase structure, but probably at the amorphous side. The shape of its 

CPM spectrum (Fig. 4.42(a)) and very low Ldiff (Fig. 4.43) and also very high Ea 

(Fig. 4.44) suggest amorphous structure with a lot of defects. The AFM topography 
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pictures (Fig. 4.45) resemble the structure of the sample at T8 =60° C of the VHF 

temperature series (Section 4.7) with some type of a grainy structure. Especially, the 

local current map is quite similar, exhibiting also some darker spots corresponding to 

less conductive areas, which we attributed to the microcrystalline grains isolated by 

the amorphous tissue. 
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Figure 4.43: Surjace RMS roughness together with the values oj the ambipolar diffu
sion lengths Ldiff oj the high p&P sample together with the samples oj dilution series 
(Section 4.6). 
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Figure 4.44: Activation energy (Ea) together with conductivity prejactor (a0 ) oj the 
high p&P sample together with the samples oj dilution series (Section 4.6). 

The properties of this sample clearly demonstrate the difficulty of optimization, 

which should follow every single change of any deposition parameter. In fact, a new 

series of samples with variable dilution rH should be prepared in order to find the 
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Figure 4.45: AFM images oj the hígh p&P sample showing (a) topography measured 
in aír, (b) topography and (c) map oj local currents measured in UHV. The bías 
voltage (applied to the sample) was +10 V. 

Tahle 4.19: Summarízing table oj the properties measured on the high p&P sample. 

Sample Xc RMS AGS Ldiff ad ao Ea 

[%] [nm] [nm] [nm] [n-1cm-1] [n-1cm-1] [eV] 

I high p&P 1154.0 I 4.7 I I 48 I 4.0 X 10-9 I 1.6 X 103 I 0.69 I 

a-Si:H/ µc- Si:H transition and understand the growth at the new conditions (with 

higher pressure and higher power). 

This is exactly how we continued in the research: four series with variable dilution 

were deposited with a new cathode design [69] to achieve both very high deposition 

rate and good quality of the deposited films. The deposition conditions of these new 

high rate dilution series follow the conditions of the best sample of this work (Sec

tion 5.3), i.e., Ts=250° C. The transition from a-Si:H to µc-Si:H with all the typical 

features (summarized in Section 5.2) appeared also in these high rate dilution series 

with rd ""3nm/s [200, 201]. The work on further increase of rd and optimization of 

properties of these films is now in progress [202]. 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 General properties 

Contrary to amorphous silicon which is rather homogeneous both in structure 

and electrical properties, the microcrystalline counterpart is much more complicated 

material. Since the properties of the whole thin film are markedly determined by its 

structure, it is logical to start the study on µc-Si:H just by the exploration of its 

structure as we attempted in Chapter 3. This chapter dealt with selected samples 

and showed some typical or interesting properties of thin Si films. 

Electrical properties are significantly determined by the structure of the deposited 

films and especially in the case of microcrystalline silicon with complicated microstruc

ture the relation between structure and properties is not simple. It is thus logical to 

start the study of properties of thin µc-Si:H films by their structure as presented in 

Section 3.2. 

Firstly, we did a simple test of thickness inhomogeneity that was previously in

dicated [115] by different values of diffusion lengths obtained in parallel (SSPG) or 

perpendicular direction (SPV). The "thickness profile" was obtained by simple me

chanical abrasion of one sample and subsequent Raman measurements with high 

lateral resolution (spot of 2 µm moving with precision of few micrometers) [161]. 

We obtained increasing trend of crystallinity with increasing thickness of film, which 

is consistent with all published works describing the structure of µc-Si:H shown in 

Fig. 3.3. 

After this simple measurement, we employed AFM to probe the surface and by 

using the surface topography images of samples with different thickness (details in 

Section 3.2.5) we reconstructed the cross-sectional structure of microcrystalline grain 

as shown in Fig. 3.14, [17]. 
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After comparing our AFM and Ra.man results with cross-sectional TEM pictures 

(see Fig. 3.2) we came with the simple model of growth of the microcrystalline grains 

(163). We described these grains by cones capped by parts of spheres of a certain radii. 

Even such a substantial simplification produced results in good agreement with the 

experimental data as shown in the case of sudace roughness (Fig. 3.12, (164)), dark 

conductivity and crystallinity of the growing film (163). 

5.2 Typical features of a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition 

It is interesting to observe how the optimization of amorphous and microcrystalline 

silicon leads to one common conclusion, which would be the mixed phase (a-Si:H + 
µc-Si:H). The improved electrical properties of amorphous silicon could be ascribed 

to some amount of very small crystallites in the material, possibly improving the 

light induced degradation of a-Si:H based solar cells. The best µc-Si:H based solar 

cells are deposited at the dilution close to the mixed phase material both for low 

temperatures Ts - 225°C (26, 195) and for very low temperatures Ts - 75°C (48). 

This beneficial symbiosis of amorphous and microcrystalline silicon in the thin film 

has been reported in many works, recently by our group in (203), where the promising 

transport properties of the multi layer structure (with alternating amorphous and 

microcrystalline layers) are demonstrated. 

During the study of series of samples we noticed the fact that there is always a 

peak in roughness (164), which can be more or less pronounced. After the comparison 

with the crystallinity and conductivity data we concluded that this is the typical 

featu.re oj the transition between amorphous and microcrystalline silicon (also called 

mixed-phase) as reported by other laboratories, e.g. (178, 67, 49, 168). We also found 

a clear coincidence of the peak in RMS roughness and ambipolar diffusion length 

Ld.il/ (164, 199, 193) confirmed by results in other laboratories both for PECVD (67) 

and even for HWCVD samples (196, 90, 92). This transition from a-Si:H to µc-Si:H 

growth can be caused by the change of various deposition parameters like thickness, 

dilution, temperature always exhibiting the same typical features. 

Transition can be delayed by the a-Si:H sublayer decreasing the nucleation density. 

The resulting film has than larger grains (AGS 374 nm) compared to AGS 182 nm 

with no a-Si:H sublayer. These larger grains also bring higher sudace roughness (see 

the absolute value of RMS roughness for the mixed-phase peaks in Fig. 5.1). Higher 

nucleation density of the thickness series with 3% dilution lead to even smaller AGS 
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of a mixed-phase sample (AGS=83nm). The corresponding RMS roughens is also 

smaller. 
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Figure 5.1: Surface RMS roughness summarized for all three thickness series at 
25(!' C with different dilution ratios rH. The position oj the peak is shifting with in
creasing value oj rH. However, the values oj roughness follow the same trend. The 
solid line shows the values oj roughness for the series with delayed nucleation. 

In the Section 3.2.6 the importance of the peak in roughness as a sensitive tool 

for the detection of the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition was explained. In the Fig. 5.1 we 

compare the values of the RMS surface roughness for three thickness series prepared 

at 250°C with dilution ratios rH=21, 32 (Table 4.2 & Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.4 & Fig. 4.8, 

respectively) and rH=21 & 12 (Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.19). It is a comparison of the 

small thickness series with a-Si:H sublayer with two other thickness series without 

this sublayer. All the series show a peak in roughness which corresponds to the mixed

phase. This peak is shifting with the dilution, which means that at higher values of rH 

(lower csiH4 ) the formation of µc-Si:H structure is faster (roughness peak at smaller 

thicknesses) and thinner a-Si:H incubation layers are obtained or even omitted. The 

presence of the a-Si:H sublayer brought a significant shift of the roughness peak 

meaning that the µc-Si:H started to grow at much higher thicknesses (rv500 nm), 

where the other series exhibit a fully µc-Si:H surface. The absolute value of roughness 

indicates another important fact. In the case of samples with amorphous sublayer the 

nucleation of microcrystalline grains was not only shifted to higher thicknesses, but 

also the nucleation density has decreased. This lead to the formation of much larger 

microcrystalline grains thus producing more rough surfaces. This is also seen in the 

case of saturated roughness values at thicknesses above 1000 nm, where smoother 
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surfaces of samples with ru=32 are a natural consequence of a fast onset of µ.c-Si:H 

structure typical for higher number of smaller microcrystalline grains. 

Although the thickest samples (1500 & 2200 nm) exhibit higher values of Ldil/ 

(Fig. 4.4), the fact that they do not fulfill our guiding rule (Fig. 4.5) means that the 

grain boundaries disturb the macroscopic transport. We expect that i-layers made 

of such films would result in smaller conversion efficiencies of solar cells. This is 

supported by our measurements [180] of record efficiency samples [12], where we 

obtained similar Ldi/ I values and the guiding rule was fulfilled. 

Different substrate materials may provide quite different conditions for the growth 

of the deposited films [78, 107]. Besides the different nucleation density, which is 

of chemical character, the substrate materials (glass and NiCr) also differ in the 

conductivities. This may influence the plasma confinement just above the substrate, 

even if the substrate has a floating potential. Virtually, non-conductive substrates 

develop more negative surface potential in plasma discharge [78]. This causes higher 

bombardment of the positive ions disturbing the growing crystalline structure [58], 

as discussed in the Section 2.1.4. This theoretical expectation is in agreement with 

the AFM observation of surfaces of real samples in Figs. 4.9 and 4.13 & 4.14. The 

Si films on glass substrates have always smaller density of µ.c-Si:H grains than the 

metal coated glass used in the same deposition. 

This finding of the different nucleation density for different substrates, has, in fact, 

positive impact on solar cell applications. The utilization of p-i-n or n-i-p structures 

means that the i-layer is never grown directly on glass. The amorphous incubation 

layer is thus overcome by µc-Si:H p or n layer and a faster onset of crystalline growth 

can be easily obtained. 

Within all the series of samples, we have observed another effect of the bottom 

NiCr electrode, i.e., better adhesion of deposited thin Si films on NiCr compared 

to the adhesion on bare glass substrate. The adhesion can be also improved by the 

introduction of rough substrate. The results in Section 3.3.6 indicate that the films 

with higher residua} compressive stress (ar row -1 GPa) are more likely to peel-off. 

Continuing in the research of thin Si films prepared under a wide range of different 

deposition conditions ( Chapter 4) we found similar behaviour of properties of samples 

when the structure is changed from amorphous to microcrystalline independent of the 

reason of this change (thickness, gas dilution, temperature ... ). Based on these results 

(Chapter 4 and references within) we attempted to summarize [110, 193] the typical 

features of the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition: 
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• a clear peak in ambipolar diffusion length (Lm//) and surface RMS roughness 

• drop of dark DC conductivity to ud < 10-1n-1C7n-1 and crystallinity to Xc < 70% 

• percolation threshold (just interconnected network of microcrystalline grains) 

accompanied by large grain boundaries (LGBs) formation 

For the explanation of dramatic changes of transport properties in fully micro

crystalline films we formulated a simple rule [180] for monitoring the occurrence of 

LGBs. This rule was applied to all samples presented in this work. It is based on the 

values of conductivity prefactor u0 and activation energy E0 , which must fulfill the 

following conditions: 

E0 ~ 0.5 eV 

and then µc-Si:H film is free from large grain boundaries acting as potential barri

ers and the transport properties are very good. This typically favours the samples with 

low nucleation density having larger grains and smaller portion of grain boundaries, 

see samples of dilution series in Section 4.6. 

However, not all the changes of electrical properties are simply derived from the 

structure. This was the case of samples of both temperature series (Sections 4. 7 and 

4.8), where very similar topographies were observed for samples with dramatically 

different transport properties. We employed the guiding rule, which gave consistent 

results, i.e., samples with poor transport properties did not fulfill this rule. However, 

for the explanation of this behaviour, we had to find some additional information since 

the structure did not provide any reasonable answer. By taking into account the fact 

that the samples were prepared at rather low temperatures, we measured the hydrogen 

content CH and these measurements gave us a clear answer, i.e., change of nature of 

grain boundaries containing more hydrogen as the temperature was decreased. 

The observation of samples of the VHF temperature series however shows another 

effect, i.e., hydrogen compensates the decreasing mobility of Si growth precursors 

leading to surprisingly high crystallinities for samples close to RT (Xc=50% at 35° C). 

Peak in hydrogen content attributed to the transition zone structure [53] was in 

the case of both temperature series combined with an additional effect - i.e., the 

increase of CH due to lower substrate temperature. So, the changes of properties of 

samples with variable Ts are more complicated to explain than in the case of dilution 

series. 

From the role of hydrogen in the series of our samples we have learned that there 

must be some optima) amount of hydrogen, which is: 
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• necessary amount (more tban 1%) to passivate the defects (as known from tbe 

bebaviour of poly-Si films [204]) 

• and below tbe upper limit of H-content ("" 15%) limiting the transport properties 

(as seen in tbe temperature series [193]) 

5.3 Empirical estimate of the best sample 

Firstly, we studied tbree tbickness series prepared at different dilutions rH and 

temperatures Ts. The samples were analysed in order to understand the growtb of 

the µc-Si:H structure. Anotber result is the estimation of optimal thickness witb 

regard to best optoelectronic properties. Based on the results of our tbickness series 

(Sections 4.4 & 4.5), tbe film tbickness sbould be 500-1000 nm. Such a range is given 

by two contrary trends. On one band, tbe Ldi/ I increases witb increasing thickness 

(Figs. 4.4 & 4.10), buton tbe other band at higher thickness the large grain boundaries 

may start to disturb tbe transport by decreasing the values of E0 and a0 (Figs. 4.5 & 

4.11). For tbe evaluation of the sample with best optoelectronic properties we took 

into account Xc, O'd, surface roughness and put an emphasis on the values of Ldil/· 

The E0 and a0 had to exbibit good values, i.e., fulfilling our guiding rule (Section 3.3.5) 

as well. The overview of the best samples of the next three series is as follows: 

• Dilution series - best sample - rH=51 (at 80° C) 

• VHF temperature series - best sample - Ts=100° C 

• RF temperature series - best sample - Ts=250° C 

We selected Stm 232 (900 nm) from RF temperature series at Ts=250° C with 

Ldi11=223 nm as the best sample of the whole work. SeJection of this sampJe was 

based on the results of precise measurements, but tbe series themselves are quite diffi

cult to compare. Tbe series were prepared in different deposition systems in three lab

oratories. Each series served another purpose, wbich was successfully completed. For

tunatelly all the series exhibited the same trends in properties at tbe a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H 

transition and so these trends could have been generalized. 

Coming back to the benchmark of tbe best sample for the i-layer of the solar cell: 

Thin Si films prepared at low temperatures we will probably bardly acbieve record 

efficiencies, but comparable properties at lower production costs may be the strong 

arguments for the production of solar cells made of tbin Si films at Ts=80-100°C. 
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Chapter 6 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The research performed within this thesis contributes to the knowledge of the 

structure and properties of thin Si films, which are used in many applications. Besides 

electronic devices (e.g. TFT's) the most important application are the thin film solar 

cells, which can play a major role in renewable energetics. The solar cells must exhibit 

rather high effi.ciency values at an affordable price to be successful on the market. To 

achieve these goals, the understanding of the properties of thin Si films is essential. 

The state-of-the-art knowledge of thin Si films when the author entered this field 

("'1999) was the rediscovery of µc-Si:H and fabrication of first µ.c-Si:H based solar 

cells in 1994 [33). It was reported that the structure of µ.c-Si:H reflects the deposition 

parameters, especially silane concentration csiH4 (52). The measurements of µc-Si:H 

by combined AFM revealed different conductivity of a-Si:H and µc-Si:H structures 

with high lateral resolution [154). There had been also the first depositions of solar 

cells at low temperatures (Ts=l00° C) [47). The existence oftransition between a-Si:H 

and µc-Si:H and the hydrogen content in the thin Si films was reported (53). 

An overview of techniques used for the preparation and characterization of the 

thin Si films is presented in the theoretical part of this work. Special attention was 

given to the techniques developed and actively used in the group of Dr. Jan Kočka 

at the Institute of Physics, AS CR in Prague. In the experimental part we present a 

complex study of several series of intrinsic a-Si:H and µ.c-Si:H films. We used several 

characterization techniques and showed the influence of key deposition parameters 

on the structure and properties of the films. The research of properties of thin Si 

films is still far from being complete. It will continue with the emphasis on reducing 

the production costs of these films by using cheap substrates and fast depositions. In 

the last decade it underwent a dramatic development, to which we contributed the 

following resul ts: 
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Structure of µc-Si:H films: 

• demonstration of structure evolution with increasing thickness by the measure

ment of crystallinity in the thickness profile created by the Calotest 

• construction of the grain cross-sectional scheme based on the AFM images of 

the thickness series; two different stages of growth (expansion and elongation) 

were detected 

• understanding of the growth of the microcrystalline grains and introduction of 

a simple geometrical model of growth (based on the results of three thickness 

series) 

• first empirical estimation of the diffusion length of precursors LFec on the grow

ing surface (from the AFM images of a mixed-phase sample with smooth a-Si:H) 

• visualization of small grains ( crystalli tes) and large grains ( aggregates) in µc-Si: H 

by combined AFM 

• introduction of simple guiding rule (based on Ea and a0 ) for monitoring the 

quality of grain boundaries in µc-Si:H 

• exploration of properties of thin Si films prepared at lower temperatures 

• confirmation of important role of hydrogen content, which influences the quality 

of grain boundaries 

Discovery of typical features at the a-Si:H/ µc-Si:H transition: 

• sharp increase of ad and Xc when the percolation threshold is crossed 

• coincidence of peak in RMS roughness and Ldi/ I by SSPG for the mixed-phase 

samples 

The author participated in the preparation of thin films by PECVD and performed 

all the AFM measurements and image processing presented in the thesis (Section 2.4 

and Chapters 3 and 4). The author also gathered the data from other techniques 

and significantly contributed to the interpretation of the observed trends of thin Si 

films (Chapters 4). Furthermore, the author suggested and performed the evaluation 

of average µc-Si:H grain size by means of PSDF (Section 2.4.3). The comparison 

of internal stress in thin Si films evaluated from Raman and XRD measurements 

(Section 3.3.6) is another important author's contribution. 
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